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1. Introduction 

 

The aim of this study is to provide a description of Tundra Nenets (Northern Samoyedic, 

Uralic) content questions. Tundra Nenets is an indigenous, endangered, minority language 

spoken in the Russian Federation. The language belongs to the Northern Samoyedic group of 

the Uralic language family. Although a significant number of linguistic description of Tundra 

Nenets may, at first sight, appear, the language can be considered as a poorly documented and 

described language compared with the other Samoyedic or Finno-Ugric languages. This is 

particularly true for the syntax of Tundra Nenets, since there are two grammars available 

which focus on the description and analysis of the Tundra Nenets clauses (see Tereshchenko 

1973 and Nikolaeva 2014). Despite the fact that these grammars describe the basic grammar 

of the main clause-types found in Tundra Nenets, comprehensive analyses of content 

questions are not provided. In addition, there are grammar books (e.g. Kupriyanova et al. 

1957, Almazova 1961) used in primary schools, which do not satisfy the criteria for modern 

linguistic descriptions. These sources in question, furthermore, may provide the results of 

analyses based on historical data since the investigations summarised were carried out at least 

50 years ago. In summary, my main aim is to remedy the deficiencies in the literature in 

respect of content questions in Tundra Nenets. 

 Content questions are treated here as single wh-interrogatives, i.e. content questions which 

have only a single interrogative word. Traditionally, content questions are described as 

questions which (i) require a specific answer other than ʻYes/No’ and (ii) contain an 

interrogative phrase (cf. Dryer 2013a). The set of the interrogative words seems to be 

universal in the known languages, or at least there is a set of elements that is used in content 

questions for substituting unknown information. Studies on interrogatives usually discuss 

inherent properties of interrogative words that may vary from language to language. For 

instance, it is language-specific, which semantic gaps are encoded by interrogative words (see 

e.g. Cysouw 2004; 2005; Mackenzie 2008). Additionally, the way in which the available 

semantic categories are encoded in a language may also significantly differ across languages. 

A further aspect of interrogative words usually discussed (e.g. Siemund 2001; Schachter & 

Shopen 2007; Velupillai 2010) is the grammatical categories of the interrogative words, i.e. 

what parts-of-speech categories they belong to. The presence or absence of a given category 

in a given language cannot be pressupposed. Another typical criterion discussed concerning 

content questions is the syntactic position of the interrogative words (see e.g. Greenberg 
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1966; Siemund 2001; König & Siemund 2007; Dryer 2013a). These language-specific 

distinctions above raise the following questions as regards Tundra Nenets interrogatives: 

 

(i) What meanings are encoded in the set of Tundra Nenets interrogative words? 

How are the available semantic categories encoded in Tundra Nenets? Which 

lexemes are simplex and which are compound (or phrases) within the synchronic 

structure of the language? What parts are compound lexemes made from? Which 

categories use the same lexemes? 

(ii) Which word classes do Tundra Nenets interrogative words belong to? Do the 

interrogative words form a grammatically homogenous set? What kind of 

inflectional categories are there available for the interrogative words? What is the 

distribution of the different interrogative words? What kind of syntactic functions 

can be filled by interrogative words in Tundra Nenets? 

(iii) What is the position of interrogative words in Tundra Nenets? Is there a dedicated 

syntactic position available for interrogative phrases? In addition, is there only 

one available syntactic position for Tundra Nenets interrogatives or are there 

several? In other words, does Tundra Nenets allow interrogative phrases to occur 

in various structural positions? Do the interrogative phrases appear in positions 

other than the expected ones only under special circumstances? What are these 

special circumstances? 

 

Although, there are proposals which attempt to answer the questions in (ii) and/or some of 

those in (iii), the questions in (i) have not been addressed at all.  

 In the literature (see e.g. Kupriyanova et al. 1957; Hajdú 1968; Tereshchenko 1973; 

Salminen 1998; Burkova et al. 2010; Nikolaeva 2014; etc.), Tundra Nenets interrogative 

words are either categorized as pronouns, even though not every element of the set shares the 

same grammatical properties, or the categories of interrogative pronouns, adjectives, 

quantifiers, determiners, adverbs and verbs are identified but the descriptions do not provide 

analyses of the semantic, morphological and/or distributional differences among these 

interrogative elements. In addition, Tundra Nenets is said to be a so-called in situ language, 

which does not have a special position for its interrogative words (see e.g. Salminen 1998). 

However, some descriptions (e.g. Tereshchenko 1973; Nikolaeva 2014) propose more than 

one available syntactic position for Tundra Nenets interrogative words. The present study 

aims at answering the questions raised in (i)–(iii) above. 
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 The research has been carried out on a closed data set representing the written version of 

the Tundra Nenets language. The data set originates from published sources, which were 

compiled on the basis of pre-specified criteria (for a detailed description see Chapter 3). One 

of these criteria concerns the historical aspect of the data. Namely, texts collected before the 

1960s are excluded from the set. This arbitrary decision has to be made in order to ensure the 

historical uniformity of the data. The available texts after the 1960s constitute more than 

600,000 tokens. This amount of data is considered sufficient for the purpose of describing the 

content questions. 

 A number of grammatical features discussed in the present dissertation may also be 

characteristics of other (Northern) Samoyedic, Finno-Ugric, Turkic, etc. languages. In 

addition, a comparative analysis of the expression of content interrogatives may bring new 

perspectives on interrogatives and provide valuable insight for linguists working on questions.  

This analysis would provide new perspectives for the languages spoken in Siberia, e.g. Forest 

Nenets, Enets, Nganasan, Selkup, Khanty, Mansi, Dolgan, Ket, etc., in particular. However, 

the structure of content interrogatives is not/barely described in the languages in question. 

Furthermore, not many annotated corpora exist for the target languages. Therefore, this 

investigation and comparison may be beyond the scope of the present study. In addition, 

content questions are discussed in many other Uralic languages spoken in countries other than 

Russia, e.g. Hungarian, Finnish, Estonian. Nevertheless, the methodology of comparison of 

these languages and Tundra Nenets does not appear to have any basis in fact. To conclude, the 

analysis of this dissertation holds only for Tundra Nenets, consequently other Uralic, Turkic, 

Yeniseic, etc., languages will not be affected. 

 The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a description of the 

demography and ethnography of Tundra Nenets, as well as, of its writing system, 

transcription, glossing conventions. Furthermore, the chapter gives a general overview of the 

syntactic and morphosyntactic features of Tundra Nenets that are relevant for the present 

study. Finally, Chapter 2 reviews the literature on (Tundra) Nenets and Samoyedic languages 

in general. Chapter 3 concentrates on the primary data and the corpus. In addition, certain 

considerations and data collection strategies are discussed. Chapter 4 is an overview of the 

general literature on interrogatives from a typological point of view. The analysed 

constructions are introduced, and several research questions are formulated. At the same time, 

the chapter excludes those constructions which do not have relevancy of the study: polar and 

alternative interrogatives, echo questions, relative and indefinite pro-forms, compound 

clauses, negated clauses, multiple interrogatives, interrogative mood marker and interrogative 
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verb. As the study is based on written sources, interrogative intonation cannot be examined 

either. Chapter 5 provides the lexico-semantic categorization of Tundra Nenets interrogative 

words. Chapter 6 discusses the grammatical properties of Tundra Nenets interrogative words. 

Chapter 7 examines the syntactic position of interrogative phrases in intransitive, transitive 

and nonverbal questions. Chapter 8 sums up the findings of this thesis. 
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2. The Tundra Nenets language 
 

The chapter both provides an orientation to previous literature concerning the ethnolinguistic 

situation of the Tundra Nenets language and summarizes certain grammatical characteristics 

of the language. This so-called guidance is necessary to clarify certain theoretical questions 

found in the literature, and to fill the missing information gaps relating to the current status of 

the language. 

 The chapter contains the following Sections. §2.1 introduces the genetic affiliation of 

Tundra Nenets and discusses some difficulties concerning its position within the (Northern) 

Samoyedic branch of the Uralic language family. Within the frame of this genetic 

classification, the closest linguistic relatives of Tundra Nenets and their relation to each other 

will also be dicussed. Afterwards, the traditional areas of habitation and the dialectal division 

of Tundra Nenets will be presented, which is affected by the geographical location of the 

speakers. This subsection includes a brief account of the demographic and ethnographic 

situation existing in the traditional territories of Tundra Nenets speakers with respect to the 

presence of other (non-Uralic) indigenous minorities. Additionally, the current 

sociolinguistical and demographical situation of the Tundra Nenets language will also be 

considered. §2.2 deals with literacy and writing system of Tundra Nenets. Although there 

were intentions to create a standard literary language of (Tundra) Nenets already in the early 

1930s, the standardisation processes have not been finished until today. While one may expect 

a standard written language used for schoolbooks, this language is not unified and it may 

differ in certain types of printed registers. The goal of this subsection is to discuss the 

decisions made in this dissertation in order to present the examples of the Tundra Nenets 

language. Additionally, the glossing conventions used will be briefly introduced. §2.3 

provides an overview of some basic typological characteristics of Tundra Nenets, such as the 

typical grammatical features of nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs. In addition, the internal 

structure of the phrases and the correlation between the basic word order and the order of 

minor elements will also be discussed. The description here is not concerned either with the 

phonological or with the phonetic characteristics of the language because these are of little 

relevance for the present study. The typological description in §2.3 does not aim at giving a 

comprehensive grammatical description or at discussing all grammatic features that may be 

characteristic for Tundra Nenets. Note that only those phenomena will be introduced here that 

have relevance for the present discussion. Finally, §2.4 presents an overwiev of previous 

research on (Tundra) Nenets and Samoyedic languages including the current research trends. 
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2.1. Demography and ethnography 

 

Tundra Nenets is an endangered Northern Samoyedic (Uralic) language. The Samoyedic 

languages are considered to be one of the two branches of the Uralic language family. 

Traditionally, the Samoyedic branch is further devided into two sub-branches: Northern and 

Southern Samoyedic. This traditional classification is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. The traditional classification of Samoyedic languages 

(source: Hajdú 1966: 14) 

 

This classification has been challenged in recent years as it is more likely an area-based 

division of the Samoyedic languages influenced by secondary language contacts (see 

Helimski 1982 a.o.). A new taxonomy is provided, for example, by Janhunen (1998: 459), 

illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Janhunenʼs classification of Samoyedic languages (1998)  

(source: Janhunen 1998: 459) 

 

Janhunen (1998) assumes two endpoints of the Samoyedic languages, Nganasan and Mator, 

and situates the remaining Samoyedic languages as a continuum between these two endpoints 

(for the detailed discussion of this topic see e.g. Janhunen 1998: 458–459 and Wagner-Nagy 

2011: 1–4). 
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 A somewhat different taxonomy provided by Helimski (2005) assumes secondary contacts 

among the Samoyedic languages caused by migrations after the dissolution of the primary 

language units. Figure 3 demonstrates this classification: 

 

 

Figure 3. Helimskiʼs classification of Samoyedic languages (2005)  

(source: Wagner-Nagy 2011: 2) 

 

These new taxonomies illustrated in Figure 2 and 3 do not question the position of the 

(Tundra) Nenets language within the Samoyedic group and do not modify the relation of 

(Tundra) Nenets to its closest relatives. As the internal classification of Samoyedic languages 

within the language family and the (secondary) areal contacts do not have any relevance for 

the present study, the traditional classification will be followed here. Thus, (Tundra) Nenets 

together with Enets and Nganasan are treated here as being Northern Samoyedic languages. 

 The Samoyedic languages are traditionally devided into further dialectal groups and 

(sub)dialects (cf. Tereshchenko 1993: 326–343; Wagner-Nagy 2011: 6–9). Tundra and Forest 

Nenets languages are usually considered in the literature as being the two so-called dialectal 

groups of the Nenets language. Nevertheless, these language groups show significant 

differences as regards their phonological and lexical properties, as well as, their grammatical 

structures (for further details, see e.g. Hajdú 1968: 17–20). Due to the many significant 

differences between these two groups it makes sense to consider them as separate languages 

(see, for instance, the grammars of Tundra Nenets provided by Tereshchenko 1956, Hajdú 

1968; Salminen 1998; etc., additionally the Forest Nenets grammatical descriptions of, for 

example, Verbov 1973; Sammallahti 1974; Popova 1978; a.o.). 

 The traditional territory where the Tundra Nenets language is spoken is located in the 

North-Eastern part of Europe and in the North-Western part of Siberia. Speakers live in three 
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major administrative districts, in so-called Okrugs, of the Russian Federation. These are the 

Nenets District, the Yamal Nenets District and the Taymyr Municipal District. Additionally, a 

few more groups of speakers can sporadically be found in the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous 

District, in the Komi Republic, and in the Murmansk region. Map 1 shows the regions of the 

Russian Federation in which the Tundra Nenets language is spoken. 

 

 

Map 1. The (Tundra) Nenets-speaking area of the Russian Federation  

(source: Encyclopaedia Britannica) 

 

Despite the fact that Tundra Nenets is considered to be one of the many endangered 

indigenous languages in the Russian Federation, this language has still the largest number of 

speakers within the Northern Samoyedic language group. Table 1 illustrates the 

demographical changes and the number of speakers of Nenets in the past five decades. 

 

Table 1. The demography and the number of Nenets speakers 

Year 1970 1979 1989 2002 2010 
Demography 28,487 27,294 34,190 41,302 44,640 
Speakers 23,844 22,081 26,730 31,311 21,926 
Rate 83,7% 80,9% 78,18% 75,8% 49, 11% 

(based on Dudeck 2013: 132) 
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According to the latest population Census of the Russian Federation (2010) there are 21,926 

Nenets speakers, which is about 50% of the total number of the 43,777 people who identified 

themselves as Nenets. The census, however, does not differentiate between Tundra and Forest 

Nenets languages. Volzhanina (2007: 143–154) provides data about the number of Forest 

Nenets speakers. This was less than 2,000 people in 2002. Consequently, it can be estimated 

that there are less than 20,000 people who speak Tundra Nenets as their mother tongue. 

 As evidenced by Table 1, there is an increase in the number of people who regard 

themselves as Nenets in the past two decades. As Dudeck (2013: 131) states, this tendency is 

caused by the “affirmative measures taken by the state” (Dudeck 2013: 131). Besides, it is 

also frequent that people name their heritage language as their mother tongue, even though 

they do not speak the given language anymore (cf. Pakendorf 2010: 714).  

 The official state language of the Russian Federation is the Russian language, which is 

predominantly used in the domain of everyday life and education of Tundra Nenets people. 

Besides the Russian language, other indigenous minorities with their own languages can be 

found in the traditional territories of Tundra Nenets. These minority languages may influence 

and may be influenced by the Tundra Nenets language. A map illustrating the ethnic and the 

linguistic diversity of the traditional Tundra Nenets territories in Siberia is provided under (2) 

below. 

 

 

Map 2. The ethnic and linguistic diversity of Siberia 

(source: Pakendorf 2010: 717) 
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As is illustrated in Map 2, Khanty, Mansi and Selkup speakers can be found in the Yamal 

Nenets District, while Nganasan, Tundra and Forest Enets, Dolgan (Turkic), Ket (Yeniseic) 

and Evenki (Northern Tungusic) speakers live in the Taymyr Peninsula. 

 Additionally, a relatively large number of Komi speakers live in the European part of the 

Tundra Nenets territories, in the Nenets District. On the basis of the 2010 Census of the 

Russian Federation, 9% (3 623 people) of the population in the Nenets District declared 

themselves as Komi. In this district, the ratio of Nenets speakers is 18.6% (7 504), while the 

actual number of Russian speakers is 26,648 (66.1%). In addition, 2,524 (6.3%) individuals 

claimed themselves to be of other ethnic origin. Regarding the relatively rich ethnic and 

linguistic diversity in the traditional habitat of Tundra Nenets, one can hardly find a Tundra 

Nenets, who is not a bi- or multilingual speaker. 

 The Tundra Nenets language itself also consists of three main dialectal groups, namely, the 

Western, the Central and the Eastern groups. Within them, one can distinguish further 

(sub)dialects (cf. Hajdú 1968: 17; Salminen 1998: 516). Table 2 represents these dialectal 

groups and the dialects of Tundra Nenets (cf. Tereshchenko 1993: 326–343). 

 

Table 2. The Tundra Nenets dialectal groups and dialects 

Dialectal groups Dialects 

Western 

Kolguyev 
Kanin 
Timan 
Malaya Zemľa 

Central Boľshaya Zemľa 

Eastern 

Ob/Ural 
Yamal 
Taz 
Nadym 
Taymyr 
 

As Salminen (1998: 516) notes, the dialectal variation is remarkable especially between the 

Western and the Central–Eastern dialectal groups, as “the Urals tend to divide morphological 

and lexical variants so that it is often justified to talk about specifically European vs. Siberian 

features of Tundra Nenets” (Salminen 1998: 516). The geographical position of Tundra 

Nenets speakers correlates with the dialectal classification of the language. Consequently, the 

Western dialect is mainly spoken in the Nenets District, while speakers of the Central dialect 

can tipically be found in the Yamal Nenets District. Finally, the Eastern dialect is mostly 

spoken in the Taymyr Municipal District. 
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 The structural differences among these dialectal groups and dialects have primarily been 

examined at the level of phonology and phonetics (e.g. Hajdú 1968: 21–22; Salminen 1998: 

516). One of the most conspicuous phonological differences among the dialects of Tundra 

Nenets is the lack of the velar nasal (ŋ-) in the word initial position in some of the Western 

dialects, i.e. in Kolguyev, Kanin and Timan subdialects (cf. Hajdú 1968: 21). This difference 

is illustrated in (1a–c1): 

 

 (1) a. Western dialect, Kanin Subdialect2 

   mań  ački-n     oka. 

   1SG  child-PX.PL.1SG  many.VX.3SG 

   ʽThere are a lot of children of mine.’3 [AL, 2002] 

  b. Central Dialect, Boľshaya Zemľa Subdialect 

   mań  ŋaćeki-n     ŋoka-Ɂ. 

   1SG  child-PX.PL.1SG  many-VX.3PL 

   ʽThere are a lot of children of mine.ʼ [VT, 2002] 

  c. Eastern dialect, Ob/Ural Subdialect 

   mań  ŋaćeke-mi    ŋoka. 

   1SG  child-PX.1SG   many.VX.3SG 

   ʽThere are a lot of children of mine.’ [E.La, 2002] 

 

This phonological phenomenon in the Western dialect leads to a change in the basic syllable 

structure of words, as Tundra Nenets fundamentally does not allow vowels in word initial 

position (cf. Salminen 1998: 519). Further lexical differences are provided e.g. by 

Tereshchenko (1956). 

 Additionally, more dialectal variations were identified, among others, by Jalava (2012). 

However, a systematic comparison of the grammatical structures of Tundra Nenets dialects 

has not been published yet. 

 The traditional indigenous Tundra Nenets lifestyles involve nomadic reindeer herding and 

hunting by wandering along the tundra. The traditional lives changed in many ways in the 

                                                 
1 The Tundra Nenets examples and data are transcribed here on the basis of Hajdú (1968). Nevertheless, some 
minor changes were to be done in the system of Hajdú (1968). For the details of the writing system and the 
transcription of Tundra Nenets see §2.2. 
2 The dialectal classification of the example sentences will hereinafter be indicated, if it is appropriate for the 
discussion. 
3 Unless otherwise stated, the interlinear glossess and translations of Tundra Nenets examples are provided by 
me. For a detailed descripton of glossing conventions see §2.2. 
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past decades, as more and more people settled down into villages and cities, therefore, the 

reindeer herding decreased in the Tundra Nenets communities (for a detailed description 

about the interaction between the “modernized” nomadic reindeer herding culture and its 

environment see e.g. Stammler 2005). The tendency to settle down and start a new lifestyle 

(instead of traditional “tundra life”) which decreases the possibility of passing the language 

onto the next generation, is especially typical of the younger/youngest generation (cf. Dudeck 

2013: 135; Laptander 2013: 183). The sociolinguistic situation of the territory basically 

changed in the recent decades (for more information about the current situation of Tundra 

Nenets societies in the North, see e.g. Liarskaya 2009; 2010; Ziker 2010; Kasten & de Graaf 

2013; Volzhanina 2013). 

 To summarize the facts, Tundra Nenets is definitely an endangered Northern Samoyedic 

language, spoken by fewer and fewer speakers each year. The speakers live on a relatively 

large territory in the Northern part of the Russian Federation, together with other indigenous 

minorities in the area. The Russian language and culture has a great influence on the Tundra 

Nenets speaking community. The traditional reindeer herding culture seems to be replaced by 

a modern lifestyle that involves the settlement of the originally nomadic peoples. However, 

there are also sporadic groups that succesfully adapted to the new circumstances in the 21st 

century. They have the possibility to continue their traditional life and use their mother 

language. 

 

2.2. Writing system, transcription, glossing conventions 

 

(Tundra) Nenets literacy does not have a long history and tradition. The intention to create 

unified literary languages and writing systems of the indigenous people of Western Siberia 

arose only in the late 1920s and early 1930s, when these Northern cultures have undergone a 

significant change (cf. Touluze 1999: 53).4 These social changes were primarily caused by the 

transformations in the Russian political system, the emergence of the Soviet system. The new 

leadership aimed to treat (and to solve) the “problem” of the indigenous minorities of the 

North in a new, different way (e.g. by forced settlements, unification, political education). 

One of the most efficient devices to achieve this goal was the development of a new 

educational program introducing boarding schools. However, this new educational system 

                                                 
4 There are sources, texts, translations of Tundra Nenets already from the 17th century. However, these texts 
were created without the intention of creating a unified writing system (for more information about Tundra 
Nenets literacy see e.g. Burkova et al. 2010: 186–189). 
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required the existence of writing systems and literary languages of the Northern minority 

languages. As Touluze (1999: 68) notes, this literary development focused on choosing a 

graphical system and a prestige dialect recognized as the norm (for further details about the 

development of the written culture in Western Siberia see e.g. Touluze 1999; etc.). In the case 

of the Nenets language, this prestige dialect was the “dialect” spoken in the tundra (close to 

the Yamal subdialect of the Tundra Nenets language; cf. Toulouze 1999: 75). Despite these 

attempts originating from external needs, neither a unified literary language, nor a unified 

writing system has been created yet. As a real reference dialect for Tundra Nenets has not 

been chosen and the language has not been unified, the text variants representing different 

dialectal variations and/or edited by different authors often have their own coding systems. 

 In addition, the writing system of Tundra Nenets is based on the Cyrillic alphabet, which is 

not totally appropriate to encode the phonemic system of the language. For instance, the 

length of vowels is not marked in texts written in Cyrillic script at all. Furthermore, in some 

Tundra Nenets sources the glottal stop (Ɂ) is not marked by any Cyrillic character. 

Considering the fact that the glottal stop in Tundra Nenets functions as the marker of the 

plural number and the genitive case in the nominal domain, furthermore, it marks the 3rd 

person plural in the verbal agreement, and it serves as a distinctive feature in certain plural 

paradigms, these sources lack significant grammatical information. 

 Additionally, the Latin based linguistic transcriptions used in grammatical descriptions 

(e.g. Hajdú 1968; Salminen 1993; 1998; Staroverov 2006; Kavitskaya & Staroverov 2008; 

etc.) are not unified either. They show differences mainly in the interpretation of the Tundra 

Nenets vowel system. As the present study does not aim at discussing phonological features 

of Tundra Nenets, a simple transliteration based on Hajdú (1968) will be used here. However, 

the length of vowels will not be indicated in the examples because the original Cyrillic texts 

lack to mark it. 

 The Tundra Nenets examples are glossed and translated by me, with the exception of those 

which originate from Nikolaeva (2003; 2005b), Salminen (1998) and Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 

(2011). The glossing conventions and abbreviations used in the present dissertation are based 

on the Leipzig Glossing Rules5 with some minor additions.  

 

 

 

                                                 
5 Available at: http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/pdf/LGR08.02.05.pdf (Accessed 2015-06-01). 
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2.3. The main typological features of Tundra Nenets 

 

Tundra Nenets is a typical SOV language in which the order of the minor elements relative to 

each other correlates with the order of the major constituents. Consequently, the adjective 

precedes the noun it modifies, as well as, the possessor precedes the possessed noun, etc.  

 The major word classes distinguished in Tundra Nenets are nouns, adjectives (and 

numerals), adverbs and verbs. Additionally, other parts-of-speech categories, such as 

pronouns, determiners, etc. can also be found in the language. 

 The category of nouns is specified for three numbers: singular, dual and plural; seven 

cases: nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, locative, ablative and prosecutive; and 

possessive and predestinative declensions (cf. Salminen 1998: 537–539). Tundra Nenets, 

being an agglutinative language, expresses these categories mostly by suffixes attached to the 

nouns. The examples in (2a–c) demonstrate the singular, plural and accusative case marked 

forms of the word ti ʻreindeerʼ. The category of singular number and nominative case is 

expressed by a zero morpheme in Tundra Nenets. In the following Chapters, these categories 

will not be glossed and marked separately unless their marking is relevant for the discussion. 

 

 (2) a. ti 

   reindeer.SG.NOM 

  b. ti-Ɂ 

   reindeer-PL.NOM 

  c. ti-mɁ 

   reindeer-SG.ACC 

   (Hajdú 1968: 41) 

 

Additionally, there are some fusional processes available in the language (see e.g. Hajdú 

1968: 38). The accusative plural forms of some nouns are, for instance, indicated by changing 

the final wovel of the noun (see 3a–b). 

 

 (3) a. xaľe     

   fish.SG.NOM     

  b. xali 

   fish.PL.ACC 

   (Hajdú 1968: 38) 
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The possessive relation in Tundra Nenets possessive phrases may be marked on the head of 

the phrase (on the possessed item), on the dependent (on the possessor), or on both of them. 

The possessor always precedes the possessed item. Head marking through possessive suffixes 

is available for possessive phrases with pronominal possessor (see 4). In this case, the 

presence of the pronominal possessor is optional. The brackets in the examples indicate the 

optionality of the elements in the phrases. 

 

 (4) (pidar) te-r 

  (2SG)  reindeer-PX.2SG 

  ʻyour reindeerʼ (Nikolaeva 2005b: 223) 

 

The pronominal possessor, if it is overt in the phrase, can be either preceded (see 5a) or 

followed by a determiner (see 5b). 

 

 (5) a. ťuku (pidar)  te-r 

   this (2SG)   reindeer-PX.2SG 

   ʻthis reindeer of yoursʼ (Nikolaeva 2003: 320) 

  b. (pidar) ťuku  te-r 

   (2SG)  this  reindeer-PX.2SG 

   ʻthis reindeer of yoursʼ (Nikolaeva 2003: 320) 

 

Unlike pronominal possessors, lexical ones always appear in genitive case and normally they 

do not require agreement on the head noun. Thus, the possessive relation is marked only on 

the dependent (cf. Nikolaeva 2005a: 223; see 6). 

 

 (6) Wata-Ɂ   ti 

  Wata-GEN  reindeer 

  ʻ(the) reindeer of Wataʼ (Nikolaeva 2005b: 223) 

 

Nevertheless, the possessive relation can also be marked both on the lexical possessor (in 

genitive) and on the possessed item (that takes a possessive suffix; see 7). 
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 (7) Wata-Ɂ   te-da 

  Wata-GEN  reindeer-PX.3SG 

  ʻ(the) reindeer of Wataʼ (Nikolaeva 2005b: 227) 

 

As Nikolaeva (2005a) states, the two lexical possessors have different structural positions. 

The one that does not trigger agreement on the head (the so-called regular possessor 

illustrated in (6) can only occur after a determiner (see 8 below). In this type of possessive 

phrase, agreement via possessive suffixes on the possessed item is not possible (cf. Nikolaeva 

2005a: 228). 

 

 (8) ťuku  Wata-Ɂ   ti    / (*te-da) 

  this  Wata-GEN  reindeer   (reindeer-PX.3SG) 

  ʻthis reindeer of Wataʼ (Nikolaeva 2005b: 228) 

 

In contrast, the possessor triggering agreement on the head, the peripheral possessor 

(illustrated in 7 above), can only be situated before a determiner (see 9). In this construction, 

the possessed item is obligatorily marked by possessive suffixes: 

 

 (9) Wata-Ɂ    ťuku  te-da      / (*ti) 

  Wata-GEN  this  reindeer-PX.3SG   (reindeer)  

  ʻthis reindeer of Wataʼ (Nikolaeva 2003: 320) 

 

The insertion of an adjective between the possessor and the possessed item is possible with 

either types of lexical possessors (see 10a–b). 

 

 (10) a. Wata-Ɂ   serako  ti 

    Wata-GEN  white   reindeer 

    ʻ(the) white reindeer of Wataʼ (Nikolaeva 2005b: 227) 

   b. Wata-Ɂ   serako(-da)    te-da 

    Wata-GEN  white(-PX.3SG)  reindeer-PX.3SG 

    ʻ(the) white reindeer of Wataʼ (Nikolaeva 2005b: 227) 
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As example (10b) illustrates it, the attributive adjective can also take possessive agreement 

markers. For further details about the agreement in person between attributive adjective and 

head noun see the discussion of example (19). 

 In nominal phrases, the nouns can be modified by determiners. The determiners in Tundra 

Nenets precede the head nouns and agree with them in number as in (11a), but person and 

case agreement is not available for them see (11b) (cf. Nikolaeva 2003: 316). 

 

 (11) a. ťiki-Ɂ   xiďa-Ɂ 

    that-PL  dish-PL 

    ʻthose dishesʼ (Okotetto 1998: 135) 

   b. ťiki kinoťeatra-nɁ 

    that cinema-DAT 

    ʻto that cinemaʼ (Nenyang 2005: 73) 

 

As illustrated in examples (8) and (9) above, the determiner can either precede or follow the 

possessor (both pronominal and lexical possessors). Additionally, the determiner can precede 

the adjectival modifier in the phrase see (12): 

 

 (12) ťiki ŋarka  xabt 

   that big  reindeer.ox 

   ʻthat big reindeer oxʼ (Barmich 2008b: 50) 

 

Finally, a noun can be a complement in a postpositional phrase. The postpositional phrase is 

also head-final in Tundra Nenets and the dependent noun appears in genitive case as in (13): 

 

 (13) toľ-Ɂ   mud 

   table-GEN in.ABL 

   ʻfrom a/the tableʼ (Okotetto 1998: 75) 

 

Nouns (and noun phrases) typically function as arguments of verbs in the clauses. Case 

marking of nouns indicates their syntactic functions. In (14), the constituent in nominative (ńe 

ʻwomanʼ) functions as the subject of the clause, while the constituent marked by accusative 

case (maľćamɁ ʻmalitsaʼ) is the direct object in the clause. 
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 (14) ńe   maľća-mɁ  sedi!i. 

   woman malitsa-ACC sew.VX.3SG 

   ʽA/The woman sews a/the malitsa.’ (Nenyang 2005: 14) 

 

The nouns (or noun phrases) can be predicates in nonverbal clauses by taking verbal endings, 

the so-called subjective conjugation suffixes, in every person and number without an overt 

copula (see 15). 

 

 (15) mań  tiɁ     lekara-dmɁ. 

   1SG  reindeer.PL  doctor-VX.1SG 

   ʻI am a/the vet.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 93) 

 

In these clauses, the predicate noun always occupies the clause final position as in (15) above. 

In addition to the agreement markers, the past tense marker is also attached to the predicate 

noun without using a copula (see 16). 

 

 (16) mań  jor-ta-dam-ź. 

   1SG  fish-PCP.IMPF-VX.1SG-PST 

   ʻI was a/the fisher.ʼ (Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 202) 

 

The nouns functioning as predicates can only take the agreement and the past tense markers. 

If any additional grammatical meaning (such as future tense, aspect, mood, etc.) is expressed, 

a copulative verb appears in the clause as in (17). 

 

 (17) mań ľetčika-dmɁ ŋæ-ŋku-dmɁ. 

   1SG pilot-VX.1SG be-FUT-VX.1SG 

   ʻI will be a/the pilot.’ (Almazova 1961: 61) 

 

To sum it up, nouns in Tundra Nenets can function as any constituents of the main clause by 

taking case or agreement markers. Additionally, they can be modified by adjectives and by 

other nouns in possessive phrases. They can also be the complements of postpositional and 
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possessive phrases6 and they can be the predicates of clauses by taking agreement and past 

tense markers. 

 Unlike nouns, adjectives in Tundra Nenets can only fulfil attributive and predicative 

functions. As it was illustrated by the structures above, phrases in Tundra Nenets are head-

final. The attributive adjective precedes its head noun and can agree with it in number, case 

and person (cf. Nikolaeva 2003: 322). Certain agreement types are optional and some of them 

are only available for certain dialects of Tundra Nenets. Agreement in number is always 

available in noun phrases, but it is the most typical in the Western dialects (cf. Nikolaeva 

2003: 322; see 18). 

 

 (18) serako(-Ɂ)  te-Ɂ 

   white(-PL)  reindeer-PL 

   ʻwhite reindeer (pl)ʼ (Nikolaeva 2003: 324) 

 

Similarly, person agreement between the head noun and the attributive adjective via 

possessive suffixes is optional. As Nikolaeva (2003: 322) notes, it is possible in possessive 

phrases in which the relation between the possessor and the possessed item is inalienable. As 

in example (19) below the reindeer represents an inalienable possessed item, its adjectival 

modifier can show agreement in person. 

 

 (19) serako(-r)    te-r 

   white(-PX.2SG)  reindeer-PX.2SG 

   ʻyour white reindeerʼ (Nikolaeva 2003: 324) 

 

As Nikolaeva (2005a: 226) observed, the agreement feature in person is available only for the 

Eastern dialects of Tundra Nenets. 

 Finally, internal case agreement can also take place. Agreement in case can appear only in 

combination with other agreement features (cf. Nikolaeva 2003: 324). If the head noun is 

marked for more than one agreement feature (e.g. for number and case), then the adjective can 

also take these agreement markers (see 20a). Similarly to person agreement, agreement in 

case is not obligatory in noun phrases either. In this case, the adjectival modifier can only be 

                                                 
6 For further attributive use of nouns see e.g. Nikolaeva (2003). 
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marked for number, even if the head noun takes both a number and a case marker in the 

phrase, as in (20b). 

 

 (20) a. serako(-xot)   te-xet 

    white(-PL.ABL) reindeer-PL.ABL 

   b. serako(-Ɂ)   te-xet 

    white(-PL)   reindeer-PL.ABL 

    ʻfrom a/the white reindeer (PL)ʼ (Nikolaeva 2003: 325) 

 

As these features are all optional, the modifying adjective can appear in the phrase without 

showing any agreement with its head noun. 

 The (cardinal and ordinal) numerals in Tundra Nenets do not constitute a different word 

class from adjectives, thus the agreement rules discussed above also apply for them (cf. 

Nikolaeva 2003: 321). Similarly to adjectives, agreement in number, person and case is 

optional in the case of numerals, too. In example (21), for instance, the attributive numeral 

can agree with the head noun in person. 

 

 (21) śiďa(-mi)   te-mi 

   two(-PX.1SG)  reindeer-PX.1SG 

   ʻmy two reindeerʼ (Tereshchenko 1973: 54) 

 

As example (21) illustrates, nouns quantified by numerals are in singular, but nouns can take 

a dual marker with the numeral śiďa meaning ʽtwo’ (see 22). 

 

 (22) śiďa  xasawa-xaɁ 

   two  man-DU 

   ʽtwo men (DU)’ (Labanauskas 2001: 115) 

 

A characteristic property of numeral modifiers is that, when combined with other adjectives 

numerals usually precede the adjectives in the noun phrase (see 23). 
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 (23) ńaxarɁ  ŋarka  maɁ 

   three   big  tent 

   ʻthree big tentsʼ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 338) 

 

Like nouns, adjectives (including the subclass of numerals) can function as the predicate of 

the clause on their own.7 The predicative adjective/numeral can appear without an overt 

copula in every person and number both in present and past tense (see 24a–b). 

 

 (24) a. mań  ŋarka-dmɁ. 

    1SG  big-VX.1SG 

    ʻI am an/the adult.ʼ (Almazova 1961: 51) 

   b. mań  ŋarka-dam-ź. 

    1SG  big-VX.1SG-PST 

    ʻI was an/the adult.ʼ (Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 223) 

 

As with the predicative nouns, a linking copula is used to encode any other grammatical 

meaning (e.g. future tense, aspect, etc.) (see 25): 

 

 (25) mań  ŋarka-dmɁ  ŋæ-ŋgu-dmɁ 

   1SG  big-VX.1SG  be-FUT-VX.1SG 

   ʻI will be an/the adult.ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 123) 

 

Adverbs in Tundra Nenets cannot be marked for any grammatical features (person, number, 

case, etc.), with the exception of the locational/directional adverbs. This subcategory of 

adverbs can take the locative case markers (dative, locative, ablative and prosecutive). 

 According to Salminen (1998: 540), there is a set of locative case markers different from 

those attached to nouns that can appear on adverbs. The uninflected form of this subcategory 

of adverbs cannot appear on its own. Consequently, the stems of adverbs can rather be 

                                                 
7 Certain adjectival meanings are expressed by verbs in Tundra Nenets. These forms, however, exhibit the same 
grammatical properties as verbs, and these predicates cannot be considered to be nonverbal predicates: 
  
 (i) ńe   ŋaćeki-d   śado? 
  woman child-PX.2SG  be.beautiful.VX.3SG 
  ʻIs your daughter beautiful?ʼ [Ev.L: 2012] 
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considered as roots appearing only in the local forms. The examples in (26a–d) illustrate the 

paradigm of the adverbial root ťu- ʻupʼ, which cannot be used without these locative suffixes. 

 

 (26) a. ťu-ʔ 

    up-DAT 

   b. ťu-naʔ 

    up-LOC 

   c. ťu-d 

    up-ABL 

   d. ťu-mna 

    up-PROS 

    (Hajdú 1968: 54) 

 

The markers that can appear on verbs are tense, mood and agreement. In the tense paradigm, 

there is a so-called aorist tense, which expresses present or immediate past tense, depending 

on the given verb. Furthermore, an inflectional suffix is used to indicate preterite tense, while, 

future is expressed with derivational morphemes. The mood system in Tundra Nenets is not 

clarified in the literature. While Hajdú (1968: 62–65) distinguishes 10 modal categories and 

markers, Salminen (1998: 530) differentiates 16 moods in the language. This question will not 

delt with here, as it has no relevance for the present discussion. The grammatical features of 

verbs are indicated by suffixes similarly to nominal grammatical categories (see 27a–c). The 

aorist tense in Tundra Nenets has no overt marker so it will not be glossed in the examples. 

 

 (27) a. nu-dm 

    stand-AOR.VX.1SG 

    ʻI standʼ 

   b. nu-dam-ć 

    stand-VX.1SG-PST 

    ʻI stoodʼ 

   c. nu-xa-dm 

    stand-HORT-VX.1SG 

    ʻlet me standʼ (Salminen 1998: 530–531) 
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Intransitive verbs obligatorily agree with their subject in person and number in the clauses 

expressed by conjugational suffixes attached to the verb (see 28a–b). This verbal conjugation 

type is traditionally called subjective conjugation (see e.g. Hajdú 1968; Salminen 1998). 

 

 (28) a. mań sowxoz-xana manzara-dmɁ. 

    1SG sovkhoz-LOC work-VX.1SG 

    ʻI work at a/the sovkhoz.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 51) 

   b. mań ńiśa-mi,    ńe!a-mi    sowxoz-xana  manzara-ŋa-xaɁ. 

    1SG father-PX.1SG  mother-PX.1SG sovkhoz-LOC  work-CO-VX.3DU 

    ʻMy father and my mother work at a/the sovkhoz.ʼ [VT, 2002] 

 

The subject can be omitted, if it is a discourse-old, topical element8 (cf. Dalrymple & 

Nikolaeva 2011: 133), in which case the verb encodes its person and number through the 

agreement suffix (see 29b). 

 

 (29) a. What are you doing? 

   b. manzara-daɁ? 

    work-VX.2PL 

    ʻAre you working?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 125) 

 

A transitive verb in Tundra Nenets agrees either with the subject only or both with the subject 

and the object. Agreement with the object is only in number. If a transitive verb agrees only 

with its subject, it takes the so-called subjective conjugational suffix. If the verb agrees both 

with the subject and with the object, it is conjugated in the so-called objective conjugation. 

 According to Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011: 131–137), object agreement appears on the 

verb if the object has a topical role in the discourse. Example (30b) can be understood as an 

answer to the question in (30a).9 

                                                 
8 The term topic is defined here on the basis of Dixon (2010: 235) as a discourse category. Topic is “an argument 
which occurs in a succession of clauses in a discourse and binds them together” (cf. Dixon 2010a: 340). It is 
interpreted here as an old, given, known element of the clause.  
9 Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011: 132) provide further contexts in which the clause with the object that does not 
trigger agreement in (30b) can appear. These contexts narrow the focus either to the predicate (What did the man 
do?), or to the object element (What did a/the man kill?). In these contexts, the object cannot appear with object 
agreement on the verb, therefore it cannot be interpreted as being a topical element. I cite here the most neutral 
context provided by Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011: 132) for illustrating the difference between these two types 
of objects in Tundra Nenets. 
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 (30) a. What happened? 

   b. xasawa ti-m    xada. 

    man  reindeer-ACC kill.VX.3SG 

    ʻA/the man killed a/the reindeer.’ (Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011: 132) 

 

In this case, the object cannot be considered the topic of the clause and it does not control 

agreement on the predicate verb. In contrast, in (31b) the predicate verb agrees with its object 

because it has a topical role indicated by the context in (31a). 

 

 (31) a. What did a/the man do to the/a reindeer? 

   b. xasawa  ti-m     xada-da. 

    man   reindeer-ACC  kill-VX.OBJ.3SG 

    ‘A/the man killed a/the reindeer.’ (Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011: 132) 

 

Similarly to topical subjects, topical objects can also be covert in the clause. If a topical object 

is omitted, the transitive verb always shows agreement with it (cf. Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 

2011: 132), as in the example in (32). 

 

 (32) xada-da. 

   kill-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻHe killed itʼ (Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011: 132) 

 

The agreement of the verbal predicate with the topical object is only available with 3rd person 

objects. 1st and 2nd person objects never trigger agreement on the verb (see 33). 

 

 (33) mań  śit    tańaʔ    tæwra-ŋgu-dmʔ. 

   1SG  2SG.ACC  there.DAT  take-FUT-VX.1SG 

   ʻI will take you there.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 113) 

 

As the previous examples already illustrate, the predicate appears in sentence final position. 

Auxiliaries also follow the main verb by occupying the clause final position in the clause (see 

34). 
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 (34) mań  to-wa-n    xarwa-dmʔ. 

   1SG  come-AN-DAT  want-VX.1SG 

   ʻI want to come.’ (Labanauskas 2001: 60) 

 

The only exception is the negative auxiliary used in standard clausal negation (and in certain 

subtypes of non-standard negation) that precedes the negated main verb, thereby changing the 

expected VAux order (see 35). 

 

 (35) mań  ńi-dmʔ     tu-t-ʔ.  

   1SG  NEG.AUX-VX.1SG  come-FUT-CNG 

   ʻI will not come.’ (Pushkareva 2003: 234) 

 

As was already mentioned, Tundra Nenets has an SOV basic word order, consequently the 

subject (be it pronominal or lexical) occupies the sentence initial position.10 However, it can 

be preceded, for instance, by a temporal adverbial (see 36). 

 

 (36) ťuku  jaľa-ʔ  mańaʔ ťeatra-nʔ  xanta-waʔ. 

   this  day-GEN  1PL  theatre-DAT  go-VX.1PL 

   ʻToday we are going to the theatre.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 73) 

 

According to Salminen (1998: 543), the most typical word order of Tundra Nenets (transitive) 

clauses is the following: 

 

 (37) X11
Time S XL  O XManner V 

 

In his description, Salminen (1998: 543) assumes an SXLOV basic word order in which the 

temporal adverbial may precede the subject, occupying a clause initial position. In contrast, 

Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011: 136) note that the possible order of subject (S), object (O), 

oblique phrase (X) and verb in transitive clauses can be either an SXOV or an SOXV, 

illustrated in (38a–b), where the spatial adverbial can optionally precede or follow the object 

in the clause. Verbal agreement with the object is possible with both word orders. 

 

                                                 
10 The example in (14) above also illustrates that the basic word order of Tundra Nenets is SOV. 
11 X stands for any oblique phrase functioning as an adverbial modifier or adjunct of the verbal predicate. 
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 (38) a. ńiśa-da   pedara-xana weńeko-m lada   / lada-da. 

    father-PX.3SG forest-LOC  dog-ACC  hit.VX.3SG  hit.VX.OBJ.3SG 

    ‘His father hit a/the dog in the forest.’ 

   b. ńiśa-da   weńeko-m pedara-xana lada   / lada-da. 

    father-PX.3SG dog-ACC  forest-LOC  hit.VX.3SG  hit-vX.OBJ.3SG 

    ‘His father hit a/the dog in the forest.’ (Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011: 136) 

 

Moreover, Nikolaeva (2014: 214) provides a typical order of constituents, which is illustrated 

in (39) below: 

 

 (39) time adjunct – subject – place adjunct – indirect object – direct object – manner  

   adverb – verb 

 

Although this order is frequent in declaratives – as Nikolaeva (2014: 214) states – the 

constituents can appear in relatively free order in the clause. Nevertheless, the clause finality 

of the verb seems to be a rigid syntactic rule. It is only a right-dislocated element that may 

follow the finite verb. On the basis of the literature, we can conclude, that the order of the 

clausal element is free, but there is a preferred order in which the constituents usually appear. 

We will return to the word order patterns in Tundra Nenets in Chapter 7. 

 

2.4. Previous research on (Tundra) Nenets and Samoyedic languages 

 

There is no generally accepted periodization of the history of Samoyedic linguistics. This is 

not suprising, since as Helimski (2001) states: 

 

“Until approximately the turn of the 20th century Samoyedology remained a Cinderella 

among the branches of Uralic studies, suffering from both a scarcity of available 

materials and poorly developed methodology.” (Helimski 2001: 175) 

 

Although recordings of Samoyedic languages were taken by scholars (e.g. Peter Mundy, 

Richard James, Philip Johann Strahlenberg, Daniel Gottlieb Messerschmidt, etc.; for a more 

detailed description of the history of Samoyedic philology see e.g. Hajdú 1968: 10–16; 

Helimski 2001) already from the 17th and 18th centuries, these early sources containing word 
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lists and preliminary grammatical notes of certain Samoyedic languages (see e.g. the polyglot 

dictionary of Pallas 1787; 1789) cannot be considered to be systematic linguistic descriptions. 

It shall be mentioned, however, that these materials contain data about Samoyedic languages 

which are already distinct today (e.g. Grigorij Spassky collected materials from Koibal and 

Motor speakers). Comparative methods (mainly in combination with regular field trips) were 

primarily used during the early documentation and description of these languages. Thus we 

see that during this period it was the (historical) relation of the Samoyedic languages with the 

other group of Uralic language family, the Finno-Ugric branch, that were intended to be 

described. These initiatives, however, resulted in the development of the first grammars and 

grammatical descriptions of the then undescribed Samoyedic languages (amongst the other 

indigenous languages of the Russian tundra) in the middle of the 19th century by Matthias 

Alexander Castrén. The works of Castrén are usually considered to be the beginning of 

Samoyedic philology. 

 At the beginning of the 20th century, the systhematic studies of Samoyedic languages 

started, and organized expeditions to the North were undertaken in order to document and 

describe the Samoyedic languages. The collected materials of Toivo Lehtisalo (e.g. 1947; 

1956) provide the possibility to analyse the Nenets language. Nowadays, these data can be 

regarded as historical data and many properties of language change can be captured in it. 

Lehtisalo republished the materials of Castrén among folklore compilations and dictionaries 

(see Lehtisalo 1960). 

 In the 20th century, the standardization of indigenous languages in the Northern part of 

Russia became necessary, and as a result, a writing system and a literary language of Nenets 

(together with the Selkup writing system and literary language) were also created. The 

linguist who contributed to these processes was Georgiy Prokofyev. Prokofyev wrote and 

published his research results on the Nenets language (see e.g. Prokofyev 1936) and also 

participated in the development of the educational system. Prokofyev published the first 

schoolbooks and textbooks of Nenets. As was mentioned in §2.1, the Tundra Nenets language 

was considered a dialect of the Nenets language for a long time. Therefore, the grammatical 

descriptions providing information about the Nenets language in the 20th century discussed 

mainly Tundra Nenets as the most representative dialect of the Nenets language. This, 

however, had some important consequences. The most serious one is that the other so-called 

dialect(al group) of the Nenets language, Forest Nenets, remained poorly described and 

documented. Considering the fact that this language is seriously endangered today with about 

2000 speakers, this cannot be compensated or made up for. Among the students of Prokofyev 
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(e.g. Grigoriy Verbov;12 Anton Pyrerka13) Natalija Tereshchenko became the most prominent 

scholar of Samoyedic languages at the end of the 20th century. 

 The grammars published by Tereshchenko (e.g. Tereshchenko 1947; 1956) focus mainly 

on the morphological and syntactic properties of Nenets, and on the dialectal differences of 

the Nenets language. Tereshchenko published a description of the syntax of Samoyedic 

languages (see Tereshchenko 1973), which has remained the only comprehensive syntactic 

study of Samoyedic languages to date. She also produced a Russian–Nenets dictionary (see 

Tereshchenko 1965). In addition to Tereshchenko’s works, other grammars were published in 

this period (e.g. Kupriyanova et al. 1957; Almazova 1961, etc.; for a more detailed description 

of the history of Samoyedic philology in the 20th century see e.g. Helimski 2001). These 

descriptions were accompanied by regular fieldworks and consulting native speakers. In this 

period, two chrestomathies were published about Tundra Nenets by Hungarian researchers, 

Gyula Décsy (see Décsy 1966) and Péter Hajdú (see Hajdú 1968). There is also a short 

grammar of Forest Nenets provided by Pekka Sammallahti (see Sammallahti 1974). By the 

end of the 20th century the phonological and the morphological system of (Tundra) Nenets 

had been described. Additionally, the only syntactic study (Tereshchenko 1973) has discussed 

the grammatic behaviour of some (major) syntactic units and formulated several syntactic 

rules. Considering that the patterns and processes described in these grammars were resulted 

in examinations of data which may be deemed to be historical ones, their conclusions 

regarding the grammatic system of the language may differ from that in the present-day 

(Tundra) Nenets language in several important respects. 

 At the end of the 20th century, the comparative historical research of Samoyedic languages 

also emerged. One of the most significant researchers of this topic was Tibor Mikola (e.g. 

Mikola 1988; 2004). In addition, Helimski and Janhunen have also questioned some points of 

the traditional Samoyedic historical linguistics (see e.g. Janhunen 1998; Helimski 2005). 

Nowadays, new results concerning Samoyedic etymologies are provided by Aikio (see e.g. 

Aikio 2002; 2006). 

 In recent years, Samoyedic studies mostly focus on typological characteristics (especially 

on syntactic structures) of the Samoyedic languages. Furthermore, there are projects that 

attempt to describe and document these languages. However, several syntactic questions of 

the (Tundra) Nenets language have remained unanswered, even though there are studies that 

                                                 
12 Grigoriy Verbov published Forest Nenets materials (see e.g. Verbov 1973). 
13 Anton Pyrerka was the first Nenets intellectual who participated in the constitution of a Nenets literary 
language. 
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aimed at the clarification of some questions. The most significant results of (Tundra) Nenets 

syntax (among other languages, e.g. Northern Khanty and Yukaghir) are provided by Irina 

Nikolaeva, whose works are related to the analysis of phrase structures and object agreement 

constructions, as well as, the information structure of the language (e.g. Nikolaeva 2001; 

2003; 2005a; 2005b; 2011; 2012; 2014). There is also a documentation project called Siberian 

Languages14 undertaken by Nikolaeva. This project provides multimedia collections of 

several endangered languages. In 2014, Nikolaeva published her comprehensive grammar of 

Tundra Nenets, which aims in particular at describing the syntax of Tundra Nenets. This 

syntactic analysis of the Tundra Nenets language is the only grammar which examine clauses 

and structures using modern methods of linguistic description. 

 Further syntactic analysis concerning intransitive constructions in Tundra Nenets is 

provided by Olesya Khanina (see Khanina 2007). Additionally, there are finished and ongoing 

research projects that focus on certain characteristics of Samoyedic and/or Uralic languages 

from a typological point of wiev (e.g. Typology of Negation in Ob-Ugric and Samoyedic 

Languages15 and see e.g. Wagner-Nagy 2011; Miestamo et al. in Press). These projects also 

focus on the documentation of the (Tundra) Nenets language (see furthermore the 

Documentation of Enets and Forest Nenets16 project). There are also studies that describe the 

(Tundra) Nenets phonological/phonetic structure in a modern theoretical framework (see e.g. 

Staroverov 2006; Kavitskaya & Staroverov 2008). Additionally, descriptive studies of the 

Tundra Nenets language (like Körtvély (2005) about verbal morphology and Jalava (2012) 

about the modal system) can also be found. In recent years, some grammar and grammatical 

descriptions were also published (see e.g. Salminen 1998; Burkova et al. 2010). 

 Finally, sociolinguistical research also emerged in recent years (e.g. Laptander 2013; 

furthermore the project called ORHELIA17). These studies mainly focus on the conditions and 

the present situation of the language (see Volzhanina 2007; furthermore the volume edited by 

Kasten & de Graaf 2013; the MinorEuRus18 project) and are usually combined with socio-

                                                 
14 Available online at: <http://larkpie.net/siberianlanguages/> (Accessed 2015-06-01). 
15 Available online at: <http://www.univie.ac.at/negation/index-en.html> (Accessed 2015-06-01). 
16 Available online at: <https://www.etis.ee/portaal/projektiAndmed.aspx?VID=a5268f5f-fa76-4fdd-9974-
b3513e9f3a38&LastNameFirstLetter=K&PersonVID=173&lang=en&FromUrl0=isikud.aspx&FromUrl1=isikuP
rojektid.aspx> (Accessed 2015-06-01). 
17 Oral History of Elders in Arctic. Available online at: 
<http://www.arcticcentre.org/InEnglish/RESEARCH/Sustainable-Development--Research-Group/Anthropology-
research-team/Oral-History-of-Empires-by-Elders-in-the-Arctic----ORHELIA> (Accessed 2015-06-01). 
18 Empowerment and revitalization trends among the linguistic minorities in the European Union and the Russian 
Federation. Available online at: <http://blogs.helsinki.fi/minor-eurus/> (Accessed 2015-06-01). 
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anthropological research (see e.g. the work of Florian Stammler, Stephan Dudeck at the 

Arctic Centre). 

 There is further research on Nenets and Samoyedic that this short introduction cannot go 

into. For a more detailed bibliography, see e.g. Burkova et al. (2010: 199–221) and Helimski 

(2001). 
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3. Data, sources and methodology 
 

As was already mentioned, the results discussed in the present study are based on a corpus 

consisting of published and electronically accessible written texts. I use the term “corpus” 

here for a repository of collected and structured electronic texts. The selected texts were used 

for extracting language data of interrogative words and content questions. This chapter 

discusses certain data collection strategies that were taken to be relevant within the frame of 

the present analysis. Throughout the text collection process the main aim was to select texts 

provided by as many authors as possible from different social classes, age, sex and dialects. 

However, the availability of Tundra Nenets sources is limited and in many cases certain 

characteristics of the texts cannot be validated and/or controlled for. Therefore, certain factors 

had to be considered during the selection of the Tundra Nenets texts/sources. In §3.1 these 

considerations will be presented. §3.2 discusses the methodological aspects and background 

of corpus creation. In this section, the available and used text types and their typical 

characteristics will also be dealt with. Additionally, those decisions will be discussed that 

were made when sampling the language. Finally, the methods and the data will be presented. 

In addition, the limits of the present corpus-based study will also be considered. 

 

3.1. Preliminary considerations 

 

The methods of designing a corpus and collecting data were developed here with the intention 

of creating a text-compilation that contains reliable, natural, and representative data (cf. 

Himmelmann 1998: 165). There are many factors, however, that one has to consider with 

respect to the Tundra Nenets language when collecting texts and text excerpts, that is 

“segments of discourse extracted from a larger complete text” (Biber & Conrad 2009: 5). 

These factors discussed below in (i–viii) can influence the criteria of reliability, naturalness, 

and representativeness as established by Himmelmann (1998: 165). 

 

(i) There are some audio recordings of the Tundra Nenets language available. 

However, the vast majority of these recordings can be regarded as elicited data 

and translations from Russian into Tundra Nenets. Although there are also 

naturally produced recorded texts, these give few analysable constructions. 
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Therefore, these audio corpora or collections of spoken material do not provide 

sufficient data without additional sources. 

(ii) Electronically searchable and/or annotated corpora are also available. These 

corpora were designed from written sources. Similarly to the previous group, they 

contain a very limited amount of tokens and do not provide a representative 

sample of the Tundra Nenets language. 

(iii) Although several fieldtrips to Tundra Nenets territories have been undertaken in 

recent years, the collected texts are either not available for the research 

community, or the texts were published in printed form. 

(iv) There is a relatively large amount of printed written texts collected during 

fieldtrips. As mentioned in §2.1, Tundra Nenets is spoken in territories of the 

Russian Federation where different types of bi-or multilingual situations can be 

found. On the one hand, Russan is the dominant language both politically and 

economically, so almost every Tundra Nenets speaker speaks Russian as his/her 

mother tongue, too. On the other hand, there are also speakers of other minority 

languages in these districts (and in most cases these languages are also 

endangered), which can also influence the language use. Consequently, the 

language competence of Tundra Nenets speakers may vary significantly. 

Therefore, texts were mainly collected from speakers who can be characterized as 

being “old, fluent speakers” of the community (see Grinevald & Bert 2011: 49). 

(v) The texts in printed sources were collected especially with ethnographical 

intention and the sociolinguistical parameters of consultants (such as age, sex, 

occupation, etc.) may not be balanced. 

(vi) The printed texts may be republished versions of earlier compilations so the texts 

may not provide synchronically valid data or the synchronicity of the data cannot 

be verified. 

(vii) The representativity of text varieties associated with speakers of different dialectal 

groups may also not be balanced. 

(viii) In addition to printed texts that were collected during fieldworks, there are also 

sources published with educational purposes. Certain linguistic parameters of the 

informants who produced these texts cannot be verified. As a consequence, the 

use of these registers has its own limits. 
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As the available acoustic corpora did not provide sufficient data of content questions, I 

excluded these sources from my research.19 However, this decision has its consequences. One 

of the most important consequences is that the suprasegmental features (such as emphasis, 

intonation) of content questions will not be discussed and examined in this dissertation. 

 The data of the present research originate from written and electronically available sources, 

which dominantly represent the written version of the Tundra Nenets language. As Hundt 

(2008: 169) notes (amongst others), written language usually differs in some properties from 

spoken language. One of the most usually described and discussed differences between 

written and spoken language is that written language is often more complex structurally. This 

means that more complex phrases, e.g. extremely complex noun phrases, are usually 

employed by written registers (cf. Biber & Conrad 2009: 262). Nevertheless, certain written 

text types can have essentially the same linguistic characteristics as spoken registers (see 

Schneider 2003: 53). In what follows, I will discuss those aspects of texts that were identified 

by designing the corpus. 

 

3.2. Sampling frame 

 

The goal of the text selection was to design a corpus that contains a relatively representative 

amount of tokens and is appropriate for answering linguistically relevant questions. As I used 

data from written sources, which are usually described as a secondary coding of a language 

(in contrast to speech), I classified the sources on the basis of their proximity to speech. In 

this categorization the criteria discussed by Schneider (2002: 71–74) were used (see 40a–c). 

 

 (40) a. identity of speaker(s) and writer(s) 

   b. temporal distance between speech and record 

   c. reality of speech event 

 

As Schneider (2002: 72) notes, a text can be constructed either by the speaker or by another 

participant of the given speech situation. This factor, the identity of the speaker and the writer, 

specifies – among other parameters – the situational characteristics of a given text (cf. Biber 

                                                 
19 I do not consider the audio recording of the Russian–Nenets Audio Phrasebook to be an acoustic corpus, 
althogh the data were recorded in audio forms as well. However, the data were elicited, therefore they do not 
represent a naturally produced language. 
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& Conrad 2009: 40). In contrast, the temporal relation between the speech event and its 

recording in (40b) defines the so-called production circumstances of texts (cf. Biber & Conrad 

2009: 40; Schneider 2002: 72). Finally, a speech event coded in a written text can be based on 

a real situation in a given time and place or it can represent a text produced in an imagined 

situation. On the basis of these criteria, the following text-types were selected for designing a 

corpus of Tundra Nenets (see Table 3). 

 

Table 3. The Tundra Nenets primary sources 

Category of 
texts 

Type of sources Speaker–writer 
identity 

Temporal 
distance 

speech–record 

Reality of speech 
event 

recorded Folklore compilations different immediate 
real, 

unique 

imagined Phrasebooks 
identical/ 
different 

immediate 
hypothetic, 

unique 

imagined 
Methodological 

handbooks 
identical immediate 

hypothetic, 
unique 

imagined Reading books identical immediate 
hypothetic, 
unspecified 

imagined Textbooks identical immediate 
hypothetic, 
unspecified 

 

Additionally, I also considered some aspects of texts on the basis of Atkins et al. (1992) (see 

41a–d). 

 

 (41) a. recording date 

   b. dialect 

   c. text type 

   d. genre 

 

As already mentioned above, decades may pass between the date of recording and publishing. 

Consequently, texts may provide synchronically invalid data. Therefore, I excluded those data 

sets that were collected in fieldworks undertaken before the 1960s. 

 There are sources (e.g. schoolbooks) which were not collected but produced by a speaker 

of the community. These sources do not contain information about the time of their 

production. In these cases, I supposed that the date of publishing is the approximate date of 

the text production. The dialectal origin of the sources is only relevant in the case of the 

folklore compilations, because the other text types were recorded (written down) in the 

standard variant of Tundra Nenets language. Finally, I classified the types of texts in order to 
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characterize the homogenity of the corpus (for further information on the types of subregisters 

and genre characteristics of texts in general see Biber & Conrad 2009: 32). The following 

sections discuss the principal features of collected texts. 

 

3.2.1. Recorded texts 

 

The Tundra Nenets folklore text compilations can be characterized as recorded texts as these 

texts are direct written recordings of a real speech event, in real time and real place in a real 

situation (cf. Hundt 2008: 169). On the basis of Schneider’s (2002: 72) classification, these 

types of written texts are the closest to spoken texts. Table 4 illustrates those folklore 

compilations that were used for collecting data. In Table 4 the full texts are abbreviated by 

FT. 

 

Table 4. The Tundra Nenets folklore compilations 

Compiler/Editor Date of 
publishing  

Date of 
recording 

Speaker–
writer 
identity 

Dialectal 
classification 

Genre Text 
type 

Number 
of token 

Labanauskas 1995 1973–1993 different Eastern narrative FT 23,768 
Labanauskasa 2001 1965–1990 different Eastern narrative FT 19,391 
Lar & Pushkareva 2001 1984–1997 different Eastern narrative FT 253,665 
Pushkareva 2003 1987 different Eastern narrative FT 8,972 
Pushkareva & 
Khomichb 

2001 1965–1980 different Eastern 
Western 
Central 

narrative FT 22,564 

Yangasova 2001 no data different Eastern narrative FT 50,555 
Total 378,915
a The folklore compilation published by Labanauskas in 2001 is almost identical with Labanauskas (1995). Those texts that 
appear in both of these volumes were chosen only once in order to avoid duplication. 
b Pushkareva & Khomich (2001) also contains texts collected before the 1960s. These texts were excluded from the corpus. 
 

The folklore compilations were collected and recorded by ethnographers and/or linguists 

whose primary goal was to present and preserve not only the language but also the culture of 

the given community. The recording process (writing down) was usually simultaneous. In 

addition, certain texts may also have been transcribed later from a mechanical recording with 

the help of the consultants. The sources provided additional information about the recording 

circumstances and sociological information about the consultants, such as age, gender and 

social status, etc., so the dates of recording were also presented. As mentioned, exclusively 

those texts were chosen that were collected in a fieldwork undertaken after the mid-1960s. In 

the course of the fieldworks, the texts were produced by a member of the community in real 

and unique speech events in which the speaker was not identical with the writer. The 
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published volumes usually provide basic information about the location of the fieldwork, 

therefore these data can be used for determining the dialectal characteristics of the texts. The 

selected texts in Table 4 mainly originated from the Eastern dialectal group. These folklore 

texts are solely those text types in the corpus that preserved dialectal characteristics of the 

language. The folklore text compilations contain narrative mythical texts, lakhanako, 

syudbabts, yarabts, etc., and songs produced by the consultants. From these, only the 

narrative texts were chosen, while the songs and poems were excluded. These narrative 

folklore texts contain specialized subregisters (e.g. conversations) from which the full texts 

(FT) were kept instead of selecting text excerpts (TE). As Table 4 illustrates, the subcorpus 

containing folklore texts (either narrative texts or conversations) consists of 378,915 words. 

 

3.2.2. Imagined texts 

 

The so-called imagined texts were also created by speakers of the community, however, they 

differ from recorded texts in the sense that they were never spoken but were originally created 

in writing (cf. Schneider 2002: 72–73). The imagined texts are devided here into two 

subgroups. The first subgroup contains texts originally created to be spoken, such as 

phrasebooks and methodological handbooks for teachers, while the second group consists of 

texts prepared to be written, those are reading books and textbooks. Both of these 

subcategories represent the written standard of the Tundra Nenets language, so they show 

some differences in comparison with the previously discussed folklore texts. As the exact date 

of recording could not be determined, this information can only be hypothesized. As already 

mentioned, these texts were written in the standard language, therefore they cannot be 

categorized dialectally. 

 

3.2.2.1. Phrasebooks  

 

The phrasebooks aim at providing utterances that can be used in a normal, daily, real 

conversation. Therefore, these texts are relatively close to natural speech, but they are only 

simulations of a hyphothetical and ideal speech event. They are characterized here as 

imagined texts. As these texts are not real recordings of an originally spoken language use, the 

recording is supposed to be immediate with respect to the hypothetical speech situation. Table 

5 lists the used phrasebooks. In Table 5, text excerpts are abbreviated by TE. 
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Table 5. The Tundra Nenets phrasebooks 

Compiler/Editor Date of 
publishing 

Speaker–writer 
identity 

Genre Text type Number of 
token 

Khanzerova et al. 2012 equal conversation TE 926 
Nenyang 2005 equal conversation TE 5,171 
Russian-Nenets Audio 
Phrasebook 

2002 different conversation TE 4,491 

Vanuyto 2012 equal conversation TE 4,098 
Total 14,686 
 

The speaker, the writer and the participants of the (imagined) conversations are (usually) 

identical. (S)he is the member of the speech community. The only one example that was 

selected for the corpus is the Russian-Nenets Audio Phrasebook that provided utterances by 

speakers from different dialectal groups: Valentina Taleeva (henceforth VT; the speaker of 

the Central Dialect), Ekaterina Laptander (hereinafter E.La, who provides texts from the 

Eastern Dialect) and Anna Latysheva (henceforth AL, she comes from a speech community 

that uses the Western Dialect). With the exception of this register these sources contained 

information neither about the speaker/informant nor about the location and time of the 

recording. However, it can be supposed that the texts were created at or near the date of 

publishing, and were not recorded many decades before they were published. The 

phrasebooks contained solely short conversations (usually question-answer pairs) structured 

along different themes. These dialogues were not full texts but text excerpts (TE). The corpus 

contain 14,686 words that originate from phrasebooks. 

 

3.2.2.2. Methodological handbooks 

 

Like the phrasebooks, the so-called methodological handbooks contain short and imagined 

conversations. The main distinction between phrasebooks and methodological handbooks is 

that the latter were written for educational purposes. These conversations are used in primary 

education to develop the communicative skills of children. These sources usually contain an 

introduction either in Tundra Nenets or in Russian and some instructions for the teachers. 

Only the thematic parts of the methodological handbooks, consisting of conversations, were 

selected into the corpus (see Table 6). 
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Table 6. The Tundra Nenets methodological handbooks 

Compiler/Editor Date of publishing Speaker–writer 
identity 

Genre Text type Number of token 

Nenyang  2007 equal conversation TE 3,034 
Okotetto  1998 equal conversation TE 16,566 
Total 19,600 
 

In the imagined speech situation, the speaker and the hearer of the hyphothetical discourse 

were the same person, who was the editor/writer of the book. However, the methodological 

handbooks for teachers supposed a speech situation in which the participants were the teacher 

(who was asking questions) on the one hand and the students/children (who were answering 

the questions) on the other hand. Consequently, these sources were created for real 

communicative situations. Therefore, the conversations were recorded as if they were spoken. 

It was only supposed that each of the texts was recorded immediately at the time of the speech 

event. Similarly to phrasebooks, the speaker, the circumstances of the recording, and the 

temporal distance between the speech and recording could only be presumed. These 

conversations were regarded as text excerpts rather than full texts. The corpus contain 19,600 

number of words chosen from these methodological handbooks. 

 

3.2.2.3. Reading books 

 

The reading books contain texts originating from the folklore of several cultures (usually) 

other than Tundra Nenets (e.g. Nganasan, Chukchi, Khanty, etc.). These texts are usually 

translations into Tundra Nenets by members of the community. Thus, they represent the 

written standard of Tundra Nenets. The texts were intentionally prepared to be written for 

educational purposes, developing the reading abilities of children and providing cultural 

information. As such, they do not aim to represent a real discourse situation. Table 7 shows 

the Tundra Nenets reading books used here. 
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Table 7. The Tundra Nenets reading books 

Compiler/Editor Date of publishing Speaker–writer 
identity 

Genre Text type Number of token 

Barmich 2008a equal narrative FT 6,882 
Barmich 2008b equal narrative FT 9,403 
Orlova et al. 1996 equal narrative FT 13,711 
Pushkareva et al. 1994 different narrative FT 40,570 
Samoylova & Barmich 2008 equal narrative FT 5,944 
Samoylova & Barmich 2010 equal narrative FT 16,046 
Susoy 1990 different narrative FT 33,036 
Tereshchenko & Susoy 1995 different narrative FT 17,749 
Total 143,341 
 

Similarly to the previously presented folklore texts, the compiler/editor and the 

writer/translator of the texts may be a different person. However, in most of the cases, the 

speaker and the writer were the same person. The temporal distance between speech and 

recording was presumably immediate and the speech event was hypothetical. The place and 

the location of the “recording” and the dialectal classification of these texts could not be 

specified. The reading books contained full texts that may include some conversations too. 

The corpus contains 143,341 words that originated from the register type of reading books. 

 

3.2.2.4. Textbooks 

 

Like the reading books, the textbooks were also prepared for educational use. Therefore, they 

represent the written standard of the Tundra Nenets language. Additionally, textbooks contain 

questions, instructions concerning the given theme illustrated by the texts. Furthermore, there 

are also grammatical descriptions and comments on certain characteristics of the Tundra 

Nenets language. Both the narrative texts and the discussions were built into the corpus. The 

selected textbooks are introduced in Table 8. 

 

Table 8. The Tundra Nenets textbooks 

Compiler/Editor Date of publishing Speaker–writer 
identity 

Genre Text type Number of token 

Barmich 2007 no data mixed mixed 41,549 
Barmich & Nyaruy 2007 no data mixed mixed 14,941 
Barmich & Nyaruy 2008 no data mixed mixed 10,836 
Barmich & Nyaruy 2009 no data mixed mixed 12,838 
Total 80,164 
 

The compiler/editor of textbooks was usually a member of the speech community, or a 

language specialist supported by the community. However, the circumstances of the creation, 
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such as the identity of the speaker and the writer, the recording place, time and dialect, etc., 

could not be detected. As these sources consisted of two special types of subregisters, i.e. 

narrative full texts and text excerpts representing conversations, they did not represent a 

homogenous subpart of the corpus with respect to their genre and type features. The word 

number of textbooks is 80 164 in the corpus. 

Consequently, text types introduced above under 3.2.1–3.2.2 were selected for the corpus. A 

figure illustrating the frame of the designed Tundra Nenets corpus is provided below in Figure 

(4). 

 

 

Figure 4. The sampling frame of Tundra Nenets text compilation 

 

In what follows, I will give some additional characterictics of the corpus by using the 

classificational criteria discussed by Atkins et al. (1992: 13–14): 

 

(i) The data originated from narratives and conversations representing three 

categories of texts: recorded texts, imagined texts prepared to be spoken and 

imagined texts prepared to be written. I aimed at sampling the language through a 

relatively balanced text compilation. However, certain text categories were 

underrepresented due to their limited availability. 

(ii) These text categories are full texts and text excerpts providing synchronic data. 

(iii) The corpus is a monolingual (Tundra Nenets) one, but the sources contained 

Russian translations not built in the corpus. 

(iv) The printed texts were scanned and saved in machine-readable forms with an 

OCR (Optical character recognition) program. This format allows to make simple 
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searches (e.g. occurrences of words or word forms), but complex information 

cannot be extracted from the corpus as it does not contain any explicit additional 

information (such as parts-of-speech tagging, etc.). 

(v) The texts were converted from Cyrillic into Latin automatically by a PERL script 

written for this purpose. 

 

This corpus has its own limits; for instance, it is not appropriate for analyzing dialectal 

differences or measuring sociolectal features because these additional pieces of information 

were largely missing from the sources. 

 

3.3. Data collection strategies 

 

The data (content questions) were collected manually from the corpus so collecting every 

occurrence (every token) of certain interrogative words was not aimed at. Rather, the types of 

possible occurrences of grammatical structures were gathered. The interrogative clauses were 

analyzed and grouped into three clause types: intransitive, transitive and nonverbal clauses. 

On the basis of Dixon (2010: 228–229), intransitive clauses are defined here as clauses which 

have a single core argument, that is the intransitive subject. Additionally, transitive clauses 

are clauses with two core arguments, i.e. a transitive subject and a transitive object (cf. Dixon 

2010a: 228–229). Finally, nonverbal clauses are treated here as clauses in which a nonverbal 

element functions as the predicate (cf. Payne 1997; Dryer 2007b). Table 9 below illustrates 

the occurrences and numbers of these question types in the corpus. 

 

Table 9. The analyzed Tundra Nenets content questions 

Intransitive clauses Transitive clauses Nonverbal clauses Total 
595 392 507 1,494 

 

These occurrences, however, are not representative of the frequency of interrogative words. 

On the one hand, not every token was selected from the corpus, as mentioned above. On the 

other hand, the interrogative words can also be used in clause types that will not be analyzed 

in the present dissertation (e.g. interrogative clauses with negative predicates, or multiple 

interrogatives; for further details of the subject of this study see Chapter 4). Consequently, I 

excluded those occurrences that have no relevance for the present study. Afterwards, I 

determined the constituents of the content questions in order to analyze the grammatical 
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characteritics of interrogative words. The grammatical features will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Finally, I examined the syntactic structure of questions in order to define the position of the 

interrogative words within the clause (the results will be discussed in Chapter 7). 

 This study based on a written corpus has its own limits. One of its limits is that it is only 

possible to examine and identify functions and occurrences of a given interrogative word or 

phrase if it occurs in the corpus. Hence, to exclude grammatical properties that do not occur in 

the texts is not possible. Therefore, the present dissertation will discuss only those parameters 

of Tundra Nenets interrogative words and clauses that can be demonstrated by the data 

extracting from the corpus. 
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4. The subject of the study 
 

The aim of this chapter is to classify aspects which will be used in the analysis of Tundra 

Nenets content questions. This chapter describes the terminology and theoretical framework 

behind this study.  

 The present work aims at providing a cross-linguistically valid and comparable description 

of content questions in Tundra Nenets, therefore mainly typological results and approaches 

will be discussed here. Throughout the analysis, a neutral and widely accepted terminology 

will be used. Since the main aim of the present discussion is to describe the content questions 

in Tundra Nenets, the theoretical framework followed here is the so-called basic linguistic 

theory elaborated by Dixon (2010a; 2010b; 2012). The basic linguistic theory is widely 

employed in language description, because it provides a flexible and analytic framework in 

terms of which the grammar of any language can be described. This theory is not a formal 

one, however, it has been influenced by certain formal theories, e.g. by generative grammar. 

Within the frame of basic linguistic theory, the language is analysed as a system in its own 

right via data collected with a minimum of preconceptions about the language. 

 The present chapter is organized as follows. §4.1 discusses typical clause types available in 

languages on the basis of the speech acts the clauses are associated with. Additionally, 

structural/grammatical correlations between speech act types and clauses performing these 

speech acts will be described. §4.2 deals with cross-linguistic types of interrogative 

constructions. Typical strategies used across languages for differentiating between 

interrogative types will be defined. §4.3 discusses certain aspects of content interrogatives 

with respect to the availability of interrogative substitutes. Semantic categories, lexical forms, 

parts-of-speech categories, and the syntactic functions of the interrogative words will be 

considered here. Afterwards, a cross-linguistic classification of content question types on the 

basis of the possible syntactic positions occupied by the interrogative words will be provided. 

§4.4, identifies the set of those relevant constructions and elements that will be examined in 

the following chapters. §4.5 reviews the literature and approaches to Tundra Nenets content 

questions and interrogative words. Finally, §4.6. formulates numerous research questions that 

will be answered later in this thesis. 
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4.1. Speech act distinctions 

 

There are several approaches that categorize clause types in the known languages. As Dryer 

(2007b: 224) notes, “there are at least four senses in which one can talk about clause or 

sentence types in a language”. These classifications result in dichotomies within clauses 

illustrated in (42a–d): 

  

 (42) a. main and subordinate clauses 

   b. active and passive clauses, etc. 

   c. clauses with a verbal or a nonverbal predicate 

   d. declarative, imperative, interrogative sentences 

 

Further approaches may be distinguished from the four aforementioned ones, which may lead 

to more (sub)types of clauses. The classification in (42a–d) is, however, considered here 

sufficient to illustrate the basic differences between the interpretations. 

 Within the frame of the categorization in (42a), a subordinate (or dependent) clause, which 

can be a complement clause, an adverbial clause, or a relative clause, is interpreted as a 

constituent of the main clause (cf. Velupillai 2012: 315–316). As this categorization is not 

relevant for the present discussion, I will not deal with it here in detail (for a typological 

description of independent clause types see e.g. Noonan 2007; Velupillai 2012: 316). 

 Similarly, clause types in (42b) will not be analysed here, therefore they will not be a topic 

of concern (for a detailed description of this topic see e.g. Foley 2007). 

 A clause defined by the criterion in (42c) may contain verbal or nonverbal elements 

functioning as predicates (cf. Dryer 2007b: 224). Verbal predicates can be intransitive, 

transitive and ditransitive20 (cf. Dryer 2007b: 250). Besides, there are several clause types 

cross-linguistically (such as equative, inclusive, etc.) in which a nonverbal element is 

employed for expressing the predicate (for a detailed description see e.g. Payne 1997; Dryer 

2007b). This classification provides the basis of the analysis of Tundra Nenets interrogative 

structures in Chapter 7, in which I will return to this categorization. 

                                                 
20 The term ditransitive predicate is defined on the basis of Dixon (2010: 229) in the following way. Ditransitive 
predicates are constructions with three core, i.e. obligatory, arguments. These construction-types are often called 
as extended transitive constructions (see Dixon 2010a: 229).  
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 Finally, the so-called illocutionary acts, i.e. speech acts performed by the speaker in a 

utterance result in a further differentiation of clauses (see 42d). Usually, three basic sentence 

types, declaratives, imperatives and interrogatives, are employed by the languages for 

expressing various speech acts (cf. Sadock & Zwicky 1985; König & Siemund 2007; 

Velupillai 2012). Examples in (43 a–c) represent these basic sentence types in English: 

 

 (43) a. John is taking out the garbage.    (declarative clause) 

   b. Take out the garbage, John.     (imperative clause) 

   c. Is John taking out the garbage?    (interrogative clause) 

    (König & Siemund 2007: 277) 

 

In addition to these three types, there are also minor categories, such as exclamations 

illustrated in (see 44) (for further subtypes see Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 162–165). 

 

 (44) Thatʼs so tacky!  (exclamative clause) 

   (Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 162) 

 

While the three main clause types are traditionally differentiated across languages and seem to 

be universal, the minor types can rather be understood as subcategories of the three main ones 

(cf. Velupillai 2012: 345). 

 Declarative sentences (illustrated in 43a) are normally used for speech acts as describing, 

asserting, claiming, stating, accusing, criticizing, promising, guaranteeing, etc. (cf. König & 

Siemund 2007: 285; Velupillai 2012: 346). As König & Siemund (2007: 284–285) claim, 

affirmative declaratives form the most frequent sentence type, and are typically unmarked in 

the languages (for languages that mark the affirmative declarative sentences see e.g. Sadock 

& Zwicky 1985: 165–166; König & Siemund 2007: 284; Velupillai 2012: 346). Therefore, 

the other two main types of sentences (imperatives and interrogatives) are usually interpreted 

as derived forms of affirmative declaratives21 (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 285), but it does 

not necessarily mean that they are not marked. Instead, declarative affirmatives can be 

characterized by the absence of those formal properties that are available for the other two 

categories (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 286). The word order represented by affirmative 

                                                 
21 Imperatives and interrogatives can only be regarded as results of some operations made on declaratives in 
languages, in which affirmative declaratives are unmarked (cf. Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 165–166 and König & 
Siemund 2007: 285). 
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declaratives is usually regarded as the basic word order of a language (cf. König & Siemund 

2007: 285) and this clause type has the least restricted distribution relative to the other types 

of clauses (cf. Velupillai 2012: 346). Within declaratives, affirmative and negative 

declaratives are traditionally differentiated (cf. Velupillai 2012: 346–347; see 43a and 45, 

respectively). 

 

 (45) John is not taking out the garbage.  (negative declarative clause) 

 

Negative affirmatives, in contrast, are usually marked constructions that change the truth 

value of a proposition (for a detailed description of standard clausal negation from a 

typological point of view see Miestamo 2005). 

 Imperatives (see e.g. 43b) typically convey commands, orders, requests, suggestions, 

instructions, warnings, etc. (cf. Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 170; Velupillai 2012: 359). There is a 

broad and a narrow interpretation of imperatives (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 303). In the 

narrow sense, imperatives are restricted to second person subjects. The extended definition 

includes commands, requests, etc. addressed to first and third persons, which are traditionally 

called hortative and optative clauses (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 303). Imperatives are 

usually marked constructions, most typically by morphological marking (e.g. affixes or bare 

verb stems; cf. König & Siemund 2007: 303). These clauses can also be either positive or 

negative (also called as prohibitive; cf. Velupillai 2012: 359; see 46 below and 43b above). 

 

 (46) Donʼt take out the garbage, John!  (negative imperative clause) 

 

The third type of sentences found nearly universally in languages is the interrogative one. 

Interrogative sentences are typically used for requesting information (cf. Sadock & Zwicky 

1985: 178; König & Siemund 2007: 290–291; Velupillai 2012: 352). Similarly to the other 

two types of clauses, interrogatives can be devided into subtypes. These categories will be 

discussed in §4.2 in detail, so I will give examples there. 

 In sum, the three basic types of clauses discussed above are the ones tipically differentiated 

in languages. As Huddleston (1994: 412) notes, if a language distinguishes these categories of 

sentences, the categories will show syntactic differences. 

 Although these basic sentence types have a default interpretation (associated with a typical 

speech act), they can also be used with a distinct communicative function in a discourse (c.f. 

König & Siemund 2007: 283). For instance, the example in (47) performs the speech act of a 
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request, which is typically associated with imperative clauses but formally the clause is an 

interrogative clause. 

 

 (47) Could you please close the window?    (interrogative clause, request) 

   (König & Siemund 2007: 283) 

 

As König & Siemund (2007: 284) note, these inferences depend on contextual factors, so the 

utterance in (47) requires a physical reaction (closing the window) rather than an oral one 

(ʻYesʼ). In what follows, the various subtypes of interrogative clauses will be dicussed. 

 

4.2. The subtypes of interrogative clauses 

 

As mentioned in §4.1, interrogatives are one of the main clause types and they are typically 

used for requesting information (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 291; Velupillai 2012: 346).22 In 

addition, other speech acts can be associated with them as well. A typical example is 

illustrated in (47) above, in which the interrogative asks for an action and not for information. 

This speech act, i.e. requesting an action, is usually associated with imperative clauses (for a 

detailed description about speech acts that are available for interrogatives other than asking 

for an information see Huddleston 1994). At the same time, clause types other than 

interrogatives can also be used as questions (cf. Siemund 2001: 1011; see 48). 

 

 (48) He has come today?   (declarative clause, question) 

   (Siemund 2001: 1011) 

 

In example (48), a declarative clause is used for expressing a speech act typically 

characteristic of interrogative clauses. Nevertheless, the default interpretation of interrogatives 

is associated with requesting information, asking a question. 

                                                 
22 The terms “question” and “interrogative” are often interpreted interchangeably in the literature. According to 
Huddleston (1994: 412–414), however, the former defines a set of answers, while the latter is used for a clause 
type. In my dissertation, I will follow this distribution and use the term “question” for Tundra Nenets clauses 
which require unknown information and contain an interrogative phrase. 
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 There are many aspects of interrogatives that may result in interrogative subcategories. As 

Haan (2001: 12) notes, there are nine interrogative types typically discussed and differentiated 

in the literature (see 49): 

 

 (49) a. Polar questions 

   b. Alternative questions 

   c. Content questions 

   d. Tag-questions 

   e. Declarative questions 

   f. Echo-questions 

   g. Elliptic questions 

   h. Rhetorical questions 

   i. Embedded questions 

 

In this study, the types in (49a–i) will not be distinguished and discussed in detail, but a 

simpler classification will be followed. Interrogatives will therefore be differentiated here on 

the basis of the typical answer they require. Depending on the answer claimed, one can 

distinugish three major types of interrogative clauses, illustrated above in (49a–c). These are 

polar questions (or Yes/No questions; see 50a), alternative questions (see 50b) and content 

questions (also called constituent, information, question-word questions, or wh-questions on 

the basis of the typical English interrogative word forms; see 50c; cf. Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 

179; Siemund 2001: 1010). 

 

 (50) a. Does a platypus lay eggs?     (polar question) 

   b. Is a platypus a mammal or a bird?  (alternative question) 

   c. What is a platypus?       (content question) 

   (Siemund 2001: 1011) 

 

The use of a more simple classification here is because the types of interrogatives illustrated 

above in (49a–i) partially overlap as far as, for instance, a polar or a content question can be 

echoed for expressing surprise or incorrect understanding/hearing of the preceding utterance 

(cf. Haan 2001: 16; see 51a–b). 
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 (51) a. She is a genius?  (polar echo question) 

   b. She is a what?   (content echo question) 

    (Huddleston 1994: 427) 

 

Unlike non-echoed polar and content questions, echo questions do not ask for new 

information, but they are typically used to ask for repetition or clarification of a given part of 

the preceding information (cf. Huddleston 1994: 432). Typically, the structure of echo 

questions differs from their non-echoed counterparts see (52a–b) and compare with (51a–b). 

 

 (52) a. Is she a genius?  (polar question) 

   b. What is she?   (content question) 

 

In what follows, prototypical characteristics of the three basic interrogative types will be 

discussed. According to Sadock & Zwicky (1985: 178–179), polar questions (see e.g. 50a and 

51a) are (nearly) universal across languages. These questions request the hearer to decide 

whether a given proposition is true or false, therefore the minimal answer to this type can be a 

simple ʻyesʼ or ʻnoʼ (cf. Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 178; König & Siemund 2007: 291; 

Velupillai 2012: 352). The typical strategies for marking polar questions across languages are 

provided under (53a–h) below (cf. Siemund 2001: 1011; Dryer 2005: 470; König & Siemund 

2007: 292; Miestamo 2007: 303, Velupillai 2012: 652–356; Dryer 2013b: 1). 

 

 (53) a. interrogative intonation 

   b. interrogative particles 

   c. interrogative tags 

   d. interrogative verb morphology 

   e. interrogative auxiliary verb 

   f. disjunctive-negative structures 

   g. interrogative word order  

   h. absence of declarative morphemes 

 

The techniques in (53a–h) will not be illustrated here because they are not relevant for the 

purpose of the discussion. However, a short explanation of the typical strategies and cross-

linguistic observations will be provided. For the techniques employed by the Tundra Nenets 

language with examples see §4.5. 
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 In many languages, it is only the intonation that differentiates the declarative clauses from 

the polar interrogatives. The most typical case is that declaratives have a falling intonation, 

while interrogatives have a rising intonation. Nevertheless, the opposite can also be found in 

some languages, e.g. in Fanti (Niger-Congo, Kwa; cf. König & Siemund 2007: 292). 

Furthermore, some languages, such as Russian, Finnish, Estonian, etc., mark their polar 

questions by an interrogative particle that typically appears in the clause final position. As 

König & Siemund (2007: 295) note, the position of the interrogative particle correlates with 

the basic word order of languages: verb-final languages usually situate the interrogative 

particle in the clause-final position, while verb-initial languages are more likely to have 

clause-initial interrogative particles (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 295). In some languages 

(e.g. in English), an interrogative tag – that is closely related to interrogative particles – is 

used in polar questions. The clause to which the interrogative tag is attached is formally a 

declarative clause (which is either affirmative or negative). The polarity of the two elements, 

i.e. the clause and the tag, is different in most languages employing interrogative tags. It 

means that the clause is affirmative, while the tag is negative, or it is the other way around. In 

addition, the combination of positive clause and positive tag is also quite frequent across 

languages (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 296–297). In this case, however, the tag usually 

occurs at the sentence final position regardless of the basic word order of the language. 

Furthermore, there are languages, e.g. Tundra Nenets, in which inflectional suffixes – different 

from those used in declarative clauses – are attached to the verb for marking polar questions 

(cf. König & Siemund 2007: 299). Moreover, interrogative (auxiliary) verbs can also be used 

for expressing polar questions (this strategy is employed by Tundra Nenets as well, cf. 

Miestamo 2007: 303). In the so-called disjunctive-negative structures (or A-not-A 

constructions), the affirmative predicate is followed by its negative counterpart for expressing 

a polar question (this technique is found e.g. in Mandarin Chinese; cf. König & Siemund 

2007: 297). The strategy of marking polar questions by changing the order of the clause 

constituents is typically available for (and seems to be restricted to) Indo-European languages. 

The most typical word order change is that the verb appears in the clause initial position (cf. 

König & Siemund 2007: 299). Finally, the absence of a special interrogative marker can also 

be a technique of differentiating polar questions. In these languages (e.g. in Dinka, Nilo-

Saharan, Eastern Sudanic), however, it is the declarative clause that is marked by a special 

marker. According to Velupillai (2012: 354), this strategy is, however, very rare. 

 Another type of interrogatives that typically occurs across languages is the alternative 

question. This type requires the hearer to make a choise between two (or more) entities. As it 
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has a lot in common with polar questions structurally, it is usually discussed as a subcategory 

of polar questions (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 291).23 However, alternative questions cannot 

be answered by a simple ʻyesʼ or ʻnoʼ. In addition, the semantics of alternative questions is 

similar to that of content questions in the sense that both of these question types specify the 

field in which the expected answers can be found (cf. Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 185). The 

alternative questions, though, allow for an answer, which is provided by the question itself. 

Furthermore, this question type does not contain any interrogative word/phrase. Despite the 

significant similarities, consequently, it makes sense to consider alternative questions to be 

separate type of interrogatives. 

 Finally, content questions are the third subcategory of interrogatives (see e.g. 50c and 52b). 

According to Sadock & Zwicky (1985: 179), this type is close to being nearly universal across 

languages. It is typically used in a discourse when the speaker misses an element of a given 

statement and assumes that the hearer knows this required information. Consequently, the 

speaker requests the hearer to share this piece of missing information with him. Various 

strategies employed by polar questions (illustrated in 53a–h) are also available for content 

questions (cf. König & Siemund 2007: 299). The most typical distinction is the presence of a 

specific interrogative substitute, an interrogative word (also called question word or 

interrogative proform), that indicates the missing information. As the interrogative word (or 

phrase) specifies the missing information, the required answer cannot be ʻYesʼ or ʻNoʼ (cf. 

König & Siemund 2007: 291; Dryer 2013a: 1). Content questions can be described as being 

interrogatives which: 

 

(i)  contain an interrogative word (phrase) and 

(ii) require a specific answer (other than Yes/No). 

 

§4.3 defines interrogative words and discusses some aspects of categorizing interrogative 

words. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
23 There are also categorizations, which consider polar questions as subpart of the alternative questions (cf. e.g. 
Karttunen 1977: 391). 
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4.3. Content questions 

 

As already mentioned, the typical strategies for marking polar questions presented in (53) 

may also serve to differentiate content questions. Still, the most typical way to form a content 

question is to employ an interrogative substitute. Although content questions universally 

contain an element whose function is to substitute the unknown piece of information in a 

discourse, this substitute does not necessarily have to be a specific interrogative word (cf. 

Velupillai 2012: 358). In some languages, interrogative words can also be used as indefinites 

and/or relatives (cf. Sadock & Zwicky 1985: 184; Idiatov 2007: 6). Furthermore, as discussed 

above, interrogative words can occur in echo-questions. In this case, they usually have 

different morphosyntactic and/or syntactic features, for instance they may occupy different 

syntactic positions (cf. den Dikken 2003: 84). Den Dikken (2003: 84) observed four types of 

interrogative words having different features (see 54). 

 

 (54) a. regular question words 

   b. echo-question words   

   c. indefinite wh-words   

   d. relative wh-words    

 

This classification provided by den Dikken (2003) concerns the regular interrogative words 

appearing in single questions, while question words in (54b–d) occur typically in different 

clause types. Declarative clauses, for instance, usually contain indefinite interrogative words. 

Thus, one can assume that content questions contain an element that serves to substitute the 

unknown part of the information. This element is, however, not obligatorily an interrogative 

word, but it can function as an interrogative word in a question. As Velupillai (2012: 358) 

states, in the Wariʼ language (Chapacuran), for example, a content question does not contain 

any interrogative word, but it is expressed by positioning a demonstrative sentence initially. 

 Usually, several dimensions of the interrogative elements are categorized and discussed in 

the literature. In what follows, the criteria and methods of categorizing interrogatives taken to 

be relevant in the present study will be discussed. Although almost every known language 

tends to have a set of interrogative words (or any element used in content questions for 

substituting a missing/unknown information), the number, meaning and grammatical category 

of interrogative words may significantly differ across languages (cf. Siemund 2001: 1018). 

Studies of cross-linguistic diversity of interrogative words usually discuss the semantic 
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categories typically fulfilled by interrogative words in languages. Mackenzie (2008: 1132) 

observed 6 different semantic categories expressed by interrogative words that occur on the 

basis of a sample of 50 languages. These categories are listed in (55a–f): 

 

 (55) a. INDIVIDUALS 

   b. LOCATION 

   c. TIME 

   d. MANNER 

   e. QUANTITY 

   f. REASON 

 

In his categorization, Mackenzie (2008: 1133) regards simple interrogative words, i.e. 

unanalysable forms at the morphosyntactic level, as “trueˮ interrogative categories. A 

somewhat similar result is provided by Cysouw (2004, 2005) on a sample of 67 languages. 

However, Cysouw (2004; 2005) considers not only the semantic gaps fulfilled by 

interrogative words but also the forms of the elements. In his studies, Cysouw (2004; 2005) 

differentiates three categories of interrogative words: major, minor and incidental categories. 

The elements of the major semantic category are interrogative word forms that cannot be 

analysed within the synchronic structure of the language. In contrast, the minor category 

consists of synchronically analysable compound lexemes, which are usually derived forms 

from the elements of the major group. In addition, the elements of the incidental interrogative 

category “are only unanalysably lexicalised in incidental casesˮ (Cysouw 2004: 18). The 

inventory of interrogative words provided by Cysouw (2004; 2005) is given in (56–58) below. 

 

 (56) Major interrogative categories 

   a. PERSON 

   b. THING 

   c. SELECTION 

   d. PLACE 

 (57) Minor interrogative categories 

   a. QUANTITY 

   b. TIME 

   c. MANNER 
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 (58) Incidental interrogative categories 

   a. REASON 

   b. QUALITY 

   etc. 

 

The typical semantic categories established by Mackenzie (2008) and Cysouw (2004; 2005) 

have a lot in common, nevertheless, they cannot be presumed cross-linguistically. Rather, it 

seems a language-specific characteristic what meanings are encoded by interrogative forms. 

Additionally, although Frawley (2002: 235) notes that similar kinds of meaning tend to 

surface in similar lexical constructions, the distinction made in the systems of lexical forms 

for filling a particular semantic gap is also a language-specific feature. It cannot be 

presupposed in a given language which existing semantic category of interrogatives will 

belong to the major group or to the minor one. A further aspect of the relation between 

interrogative meanings and interrogative forms is discussed by Dahl (2004) and Mackenzie 

(2008). There is a correlation concerning the semantics and the morphosyntactic 

characteristics of interrogative words. Thus, “a language with maximum complexity will 

display a different form for each category; a language with minimum complexity will use one 

form for all categoriesˮ (Mackenzie 2008: 1133). The system with minimum complexity, 

where different meanings are expressed by the same lexeme, is called extreme transparancy 

by Cysouw (2005). Cysouw (2004: 2) presents the extreme example of Asheninca Campa (an 

Arawak language spoken in Peru), where only one question word form fulfils several 

information gaps. The minimally complex interrogative word system supposes ambiguous 

forms among the interrogative words. Their semantic ambiguity may involve grammatical 

consequences (e.g. distributional differences). At the other endpoint of this scale, languages 

like English can be found, in which each semantic function has different form. Therefore, 

these highly complex systems do not contain ambiguous interrogative word forms. 

Consequently, neither the meaning, nor the surface forms can universally be predicted cross-

linguistically. The complexity of the items of the interrogative word set and the complexity of 

the whole system does, however, correlate with each other. 

 Another often discussed distinctive parameter of interrogative words is their grammatical 

categories. The set of the interrogative words in a given language is usually classified as 

consisting of items that belong to the closed word class of the language with respect to 

morphological, syntactic, and semantic properties of the items. However, interrogative words 

usually do not exhibit a homogeneous grammatical category, as they typically “cut across 
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other parts-of-speech classesˮ (Schachter & Shopen 2007: 33). In many languages, 

interrogative words may be different grammatically and they may belong to various word 

classes. Consequently, the grammatical categories or word classes of interrogative words 

cannot be universally presupposed either (cf. Schachter & Shopen 2007: 34). However, there 

is a cross-linguistic tendency regarding the typical parts-of-speech categories of interrogative 

words (cf. Velupillai 2010: 358). Although, the presence or absence of a given grammatical 

category varies from language to language, the typical categories for which one can observe 

interrogative substitutes are pronouns, determiners, adjectives, quantifiers, ordinal numbers, 

adverbs and verbs (cf. Idiatov & van der Auwera 2004; König & Siemund 2007: 302; 

Velupillai 2012: 359). These parts-of-speech categories fulfil typical syntactic functions 

across languages. According to König & Siemund (2007: 302), usually there are interrogative 

words which “replace the core constituents or arguments of a sentenceˮ, they can typically 

function as subject, object, adverbial, adjectival modifier and predicate, etc. in the clause (cf. 

König & Siemund 2007: 302). 

 However, the most typical criterion concerning content questions is the syntactic position 

of interrogative words. According to Dryer (2013a), interrogative phrases occur in two typical 

syntactic positions in the languages (see 59a–b). 

 

 (59) a. obligatorily at the beginning of the sentence 

   b. optionally at the beginning of the sentence 

 

Consequently, there are languages in which interrogative phrases always obligatorily occur 

sentence-initially, like in English, illustrated in (60a–b). 

 

 (60) a. Who saw you?     (sentence initial wh-constituent) 

   b. Whom did you see? 

 

In these types of languages, the initial position of the interrogative phrases may cause changes 

in the basic word order of the clause, like in (60b) where the word order is OVS instead of the 

expected SVO. Consequently, the syntactic functions of the interrogative phrases do not play 

a role in their positions within the clause in these types of languages. Additionally, Dryer 

(2013a) also considers languages in which the interrogative words are obligatorily fronted, 

that allows interrogative phrases to occur in positions other than sentence initial under certain 
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circumstances. English is a typical fronting language whereas interrogative phrases can also 

remain in situ, for instance, in English echo-questions (see 61 and compare with 60b). 

 

 (61) You saw who?   (echo question with in situ wh-constituent) 

 

The other group of languages with respect to the syntactic position of interrogative phrases 

does not require their interrogative phrases to appear in clause initial position. Instead, the 

interrogative phrase can either be situated in the immediately preverbal position or it can 

remain in situ. In Hungarian, for instance, interrogative phrases obligatorily occur in preverbal 

position regardless of their syntactic function, which position is the typical structural position 

for the focus24 of the clause in the language (cf. É. Kiss 2002: 98; see 62 a–b). 

 

 (62) Hungarian 

   a. Ki  lát-ott    téged?    (wh-constituent in focus position) 

    who  see-PST.3SG.DEF 2SG.ACC 

    ʻWho saw you?ʼ 

    SQ
25 V      O 

   b. Te  ki-t   lát-t-ál? 

    2SG who-ACC see-PST-2SG.INDF 

    ʻWhom did you see?ʼ 

    S  OQ   V 

 

In contrast, the so-called in situ languages allow their interrogative phrases to remain in the 

same position within the clause in which a non-question word fulfilling the same grammatical 

function is located. Consequently, in these types of languages the syntactic function of 

interrogative phrases may determine their position within the clause. Tundra Nenets, for 

instance, is described as being a typical in situ language (cf. Salminen 1998: 543). Given that 

Tundra Nenets has an SOV neutral word order, the interrogative phrase functioning as subject 

appears sentence initially (see 63). 

 

 
                                                 
24 The term focus covers “an argument accorded prominence within a clause” (cf. Dixon 2010a: 335). The focus 
is interpreted here as a discourse category, which expresses the new element of the discourse. 
25 The interrogativity of the phrases/clausal constituents are marked by Q in the disseration.  
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 (63) Tundra Nenets 

   xi!a  śiɁmi   śiďe?      (wh-constituent in situ) 

   who  1SG.ACC  wake.up.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho woke me up?ʼ (Samoylova & Barmich 2010: 93) 

   SQ   O    V 

 

In (64), the interrogative phrase which functions as the direct object follows the subject: 

 

 (64) Tundra Nenets 

   pidа  ŋаmge-mʔ  xeta?     (wh-constituent in situ) 

   3SG  what-ACC  say.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat did he say?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 48) 

   S   OQ    V 

 

In both clauses above, the word order of the questions corresponds to the basic order of 

declarative clauses. The appearance of an interrogative phrase does not change the basic word 

order of the language. 

 As Dryer (2013a: 3) notes, there are also languages that do not require interrogative 

phrases to be sentence initial. In these languages, interrogative phrases typically occur at the 

end of the sentence. 

 Finally, Dryer (2013a) also describes languages that can hardly be categorized into any of 

the groups mentioned above. For example, in some languages, placing interrogative phrases in 

sentence initial position is optional. This means that the non-initial position of an interrogative 

is not caused by special circumstances (contrary to English echo-questions). In other 

languages, some interrogative phrases must occur in sentence initial position, while others 

need not (cf. Dryer 2013a: 5). These languages can be considered as the mix of the two above 

mentioned types with obligatorily and not obligatorily sentence initial interrogatives. 

 A somewhat similar classification concerning the position of interrogative words in the 

clause is provided by König & Siemund (2007). According to this classification, interrogative 

words can appear in three typical positions in the clause cross-linguistically (see König & 

Siemund 2007: 301–302). These types are given in (65a–c). 
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 (65) a. obligatorily fronted 

   b. optionally fronted 

   c. in situ 

 

This categorization overlaps with he types presented by Dryer (2013a). In obligatorily 

fronting languages, the interrogative word occurs in the clause initial position obligatorily. 

This initial placement may change the neutral word order of the clause. In contrast, other 

languages allow the placing of the interrogative word in clause initial position, but under 

certain circumstances it can also occur in non-initial positions. Finally, in the so-called in situ 

languages, interrogative words occur in the position for their constituent type (cf. 2001: 1019–

1020; König & Siemund 2007: 302). 

 Greenberg (1966: 82) claims that there is a correlation between the basic word order type 

of a language and the position of its interrogative words. This correlation is formulated by 

Greenberg (1966) in Universal 12: 

 

“If a language has dominant order VSO in declarative sentences, it always puts 

interrogative words or phrases first in interrogative word questions; if it has 

dominant order SOV in declarative sentences, there is never such an invariant 

rule.” (Greenberg 1966: 82) 

 

Languages with VSO order front their interrogative words into clause initial position, while 

the sentence initial position for interrogative phrases in SOV languages is not typical. These 

languages can more likely be categorized as being in situ languages. However, as König & 

Siemund (2007: 302) note, a much weaker correlation exists in the case of SOV languages 

than detectable in VSO languages. Finally, such correlation cannot be detected in languages 

with SVO basic word order. A similar result is provided by Dryer (1991), with the exception 

that the correlation in the case of verb initial languages, i.e. VSO and VOS languages, is not 

exceptionless. On the basis of Greenberg (1966), Dryer (1991) and König & Siemund (2007), 

the possible correlation between basic word order and the position of interrogative phrases of 

languages can be illustrated as in (66a–c). 

 

 (66) a. V-initial & wh-fronted 

   b. V-final & wh-in situ 

   c. SVO & both 
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A content question may contain more than one interrogative word. This subtype of content 

question is called multiple question. Multiple content questions fall into two groups regarding 

the position of their interrogative phrases (cf. e.g. Siemund 2001: 1023–1024; see 67a–b). 

 

 (67) a. partial fronting 

   b. multiple fronting 

 

Languages belonging to the category of (67a) allow only one interrogative element in 

sentence initial position, and the other interrogative phrase remains in situ (cf. Siemund 2001: 

1024). English represents this multiple interrogative type (see 68). 

 

 (68) Who gave what to whom? 

   (Siemund 2001: 1024) 

 

In contrast, there are languages in which all multiple interrogative words/phrases occur 

sentence initially. Amongst other languages, Russian is a typical multiple fronting language 

(cf. Siemund 2001: 1024; and see 69). 

 

 (69) Russian 

   Kto  kogo    ljubit? 

   who  who.ACC  love.3SG 

   ʻWho loves whom?ʼ (Siemund 2001: 1024) 

 

For further description of multiple interrogatives see e.g. Cheng (1991); Siemund (2001); 

Bayer (2006); Dayal (2006); among others. 

 After formulating the cross-linguistic criteria of content questions typically discussed in 

the literature, I will now turn to the discussion of the analysable set of Tundra Nenets 

interrogatives. 

 

4.4. Defining the analysed constructions in Tundra Nenets 

 

The aim of this section is to delimit those constructions in Tundra Nenets that will be 

examined in the present study. This section does not only introduce individual construction 
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types in Tundra Nenets that this study will focus on, but also those constructions that will not 

be discussed in further detail later on. According to the distinction described in §4.1, I will not 

concentrate on clause types in Tundra Nenets that are associated with speech acts other than 

requesting information, therefore declarative and imperative clauses will not be analysed here. 

 Furthermore, I will examine interrogative clauses which fulfil the criteria explained in 

§4.2., thus I will only focus on the interrogatives which contain an interrogative word (phrase) 

and require a specific answer other than Yes/No illustrated in (70) below. 

 

 (70) xi!a  wesako-mi     xada-wi?      (content question) 

   who  husband-PX.ACC.1SG kill-NARR.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho killed my husband?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 107) 

 

Therefore, polar questions (see 71) and alternative interrogatives (see 72) will be excluded 

from the discussion. 

 

 (71) pidar  jeśa-d    tańa?         (polar question) 

   2SG  money-PX.2SG  exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻDo you have some money?ʼ [Ev.L, 2012] 

 (72) ńeka-r,     ńabako-r   tańa-Ɂ?    (alternative question) 

   brother-PX.2SG  sister-PX.2SG  exist-VX.3PL 

   ʻDo you have a sister or a brother?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 53) 

 

Moreover, as we have seen in §4.1–4.3, content questions have subtypes which appear only in 

special contexts. For instance, the echoed content questions are used as a response to a 

previous utterance for seeking clarification (but not for an unknown answer). Usually, the 

interrogative word does not occupy its standard position within these questions. Since the 

grammatical characteristics (e.g. syntactic structure, word order, the position of interrogative 

words, etc.) of Tundra Nenets standard content interrogatives have not been discussed in 

detail and we cannot formulate the syntactic rules of the regular use of interrogative words 

and phrases, these marked types will be excluded from the scope of the investigation. 

Consequently, the subtype of content questions that expresses surprise or requests for 

clarification in a given discourse, i.e. the echo questions in Tundra Nenets, represented by 

example (73b), will not be analysed in the study. 
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 (73) a. ťuku  xi!a-Ɂ  marɁ?           

    this  who-GEN wild.reindeer.bull.VX.3SG 

    ʻWhose wild reindeer bull is this?ʼ 

   b. xi!a-Ɂ  marɁ         ŋæ-ŋgu, [...]? (echo question) 

    who-GEN wild.reindeer.bull.VX.3SG  be-FUT.VX.3SG 

    ʻWhose wild reindeer bull could it be [...]?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 51) 

 

In addition, clauses in which the Tundra Nenets interrogative pro-words appear in a function 

other than interrogatives, e.g. as relative (74) or as indefinite (75) pro-forms, do not fall within 

the scope of the present study either. 

 

 (74) xi!a  ŋoka-wna  laxano-r-ŋa,        (relative pronoun) 

   who  many-PROS  talk-FREQ-CO.VX.3SG 

   ťiki  śaxa-ŕiʔ  ťańo-wna  śerta-!i. 

   that  when-LIM few-PROS  make-CONT.VX.3SG  

   ʻThat person, who talks a lot, usually does little.ʼ (Tereshchenko 1956: 146) 

 (75) Śanďo-Jewaľo,  ťaxaŕi sata        (indefinite pronoun)  

   Syandyo-Yevalyo very  strong 

   xi!a-n     ŋæ-we-n. 

   someone-VX.2SG  be-NARR-VX.2SG  

   ʻSyandyo-Yevalyo, you were a very strong person (lit. someone).ʼ 

   (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 250) 

 

Additionally, interrogative pro-words are found in exclamatives (see 76). 

  

 (76) xurka  sawa   xi!a  ŋæ-wi!     (wh-exclamative) 

   which good   who  be-NARR.VX.3SG 

   ʻHe is succh a good person!ʼ (Tereshchenko 1965: 784; Nikolaeva 2014: 271) 

 

In (76) above the interrogative element is not used in its standard function, i.e. asking for 

information, therefore, clause-types represented by (76) will not be examined here. 
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Furthermore, subordination in Tundra Nenets is typically expressed by non-finite verb forms. 

In these clauses, the dependent clause may be controlled by its subject via possessive suffixes 

(as in 77 below) in which cases the adjacency of the “possessor” subject and the “possessed” 

dependent clause may be obligatory. This can have an effect on the position of the 

interrogative element in the clause. Therefore, the analysis of complex content questions – 

regardless of whether the matrix clause contain the interrogative word (see 77) or the question 

is embedded (see 78) – is not included in the present discussion. 

 

 (77) pidаr  školа-mʔ  mаľe-mа-xаdаnd      (complex question) 

   2SG  school-ACC  end-AN-PX.ABL.2SG  

   ŋаmge-mʔ  pær-tа-n? 

   what-ACC  do-FUT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhat will you do after finishing school?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 60) 

 (78) ťukoxona xi!a-ʔ   jile-wa-m  mań  ťeńewa-dm.  (embedded 

   here   who-GEN  live-AN-ACC 1SG  know-VX.1SG  question) 

   ʻI know who lives here.ʼ (Nikolaeva 2014: 306) 

 

In addition, the negative structures will also be omitted from the analysis. It is well-known 

that only one clausal element can also occur in the scope of the negation. In some languages, 

like in Hungarian, this element can be an interrogative word (see 79). 

 

 (79) Hungarian 

   Nem ki-t,   hanem mi-t   lát-t-ál? 

   NEG who-ACC but  who-ACC see-PST-2SG.INDF 

   ʻNot whom but what did you see?ʼ 

 

Although, a structure illustrated in (79) has not been attested in the Tundra Nenets corpus, the 

existence of this construction in the language cannot be excluded. In consequence, I exclude 

content questions in which there is an element either negated with the standard negative 

auxiliary or with any other negative strategy that is available in Tundra Nenets (see 80–81, 

respectively). 
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 (80) xi!a  ŋudа-mdа    ńi-śa       jil-ʔ? (clausal negation) 

   who  hand-PX.ACC.3SG  NEG.AUX-INT.VX.3SG raise-CNG 

   ʻWho did not raise his/her hand?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 146) 

 (81) ťuku  jaľa-Ɂ  xi!a  jaŋgu?       (existential negation) 

   this  day-GEN  who  NEG.EX.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho is absent today?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 58) 

 

Moreover, as was already mentioned in §4.3, different syntactic position may be occupied by 

the interrogative elements if they appear in a so-called multiple question. Thus, content 

questions containing more than one interrogative word/phrase, i.e. (see e.g. 82), will not be 

analysed within the frame of this study. 

 

 (82) xi!a  ŋamge-m xi!a-naɁ   mi-ca?     (multiple question) 

   who  what-ACC who-DAT  give-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho gave what to whom?ʼ (Nikolaeva 2014: 266) 

 

Additionally, several grammars of Tundra Nenets (e.g. Hajdú 1968: 65; Tereshchenko 1973: 

92; Salminen 1998: 530) discuss a modal marker of verbs used in questions. The use of this 

marker is, however, restricted to past tense reference (see 83). 

 

 (83) pidаr  xаńad   to-sа-n?    (interrogative mood marker) 

   2SG  where.ABL  come-INT-VX.2SG 

   ‘Where did you come from?’ [E.La, 2002] 

 

In the present study, I do not deal with this marker in detail but I acknowledge that this affix 

indicates interrogativity and has past tense reference. 

 Finally, in Tundra Nenets there is an interrogative verb xaɁman ‘say what’ too. According 

to Cysouw’s (2004: 9) classification of interrogative verb types across languages, this Tundra 

Nenets verb specifies the semantic category of UTTERANCE (see 84). Since the use of this 

interrogative verb does not implicate standard content question, this study is not concerned 

with this element and structure either. 
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 (84) pidar  ńiśa-r    ńand         (interrogative verb) 

   2SG  father-PX2SG  2SG.DAT 

   ťej    jaľa-Ɂ  xaɁman-za? 

   yesterday day-GEN  say.what-INT.VX.3SG 

   ‘What did your father tell you yesterday?’ (Tereshchenko 1973: 92) 

 

Considering that the present study is the first systematic analysis of content questions in 

Tundra Nenets, I will only concentrate on the prototypical content question type, which: 

 

(i) does not function as an echo question, 

(ii) contains only one interrogative word/phrase and that is not an interrogative verb, 

(iii) consits of only one non-negative predicate. 

 

In what follows, I will discuss how content questions and/or interrogative words are 

interpreted in previous studies on the Tundra Nenets language. 

 

4.5. Previous research on Tundra Nenets (content) questions 

 

This section summarizes the results of grammars and studies related to (content) questions in 

Tundra Nenets. 

 Four basic clause types are distinguished in Tundra Nenets relative to their conversational 

use, i.e. to the speech acts they are associated with: declarative, imperative/directive, 

interrogative and exclamative clauses (cf. Tereshchenko 1973: 87–100; Nikolaeva (2014: 

194–223; 265–272). 

 Declarative clauses, which are unmarked in Tundra Nenets since the language does not 

have a special declarative marker, typically express speech acts as claiming, stating, negating 

(cf. Tereshchenko 1973: 87). They are also typically used for answering interrogative clauses. 

Within declaratives, the linear order of the clausal elements is usually discussed (see §2.3. for 

a short discussion; cf. Salminen 1998: 543; Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011: 136 and Nikolaeva 

2014: 214). As it can be concluded, Tundra Nenets has a relatively free word order. The only 

constraint is the clause final position of the finite verb. In addition, differences between 

affirmative and negative counterparts are usually discussed (for a detailed description of 

Tundra Nenets negatives see e.g. Nikolaeva 2014: 272–282 and from a typological aspect see 
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Mus 2015). The Tundra Nenets standard negation is expressed with a negative auxiliary verb 

which negates a lexical verb. In the negative predicate the negative auxiliary appears as the 

finite element of the construction, taking the markers of inflectional verbal categories. 

Furthermore, there are also negative auxiliaries, negative lexical verbs having some other 

meaning beyond the negation, as well as, there is a negative existential verb. A further aspect 

of declaratives usually discussed is the type of predicates which may occur in declaratives. 

Basically, one can distinguish between verbal and nonverbal predicates. Among verbal 

predicates, intransitive, transitive and ditransitive structures are usually distinguished. A 

comprehensive syntactic analysis of single clauses including intransitive and transitive 

structures in Tundra Nenets is provided by Nikolaeva (2014). In addition, a detailed analysis 

of Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011) specifies transitive constructions in Tundra Nenets. Certain 

observations concerning the object agreement of verbs provided by the authors will be used in 

this dissertation. In addition, predicative noun and adjective structures – mainly the 

declarative ones – are also usually distinguished in the literature (e.g. Tereshchenko 1956; 

Kuprijanova et al. 1957; Nikolaeva 2014). Moreover other types of typical nonverbal clauses, 

such as existential, locative, possessive clauses, etc., are described in Nikolaeva (2014: 250–

264). 

 Imperatives/directives in Tundra Nenets typically convey requests, commands and orders 

and are marked through mood affixes attached to the predicate verb (cf. Tereshchenko 1973: 

89). Recent grammars (e.g. Salminen 1998: 530; Nikolaeva 2014: 269) consider the hortative 

and the optative/jussive to be subtypes of imperative clauses as well. 

 Exclamatives are typically used for expressing strong emphasis and/or emotions in Tundra 

Nenets and have special raising intonation. These clauses often contain exclamative clitics, 

particles, interjections, etc. (cf. Tereshchenko 1973: 95–100; Nikolaeva 2014: 270–272). 

However, the syntactic structure of exclamative clauses do not differ from the three other 

types. Rather, the other main clause types are all appropriate for expressing exclamation since 

exclamative clauses are usually expressed through lexical elements. As mentioned in §4.4., 

exclamatives may contain interrogative words/phrases as well. 

 Finally, as Tereshchenko (1973: 90) notes, interrogative clauses are typically associated 

with the speech act of requesting information. In her grammar, Tereshchenko (1973: 90–95) 

distinguishes only two types of interrogatives in Tundra Nenets: polar and content questions. 

Furthermore, Nikolaeva (2014: 267–269) reports on a third type of interrogatives, i.e. the so-

called alternative (and deliberative) question. As was already mentioned in §4.2, Tundra 
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Nenets employs the following strategies for expressing polar questions (cf. Miestamo 2011: 8; 

see 85a–b). 

 

 (85) a. interrogative intonation 

   b. interrogative verb morphology 

 

Tereshchenko (1973: 91) notes that the interrogative intonation is typically a rising intonation 

if the emphasized, questioned, clausal element occupies the clause final position. In contrast, a 

falling intonation of the question is detected when the emphasized element is in initial 

position. In contrast, Nikolaeva (2014: 267) mentions that polar questions in Tundra Nenets 

are tipically accompained by raising intonation. Since this study is based on the examination 

of written data, I cannot support these explanations by data. Furthermore, Tundra Nenets can 

mark its polar questions through an affix attached to the predicate verb, but this marker is 

used only in the past tense (see 83a above). Several grammars (e.g. Prokofyev 1936; 

Kupriyanova et al. 1957; Tereshchenko 1973; Nikolaeva 2014) refer to the interrogative affix 

as an interrogative mood marker used with past tense reference. It is argued in these 

grammars, that the interrogative suffix is exclusively used in questions. In contrast, Burkova 

et al. (2010: 339–340) consider this marker to be a modal clitic on grounds of function and 

semantics. They suggest, inter alia, that the marker can also appear in declaraive clauses. 

This, however, conflicts with the fact that the affix has interrogative function. In my research, 

I did not examine the use and occurrence of this affix, therefore I cannot resolve the 

contradiction in the literature. Following the traditional terminology I will regard this affix as 

interrogative mood marker with past tense reference. In sum, polar interrogatives in present 

and future tenses are only expressed by interrogative intonation, while in past tense a modal 

suffix is attached to the finite verb. Miestamo (2011: 13) notes that Tundra Nenets polar 

questions are asymmetric structures, in the sense that the difference between the indicative 

aorist and past tense (see 86a–b) cannot be expressed in the interrogative mood since the 

interrogative marker has only a past tense reference. Therefore, interrogativity in present and 

past tense is expressed by declarative forms and interrogative intonation (cf. Miestamo 2011: 

13). Examples in (86a–c) below illustrate this asymmetry in the interrogative paradigm: 
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 (86) a. nu 

    stand.IND.vx.3SG 

   ʻ(s)he standsʼ  

   b. nu-ś 

    stand.IND.VX.3SG-PST 

    ʻ(s)he stoodʼ 

   c. nu-sa? 

    stand-INT.VX.3SG 

    ʻdid (s)he stand?ʼ (Miestamo 2011: 13 & Salminen 1998: 530) 

 

The typical strategies used for distinguishing polar questions are also available for content 

questions in Tundra Nenets (cf. Tereshchenko 1973: 91). Content questions can be 

characterized by the following properties: 

 

 (87) a. interrogative intonation 

   b. interrogative verb morphology 

   c. interrogative words 

 

Tereshchenko (1973: 91) observed the same intonation pattern for content questions as used 

in polar questions in Tundra Nenets. In addition, the interrogative modal affix referring to past 

tense can be used in content questions. Accordingly, the most typical difference between polar 

and content questions in Tundra Nenets is the presence of an interrogative substitute in 

content questions. A few interrogative word types have already been observed in the literature 

to typically occur in Tundra Nenets, such as the category of interrogative pronouns, 

adjectives, quantifiers, determiners, adverbs and verbs (cf. Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 104, 178; 

Hajdú 1968: 54; Tereshchenko 1973: 91–92; Salminen 1998: 526; Burkova et al. 2010: 56; 

Nikolaeva 2014: 265). However, there have only been descriptions of the grammatical 

characteristics of interrogative pronouns. Other interrogative words are only mentioned 

without analysing the semantic, morphological and/or distributional differences among the 

elements of the inventory of interrogative words (see e.g. Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 104; Hajdú 

1968: 54; Salminen 1998: 526; Burkova et al. 2010: 55–56; Nikolaeva 2014: 265–266). 

Additionally, Tereshchenko (1956: 190) presents formal differences within certain subdialects 

of Tundra Nenets; these formal differences will be discussed in Chapter 6. With respect to the 

semantic categories available for Northern Samoyedic interrogative words, I provided a 
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lexico-typologycal classification in Mus (2013). I only concentrated on those interrogative 

words that are already lexicalized forms (for discussion see Mus 2013). The other aspect of 

content questions that is usually discussed is the position of interrogative words in the 

sentence. It is often stated that Tundra Nenets is a so-called in situ language, in which the 

interrogative word is not situated in a special position within the clause, but remains in the 

same position in which a non-interrogative word fulfilling the same grammatical function is 

located (cf. Salminen 1998: 543). However, while Salminen (1998) describes content 

questions as being in situ, Tereshchenko (1973: 91) notes that the interrogative pro-forms are 

situated either in the clause initial position or they immediately precede the predicate. This 

observation is supported by Nikolaeva (2014: 265), who reports on free syntactic position of 

interrogative words/phrases within content questions. These observations suggest that there 

are more syntactic positions in which Tundra Nenets interrogative words are licensed. 

Nikolaeva (2014: 266) claims that these positions are optional. 

 Finally, there are alternative questions in Tundra Nenets. This type of questions is typically 

expressed by a doubled predicate construction in which the negative auxiliary follows the 

finite verb. Both verbs bear the same agreement and TAM markers (see 88; cf. Nikolaeva 

2014: 267). 

 

 (88) Wera  to-sa      ńi-sa? 

   Wera  come-INT.VX.3SG  NEG.AUX-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻDid Wera come or not?ʼ (Nikolaeva 2014: 267) 

 

As Nikolaeva (2014:268) notes, in (88) above the whole utterance stands in disjunction. If the 

alternatives provided in the question only are only elements of the clause, the second one is 

situated after the finite verb as in (89): 

 

 (89) noxo-m    xada-sa-n,    ťońa-m? 

   arctic.fox-ACC  kill-INT-VX.2SG  fox-ACC 

   ʻDid you kill an arctic fox or a red fox?ʼ (Nikolaeva 2014: 268) 

 

In this case the second alternative is marked by a raising intonation (cf. Nikolaeva 2014: 268). 

 After this overview of Tundra Nenets grammars about clause types and content questions, 

several questions arise that have remained without answer so far. The next section 

summarizes the main questions that will be answered in this study. 
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4.6. Research questions 

 

As was mentioned previously, this section aims at formulating those research questions that 

will be discussed in the following chapters (see i-v below). 

 

(i) The first major question that may be asked concerns the semantics of interrogative 

elements in Tundra Nenets. The question is what potential semantic gaps are/can 

be filled by an interrogative word in the language. 

(ii) The second question addresses certain formal characteristics of these available 

semantic categories, namely, which semantic category requires a simple, 

uninflected, or a complex, inflected, form. 

(iii) The third question concerning the semantics of interrogative words inquires about 

possible semantic ambiguities of the given lexical forms, and the grammatical 

consequences of having these ambiguous forms. The answers to these questions 

lead us to observe the complexity of the Tundra Nenets interrogative word 

inventory. 

(iv) The fourth question is how the given semantic categories are distinguished 

grammatically in Tundra Nenets; in other words, what are the typical inflectional, 

distributional and functional characteristics of the interrogative words. 

(v) The final question raised is concerned with all the possible syntactic position of 

interrogative words, namely, whether the syntactic position correlates with the 

syntactic functions of interrogative words, or other rules control the syntactic 

structure of content questions in Tundra Nenets. 

  

In what follows, I will discuss the semantic categories of available interrogative words and 

their formal relations (see Chapter 5). Afterwards, I will examine the grammatical character of 

interrogative elements (see Chapter 6). Finally, I will identify their syntactic position and 

provide a description concerning certain word order peculiarities available in content 

questions (see Chapter 7). 
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5. The lexico-semantics of interrogative words 
 

As was mentioned in Chapter 4, Tundra Nenets grammars identify interrogative words as the 

category that is typically used in interrogative contexts requiring (more) information about a 

given theme or about a given entity. The present chapter is concerned with the dimension of 

distinctive semantic features of interrogative words in Tundra Nenets. This dimension also 

defines the set which can be accepted as an appropriate answer to an interrogative word (cf. 

Groenendijk & Stokhof 1993: 2). The central problem to be addressed in the present chapter 

is the relation among the available semantic categories (lexical meanings) and the 

morphological form of the interrogative words. Following Cysouwʼs (2004) classification, 

those interrogative words will be considered here as elements of the major category that fulfil 

the following criteria: 

 

(i) lexicalized and only historically analysable forms 

(ii) identical (ambiguous) forms 

 

Janhunen (1977: 15, 62, 69, 75) derives the Tundra Nenets interrogative forms from Proto-

Samoyedic interrogative stems and analyses them as historically compound forms. 

Consequently, there are no interrogative words that can be unanalysable in the language. 

Therefore, the major semantic category consists of lexicalized interrogative words that can 

only be considered as simple forms within the synchronic structure of the language. In 

addition to these historically analysable forms, semantic categories expressed by the same 

lexemes, i.e. ambiguous forms, will be categorized as members of the major semantic group 

of interrogatives. 

 Furthermore, morphologically and the syntactically compound forms will be characterized 

here as elements of the minor semantic group. The formal requirements of this group are 

illustrated below in (i)–(ii): 

 

(i) morphologically compound forms: an element of the major category is combined 

with an affix 

(ii) syntactically compound forms: an element of the major category is combined with 

a postposition 
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Consequently, the elements of the minor semantic category are interrogatives which are 

results of certain grammatical operations made on the major interrogative elements. The 

relation among the elements of the major category and the derived forms, i.e. the elements of 

the minor category, will be discussed here in order to illustrate the semantic links among the 

categories. The following sections survey the individual construction types in the Tundra 

Nenets language. 

 

5.1. Non-selective interrogative words 

 

Tundra Nenets distinguishes two interrogative words for eliciting entities, individuals, 

animals and things in a non-selective situation. These interrogatives are: xi!a ‘who’ and 

ŋаmge ‘what’. By using these interrogative words the speaker asks for an element of an open 

set of alternatives.26 The semantic operation done by non-selective interrogatives is similar to 

selection/indetification in the sense that it requires a choice from a set. However, non-

selective interrogatives carry out this semantic operation on an open set. Therefore, non-

selective interrogative words can be characterized by a [–SEL] feature. 

 According to Lindström (1995) and Ultan (1978) if a language differentiates the 

interrogative categories of PERSON and THING, then the interrogative words show either a 

HUMAN/NONHUMAN or an ANIMATE/INANIMATE contrast. The following question-answer pairs 

illustrate the semantic difference between xi!a ʻwhoʼ and ŋamge ʻwhatʼ in Tundra Nenets (see 

90–92). 

 

 (90) a. ťuku  xi!a? 

    this  who.VX.3SG 

    ʽWho is (s)he? 

   b. ťuku ńu. 

    this child.VX.3SG 

    ʽThis is a/the child.’ (Okotetto 1998: 11) 

 

 

                                                 
26 The selective use of ŋаmge ‘what’ is also possible in Tundra Nenets. This semantic function will be discussed 
in §5.1.4 below. 
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 (91) a. ťuku ŋаmge? 

    this what.VX.3SG 

    ʽWhat is this?’ 

   b. ťuku  juno. 

    this  horse.VX.3SG 

    ʽThis is a/the horse.’ (Okotetto 1998: 8) 

 (92) a. ťuku  ŋаmge? 

    this  what.VX.3SG 

    ʽWhat is this?’ 

   b. ťuku  ńo. 

    this  door.VX.3SG 

    ʽThis is a/the door.’ (Okotetto 1998: 11) 

 

The examples above suggest that the interrogative word with the meaning ʽwho’ (xibʼa) 

substitutes a human referent, while the interrogative word for ‘what’ (ŋаmge) asks about non-

human animate and non-human inanimate entities, i.e. about animals and things (cf. 

Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 104; Tereshchenko 1973: 125; Burkova et al. 2010: 56). 

Consequently, the semantic opposition between the non-selective interrogative words is a 

HUMAN/NON-HUMAN difference in Tundra Nenets. In other words, they encode a [±HUMAN] 

feature. 

 Despite the [±HUMAN] feature distinguishing ʻwhoʼ from ʻwhatʼ, different uses are also 

possible in certain contexts. The interrogative word ʻwhoʼ (xi!a) can often be found with 

animal referents in folklore texts. In these cases, the animate entities are personalized and are 

thus asked about with ‘who’ (cf. Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 37; see 93a–b). 

 

 (93) a. pidar  ŋańiɁ   xi!a-n? 

    2SG  whether  who-VX.2SG 

    ʻWho could you be?ʼ 

   b. noxo-koća-dmɁ. 

    arctic.fox-DIM-VX.1SG 

    ʻI am a/the small arctic fox.ʼ (Pushkareva et al. 1994: 9) 
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Still, the use of the human interrogative word requesting for animals does not imply an 

ANIMATE/INANIMATE dichotomy between the non-selective interrogative words, because this 

occurrence is only possible in special pragmatic contexts illustrated above in (93a–b). 

 On the other hand, it is possible to utilize the interrogative word of a NON-HUMAN category 

(ŋаmge ʻwhatʼ) for human referents when a classification, e.g. the profession of a person is 

asked (see 94). 

 

 (94) a. ńiśa-mi    ŋamke? 

    father-PX.1SG  what.VX.3SG 

    ʻWho is my father (lit. what)?’  

   b. ńiśa-r    paraŋoda 

    father-PX.2SG  king.VX.3SG 

    ʻYour father is a/the king.’ (Pushkareva 2003: 215) 

 

To sum it up, the inventory of Tundra Nenets major interrogative words consists of two 

elements that have a [–SEL] and a [±HUMAN] semantic feature and are expressed by 

uninflected free forms. 

 As was explained at the beginning of this chapter, one may find semantic subcategories 

within the elements of the major category. The forms of HUMAN and NON-HUMAN 

interrogative words can freely be suffixed with case markers. These marked forms may result 

in semantic subcategories belonging to the minor group of interrogatives in Tundra Nenets. 

Some typical complex forms will be presented in §5.1.1 and §5.1.2. Additionally, there are 

also syntactically compound forms whose meanings are defined by postpositions (discussed 

in §5.1.3). In this categorization, however, solely those complex interrogative forms will be 

considered as members of the minor interrogative set whose meanings differ from the sum of 

the meanings of their components. 

 Finally, certain ambiguities can also be observed in the group of non-selective 

interrogatives. More precisely, the NON-HUMAN interrogative (ŋamke ʻwhatʼ) is used for 

expressing semantic functions other than the NON-HUMAN category. This kind of ambiguity 

has not been observed in the case of the HUMAN interrogative. The different meanings of 

ŋamke ʻwhatʼ will be discussed in §5.1.4 and §5.1.5. These interrogative semantic categories 

encoded by the same lexemes can also be distinguished on the basis of their grammatical 
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characteristics. However, the contrastive grammatical features of the homonymous forms will 

only be discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

5.1.1. Possessor 

 

Within the category of HUMAN and NON-HUMAN interrogatives, the subcategory of POSSESSOR 

is usually distinguished. In Tundra Nenets, the interrogative words for POSSESSOR are genitive 

case-marked versions of the HUMAN and NON-HUMAN interrogative words. The genitive 

marker is attached to the stems without any additional linking elements (see 95–96). 

 

 (95) ťuku  xi!a-Ɂ  maɁ? 

   this  who-GEN tent.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhose tent is this?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 172) 

 (96) ťuku  ŋamge-Ɂ  xiďa? 

   this  what-GEN dish.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhose dish is this?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 108) 

 

As examples (95–96) above illustrates, the interrogative words encoding the semantic feature 

of POSSESSOR preserve their original [±HUMAN] feature. Since these forms are complex and 

analysable ones, the semantic category of POSSESSOR belongs to the minor semantic group of 

interrogatives. 

 

5.1.2. Comitative and instrument 

 

In addition to the category of the genitive-marked POSSESSOR, there are also local case-

marked forms of non-selective interrogatives that may result in new semantical categories 

belonging to the minor group of interrogative words. However, some of these forms only 

result in sub-specified categories of spatial dimensions (such as GOAL, SOURCE or PATH). The 

local case marked forms of HUMAN/NON-HUMAN interrogatives mostly have spatial reference. 

The following table provides the inflected forms of non-selective interrogatives. 
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Table 10. The semantics of case-marked non-selective interrogatives 

Cases 
HUMAN NON-HUMAN 

Form Semantics Form Semantics 
LOC xi!axana COMITATIVE  ŋamgexena INSTRUMENT 

DAT xi!anʔ GOAL  ŋamgenʔ GOAL 

ABL xi!axad SOURCE  ŋamgexed SOURCE 

PROS xi!awna PATH  ŋamgewna PATH 
 

As is illustrated in Table 10, the locative-marked non-selective interrogatives (italicized in the 

table) end up with meanings other than the supposed spatial meanings. These complex forms 

do not express spatial position, rather they can be analysed as comitatives and instruments 

(see 97–98, respectively). 

 

 (97) a. pidаrа xi!a-xаnа  jiľe-dаʔ? 

    2PL  who-LOC  live-VX.2PL 

    ʻWho do you live with?ʼ 

   b. mаńaʔ  Iľa  wesаko-xonа  jiľe-wаʔ. 

    1PL   Ilya  old.man-LOC  live-VX.1PL 

    ʻWe live with Ilya old man.ʼ (Almazova 1961: 18) 

 (98) a. ŋаmge-xenа to-sа-ďiɁ? 

    what-LOC  come-INT-VX.2DU 

    ʻWhat did you come by?ʼ 

   b. mańiɁ  mašina-xana  to-ńi-ź. 

    1DU   car-LOC    come-VX.1DU-PST 

    ʻWe came by car.ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 10) 

 

As mentioned above, the other inflected forms do not result in meanings different from spatial 

sub-specification. Example (99), for instance, examplifies the ablative-marked form of NON-

HUMAN interrogative that expresses SOURCE. 

 

 (99) xiďa-Ɂ  ŋamge-xed  śerta-ba-daɁ? 

   dish-PL  what-ABL  make-CONT-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhat do you make dishes from?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 137) 
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In addition to these local case marked forms, there are the essive case marked forms of the 

non-selective interrogatives (xi!aŋæ and ŋаmgeŋæ) that express temporary condition of their 

referent and are typically used for asking about the occupation of a given person. As the 

question answer pairs in (100–101) show, these forms of ʻwhoʼ (xi!aŋæ) and ʻwhatʼ 

(ŋаmgeŋæ) can be used equivalently for referring the profession of a human entity. 

 

 (100) a. xi!a-ŋæ   pidаr   mаnzаrа-n? 

    who-ESS   2SG   work-VX.2SG 

    ʻWhat do you do/work (lit. who are you working as)?ʼ 

   b. mаń  wаdа-mʔ pær-ťa-ŋæ    mаnzаrа-dmʔ. 

    1SG  word-ACC do-PCP.IMPF-ESS  work-VX.1SG 

    ʻI work as a translator.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 52) 

 (101) a. ŋаmge-ŋæ  xаsаwа-r   mаnzаrа? 

    what-ESS  husband-PX.2SG work.VX.3SG 

    ʻWhat does your husband do/work (lit. what is your husband working as)?ʼ 

   b. pidа  temdor-tа-ŋæ   mаnzаrа. 

    3SG  sell-PCP.IMPF-ESS  work.VX.3SG 

    ʻHe works as a salesmanʼ (Nenyang 2005: 54) 

 

5.1.3. Beneficiary and goal 

 

Further spatial dimensions can also be expressed by postpositional phrases in which the 

complement of the postposition is either the HUMAN (xi!a) or the NON-HUMAN (ŋаmge) 

interrogative word (standing in genitive case). These postpositional phrases result a vast 

number of new meanings subcategorized by the predicate verb that selects the actual 

postposition for these constituents (see 102–103). 

 

 (102) xi!a-Ɂ  ńamna  pad-wi? 

   who-GEN to.PROS  write-NARR.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho was it written about?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 95) 
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 (103) ŋamge-Ɂ  ńamna  laxana-sa-waɁ? 

   what-GEN to.PROS  talk-INT-VX.1PL 

   ʻWhat did we talk about?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 85) 

 

As the examples above illustrate, the verbs pada- ʻwrite about sy/sgʼ and laxana- ʻtalk about 

sy/sgʼ require a postpositional phrase as their complement. In the phrases, the postpositions 

stand in prosecutive cases in both examples. However, these occurrences are not considered to 

be elements of the minor categories, as these forms are only selected by the verb. In the data, 

two phrases occur with meanings other than spatial classification. On the one hand, the 

HUMAN interrogative with the postposition jedɁ ʻfor: datʼ (xi!aɁ jedɁ ʻfor whoʼ) refers to 

BENEFICIARY (see 104a). 

 

 (104) a. xi!a-Ɂ  jedɁ   temdа-wаnɁ  xаrwа-r? 

    who-GEN for.DAT  buy-SUP    want-VX.OBJ.2SG 

    ʻWho do you want to buy it for?ʼ 

   b. ŋаćeki-Ɂ  jedɁ. 

    child-GEN for.DAT 

    ʻFor a/the child.ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 25) 

 

On the other hand, the NON-HUMAN interrogative occuring as the complement of the 

postposition jeɁemńa ʻfor: prosʼ (ŋаmgeɁ jеɁemńa) expresses the GOAL subspecification of 

REASON. This postpositional phrase cannot be used for CAUSE or MOTIVATION (see 105). 

 

 (105) ŋаmge-Ɂ  jеɁemńa  ti    tara? 

   what-GEN for.PROS  reindeer  be.needed.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat is the reindeer needed for?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 110) 

 

5.1.4. Non-human versus selection/quality 

 

The non-selective interrogative word specified for the NON-HUMAN category, ŋamge ʻwhatʼ, 

can also be used attributively in an interrogative phrase. This attributive use of NON-HUMAN 

interrogative expresses the semantic operation of either SELECTION or QUALITY (cf. Burkova et 

al. 2010: 93). If the interrogative word for ʻwhatʼ is used as a selective interrogative, it 
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requires a choice among the elements of a closed set. In other words, it requests the 

identification of a given element of a closed set (see 106a).27 

 

 (106) a. pidаr  ŋаmge   ja-xаnа   jiľe-n? 

    2SG  what.qual  land-LOC  live-VX.2SG 

    ʻWhich country do you live in?ʼ 

   b. mаń  Anglija-xаnа  jiľe-dmɁ. 

    1SG  England-LOC  live-VX.1SG 

    ʻI live in England.ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 16) 

 

In addition, it can also substitute an element referring to a QUALITY of an entity (see 107a). 

 

 (107) a. ŋаmge  xаľa ťuku  to-xonа  tаńa? 

    what.qual fish this  lake-LOC exist.VX.3SG 

    ʻWhat fish is there in this lake?ʼ 

   b. ťuku  to-xonа  pаjxа  tаńa. 

    this  lake-LOC peled  exist.VX.3SG 

    ʻThere are some peled in this lake.ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 34) 

 

As was discussed in §5.1, ŋаmge ʻwhatʼ is used only for non-human referents, bearing a [–

HUMAN] feature. This semantic feature is preserved in the SELECTIVE/QUALITATIVE use of this 

interrogative word. Consequently, it is used for selection/qualification either of things (see 

106) or animals (see 107). 

 According to Cysouw (2004: 13) in some languages the lexeme for ʻwhoʼ is also specified 

for SELECTIVE function (e.g. in Kobon, a Trans-New Guinean language spoken in New-

Guinea, cf. Davies 1981: 8–9). However, a similar attributive use with SELECTIVE 

specification of the HUMAN interrogative word was not attested in Tundra Nenets. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
27 In the examples, the non-human interrogative in its selective/qualitative function will be glossed as 
ʻwhat.qualʼ. 
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5.1.5. Non-human versus reason 

 

According to Cysouw’s observation (2004: 12), the unique pattern, i.e. the uninflected formal 

representation of the REASON specification is usually an incidental category in the human 

languages. Mostly, this specification is expressed by a derived form from the interrogative 

word ʻwhatʼ. In Tundra Nenets, the lexeme for ʻwhatʼ (ŋаmge) can be used with the meaning 

of ʻwhyʼ without any morphological processes, as in (108). 

 

 (108) Lena,  ŋamge ma-kana  xana-ko-Ɂ   ńińa  ŋamdi-n? 

   Lena  why  tent-LOC  sledge-DIM-GEN on.LOC sit-VX.2SG 

   ʻLena, why do you sit on a sledge in the tent?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 63) 

 

The semantic category of REASON can usually be divided into the subcategories of CAUSE (or 

MOTIVATION) and GOAL. The NON-HUMAN interrogative word used to request information 

about the REASON of a given event/action is not restricted to either of these subcategories. As 

example (108) above illustrates, the interrogative word for ʻwhatʼ can be specified for CAUSE 

(or MOTIVATION), while example (109) exemplifies its GOAL specification. 

 

 (109) ŋamge ńeneća-ŋgana  ti    tara? 

   why  people-LOC   reindeer  be.needed.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhy (lit. what for) do people need reindeer?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 152) 

 

In this semantic function, the interrogative word can be regarded as an interrogative adverbial 

modifier. For the morphological and grammatical distinction of certain semantic 

representations see §6.1.3 and §6.1.4. 

 

5.2. Selective interrogative words 

 

The semantic operation of interrogative selection is expressed by two different noninflected 

free forms: xańaŋi ʻwhichʼ and xujumɁ ʻwhich from twoʼ (cf. Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 104; 

Burkova et al. 2010: 93). The category of selection also belongs to the major semantic group 

of interrogative words. 
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 SELECTIVE interrogatives require the hearer to choose a referent from a closed and 

“contextually determined” set of alternatives (Diessel 2003: 643). Thus, the unique 

interrogative words have a [+SEL] fetaure. The interrogative selection expressed by these 

forms is not specified for a HUMAN/NON-HUMAN dichotomy, they ask for information about 

humans, animals and things. Additionally, the identification requested by selective 

interrogatives is not specified for distance distinctions either. The distance of the selectable 

element is consequently not relevant for this interrogative word. The only semantic difference 

between these [+SEL] interrogative words is the possible amount of the alternatives included 

in the set of the selectable entities. This set can either be non-restricted or restricted to two 

elements, so they have a [±RESTR] feature. 

 

5.2.1. The non-restricted selective interrogative word 

 

In the meaning of xańaŋi ʻwhichʼ, the number of the elements from which one member is 

needed to be selected is not limited/defined, but these possible elements are referential in the 

given context (see 110). 

 

 (110) xańaŋi  kńiga-mɁ  tola-!i-n? 

   which  book-ACC  read-CONT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhich book do you read?ʼ (Barmich & Nyaruy 2008: 35) 

 

Additionally, there is also a possibility to specify the number of the selected elements. For 

this operation, the plural form of ʻwhichʼ (xańaŋi) is used, which takes the plural marker of 

the nominal domain. As this form is also an inflected form, it is regarded as an element of the 

minor semantic category (see 111).  

 

 (111) xańaŋi-Ɂ  ťoŕe-na-Ɂ. 

   which-PL shout-CONT-VX.3PL 

   ʻWho (lit. which) are shouting?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 41) 

 

According to Tereshchenko (1965: 743) the sub-specification of the non-specified SELECTIVE 

interrogative is also possible. In this case, the interrogative word takes a selective marker (-

jum(Ɂ); also used in the nominal domain) in order to limit the number of alternatives 
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associated in the set of the selectable substitutes. This interrogative word is a synonym of the 

restricted unique interrogative word. As this form is a derived one, it belongs to the minor 

category of interrogatives. In the corpus, no grammatical and/or lexical differences are 

observed between these synonymous forms. The following example illustrates the sub-

specified form of xańaŋi ʻwhichʼ: 

 

 (112) xańaŋe-jumɁ  ńu-waɁ   mi-ta-ŋgo-bɁnanaɁ? 

   which-SEL   child-PX.1PL give-TR-FUT-GER.PX.1PL 

   ʻWhich of our (two) children would we give to?ʼ (Barmich 2008b: 32) 

 

In example (112) above, the interrogative word takes the selective marker without any affixes. 

The difference between the uninflected unique form (xujumɁ ʻwhich from twoʼ) and this 

derived version is not quite clear on the basis of the data, but they might present different 

dialectal forms. 

 

5.2.2. The restricted selective interrogative word 

 

The form of this interrogative word can only historically be analysed into further components 

so it belongs to the major category (see 113). Similarly to the above mentioned restricted 

interrogative, this one asks for the selection of a given entity/thing from two possible 

alternatives. 

 

 (113) xujumɁ     xæwu-wna   nul-ta-ŋgo-bɁnan? 

   which.from.two  side-PROS   stop-TR-FUT-GER.PX.1SG 

   ʻWhich of the two sides could I stop at?ʼ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 310) 

 

To summarize the facts, the category of interrogative selection in Tundra Nenets is expressed 

either by elements belonging to the major category, or by compund interrogative forms 

consisting of the minor semantic category. The non-selective meaning was not attested with 

any of these interrogative words. Consequently, they can only be used in a selective function. 
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5.3. The qualitative interrogative word 

 

Tundra Nenets distinguishes the interrogative category asking for information about the 

QUALITY (xurkа ʻwhat kindʼ) of its referent (cf. Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 104; Burkova et al. 

2010: 93). This interrogative word substitutes any property, e.g. dimension, age, value or 

color, etc., of its referent and it is not specified for only a single type of QUALTIY. Therefore, it 

can only be characterized by a simple [+QUAL] semantic feature. Contrary to the qualitative 

use of the NON-HUMAN interrogative (ŋamge; discussed in 5.1.4) the general qualitative 

interrogative specification does not show a HUMAN/NON-HUMAN dichotomy. Therefore, it can 

be used for humans, animals and things (see 114–115). 

 

 (114) a. xurkа   xаľa  jeŕe!er-ŋа? 

    what.kind fish  get.to-CO.VX.3SG 

    ʻWhat fish was caught?ʼ 

   b. poŋgа-xаʔ  pаlkurʔ  jeŕe!er-ŋа. 

    net-PL.DAt  pidschian get.to-CO.VX.3SG 

    ʻPidschian got into the nets.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 105) 

 (115) a. xurka   jaľa-Ɂ ŋæŕo   ŋæ-śeti-Ɂ? 

    what.kind day-PL autumn  be-HAB-VX.3PL 

    ʻWhat are the days in autumn usually like?ʼ 

   b. talm   jaľa-Ɂ  ŋæ-śeti-Ɂ 

    cloudy  day-PL  be-HAB-VX.3PL 

    ʻThe days are usually cloudy.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 109) 

 

As examples in (114–115) illustrate, the QUALITATIVE interrogative word in Tundra Nenets 

(xurka ʻwhat kindʼ) is usually used in non-selective contexts for requiring an alternative of an 

opened set of properties. In some contexts, however, the QUALITATIVE interrogative word can 

also be used for SELECTION, in which case the set of the possible answers is closed. In (116) 

below, for instance, the answer indicates that the semantic operation required by the 

interrogative word is carried out on a closed set, i.e. the days of the week. Consequently, the 

interrogative word in (116) does not ask for information about a given quality of the modified 

noun (jaľa ‘day’). 
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 (116) a. ťedаʔ   xurkа    jaľa? 

    now   what.kind  day.VX.3SG 

    ʻWhat day is it today?ʼ 

   b. ťuku  jaľa-ʔ  woskresenije. 

    this  day-GEN  sunday.VX.3SG 

    ʻToday is sunday.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 106) 

 

This SELECTIVE use is specified by the context, rather than by the semantic function of the 

interrogative word. Consequently, the canonical use of xurka ʻwhat kindʼ is asking for 

information about any quality of its referent. 

 

5.4. The interrogative size specification 

 

In addition to the semantically not specified QUALITATIVE interrogative (xurka ʻwhat kindʼ) 

presented in §5.3, there is also an interrogative word (śaŋar ‘how big’) encoding a specific 

qualitative feature, the SIZE, of a given entity in Tundra Nenets (cf. Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 

104). It belongs to the major category because it is not an inflected/analysable form at the 

synchronic stage of the language. This interrogative word is characterized by a [+SIZE] 

feature, but as exemplified in (117), it does not require the extent of the size. 

 

 (117) a. ťuku śaŋar   ŋuхukо? 

    this how.big  doll.VX.3SG 

    ʻHow big doll is this?ʼ 

   b. ťuku  ŋarka  ŋuхukо. 

    this  big  doll.VX.3SG  

    ʻThis is a big doll.ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 72) 

 

Similarly to the QUALITATIVE interrogative word (xurka ʻwhat kindʼ), the interrogative word 

with the meaning ʻhow bigʼ (śaŋar) is not restricted to either HUMAN or NON-HUMAN 

referents. 
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5.5. The quantitative interrogative word 

 

The category of QUANTITY (śan ʻhow manyʼ) inquiring about the amount or the number of its 

referent belongs to the major semantic group of Tundra Nenets interrogative words, because 

the form is not analysable within the synchronic structure of the language. This 

QUANTITATIVE interrogative word (śan ʻhow manyʼ) substitutes both numerals and existential 

or universal quantifiers so it has a [+QUANT] feature. In Tundra Nenets there is no count/mass 

distinction in the nominal paradigm, so the QUANTITATIVE interrogative word is not different 

with respect to the count/mass dichotomy either. In (118) below, the quantified noun, xaľa 

‘fish’, is countable, while in example (119) the interrogative word quantifies an uncountable 

noun (moloko ʻmilkʼ). In both of these cases, the same interrogative word is used in the same 

way. 

 

 (118) śan   xаľa-mʔ  ťuku  po-ʔ   ńaʔmа-n? 

   how.many fish-ACC  this  year-GEN catch-VX.2SG 

   ʻHow much fish did you catch this year?ʼ [VT, 2002] 

 (119) śan   maloka-m  xorawa-Ɂ  sutka-xana  tambi-Ɂ? 

   how.many milk-ACC  cow-PL   day-LOC   give-VX.3PL 

   ʻHow much milk do the cows lactate a day?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 94) 

 

There is also a formal variation of the quantitative interrogative word (śaŋok ʻhow manyʼ) 

illustrated in (120). 

 

 (120) śaŋok    xаľa-mʔ  ťiki po   jeŕemďe-dа? 

   how.many  fish-ACC  that year  catch-VX.2PL 

   ʻHow many fish did you catch in that year?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

 

This variant does not show any differences with respect to its semantics and grammatical 

characteristics. Additionally, Kupriyanova et al. (1957: 104) and Tereshchenko (1965: 600) 

mention another QUALITATIVE interrogative, śam!ir ʻhow manyʼ, however that one is not 

attested in the corpus and the grammatical descriptions and dictionaries do not provide any 

examples for the use of this interrogative either. 
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5.5.1. The interrogative category of rank 

 

The QUANTITATIVE interrogative (śan ʻhow manyʼ) can be specified for requiring the position 

or RANK of the answer represented in a sequential order (śańemďej; cf. Almazova 1961: 97; 

Tereshchenko 1965: 601). In this case, the interrogative word takes the ordinal derivative 

suffix (-mďej-) normally attached to numerals. The interrogative subcategory of RANK does 

not appear in the texts, but descriptions and dictionaires exemplify it (see 121). 

 

 (121) śańe-mďej   jiŕij-ʔ    ťuko-nа  jiľe-dаʔ? 

   how.many-ORD month-GEN  this-LOC  live-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhat month have you been living here?ʼ (Almazova 1961: 101) 

 

5.5.2. The subspecification of interrogative time category 

 

Although there is a unique form of interrogative TIME specification (see §5.7), the 

interrogative word for ʻhow manyʼ (śan) can also appear in a suffixed form (śanxаnа) for 

specifying a given interrogative TIME of an event. In this case, the interrogative word takes a 

locative case marker and it denotes either the TIME POSITION of an event or the TIME 

RELATION. This form, however, appears only in texts originating from the Ob/Ural subdialect 

of the Eastern dialectal group (see 122). 

 

 (122) Eastern Dialect, Ob/Ural Subdialect 

   lаbkа  śan-xаnа   ńaŋgаr-ŋа? 

   store  how.many-LOC open-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻAt what time does the store open?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

 

The structure of this complex question word form may be a result of the borrowing from 

Russian language. A similar construction and meaning can also be observed in other dialects, 

i.e. in Central and Eastern Nenets. However, in these dialects the construction contains a noun 

with the meaning ʻhourʼ (čаs) that takes the locative case marker and this noun is modified by 

the QUANTITATIVE interrogative word that does not agree with its head in case. This 

interrogative phrase (śan čаsxаnа) referring to TIME means more likely TIME DURATION, more 
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precisely, the SOURCE/STARTING POINT, of the event in time. The following example is from 

the Yamal subdialect of the Eastern dialectal group: 

 

 (123) Eastern Dialect, Yamal Subdialect 

   śan   čаs-xаnа  næ-ŋgа? 

   how.many hour-LOC  open-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻAt what time does it open?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 20) 

 

The two constructions in (122) and (123) above have the same structure, but in the example in 

(122) from the Ob/Ural dialect the head noun is elided from the phrase and the interrogative 

word can only take the locative case marker (śanxana). This ellipsis seems not to be 

grammatical in other dialects and subdialects, in which the noun head of the phrase (čаs 

ʻhourʼ) is always overt in the structure and it takes the case marker instead of the interrogative 

word. 

 The construction illustrated in (123) (śan čаs ʻhow many hoursʼ) is available for 

expressing the whole paradigm of TIME DURATION. In the following example, for instance, it 

asks for the GOAL/ENDING POINT of an event in TIME (see 124). 

 

 (124) śan   čаs-Ɂ   joľćandɁ  аwtobus  jader-ŋа? 

   how.many hour-GEN until.DAT  bus   walk-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻUntil when does the bus go?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 46) 

 

This function of clarifying the DURATION of an event in TIME is not available for the general 

TIME interrogative (for the discussion see §5.7). 

 

5.6. The interrogative place specification 

 

The interrogative PLACE specification distinguishes four spatial interrogative word forms that 

consist of a bound interrogative stem (xańa-) combined with the system of local cases. These 

forms occur with four different locational markers, with locative, dative, ablative and 

prosecutive cases. The local cases in this interrogative paradigm are morphologically distinct 

from the corresponding case markers of nouns. Although these forms are morphologically 

transparent, they are already lexicalized and the interrogative root cannot appear without the 
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postposition and the local marker. Table 11 illustrates the sub-categories of the interrogative 

PLACE specification. 

 

Table 11. The sub-specification of interrogative PLACE category 

Categories Space position 
Direction 

GOAL SOURCE PATH 

Oblique cases LOC DAT ABL PROS 
Interrogative words xańana xańaʔ xańad xańamna 
 

Consequently, the PLACE specification constitutes a particular paradigm and has sub-

categories. Within the set of spatial interrogative words, the interrogative word inflected for 

locative case (xańana) asks for the space position of a given entity (see 125). While the other 

three sub-categories substitute directional movements. The form marked by dative (xańaʔ) 

requests information about GOAL (see 126); the sub-category of SOURCE is substituted by an 

ablative-marked spatial interrogative word (xańad; see 127) and the prosecutive case marks 

the subcategory of PATH (xańamna; see 128). 

 

 (125) pidoɁ  xаńanа   jiľe-Ɂ? 

   3PL  where.LOC  live-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhere do they live?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 16) 

 (126) pidаrаʔ  xаńaʔ    mi-ŋа-dаʔ? 

   2PL   where.DAT  go-CO-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhere are you (pl) going?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

 (127) pidаrаɁ  xаńad   to-dаɁ? 

   2PL   where.ABL  come-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhere do you come from?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 9) 

 (128) xаńamna  jaďer-ca-n? 

   where.PROS  walk-INT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhere did you walk?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 107) 

 

There is also a parallel interrogative PLACE paradigm appearing in the Eastern dialect 

(discussed in §6.5.1), in which the bound interrogative stem (xa-) is combined with local case 

markers without the local postposition (ńa). 
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5.7. The interrogative time specification 

 

The interrogative word of TIME specification in Tundra Nenets (śaxаɁ ʻwhenʼ) inquires about 

temporal relation between the event expressed by the proposition and the speech event. The 

TIME specification expressed by this unique interrogative form indicates a general temporality 

of an event. Consequently, it does not inquire either about a specific temporal information 

(e.g. a part of the day or hour) or about the duration of an event. The following example 

illustrates the use of the unique TIME interrogative: 

 

 (129) a. śaxаɁ   mаr-tɁ   xаntа-n? 

    when   city-DAT   go-VX.2SG 

    ʻWhen will you go to the city?ʼ 

   b. xubtа-xаnа  mаr-tɁ  xаntа-dmɁ. 

    morning-LOC city-DAT  go-VX.1SG 

    ʻI am going to the city in the morning.ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 9) 

 

Although this interrogative word is not specified, for instance, for TIME DURATION (like the 

structure presented in §5.5.2) or FREQUENCY, it also can be used for asking about these 

subcategories of TIME. The answer in example (130) illustrates that the unique time 

interrogative may be utilized to a more specific temporal relation, the ENDING POINT, between 

the event and the speech. I suppose that it is the context that specifies the actual meaning of 

the TIME interrogative. 

 

 (130) a. śaxаʔ  Usť-Portа-nʔ  tæwа-ŋgu-nаʔ? 

    when  Ust-Port-DAT  arrive-FUT-VX.REFL.1PL 

    ʻWhen will we arrive in Ust-Port?ʼ 

   b. pi-ʔ   ńaxarʔ čas-xana. 

    night-GEN three  hour-LOC 

    ʻAt three oʼclock at night.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 123) 
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5.8. The interrogative manner specification 

 

The final major interrogative category expressed by a lexicalized interrogative word is 

specified to the semantic category of MANNER (xаnźerʔ ʻhowʼ). This interrogative requests the 

hearer to define certain MANNER characteristics of a given event/action (see 131). 

 

 (131) a. xаnźerʔ  pidаrаʔ  toxolku-r-ŋа-dаʔ? 

    how   2PL   learn-FREQ-CO-VX.2PL 

    ʻHow is studying going on?ʼ 

   b. sаwа-wnа  toxolku-r-ŋа-wаʔ. 

    good-PROS  learn-FREQ-CO-VX.1PL 

    ʻIt is well.ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 58) 

 

In the texts, no other use/meaning of the interrogative manner category is attested. 

 

5.9. Other semantic categories 

 

The previous sections discussed semantic gaps filled either by simple or by complex 

interrogative words in Tundra Nenets. A figure illustrating the available semantic categories 

and links among these categories is provided below (see Figure 5). The semantic categories 

expressed by unanalysable forms in Tundra Nenets are presented using bolded small capital 

characters, while the semantic ambiguities are illustrated by bolded words. Finally, the 

elements of the minor semantic group are indicated in italicized forms. 
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Figure 5. The lexico-typological categories of Tundra Nenets interrogative words 

 

In his typological study, Cysouw (2004) provides at least three additional semantic categories 

that may be encoded by interrogative words. These are the UTTERANCE (ʻsay whatʼ), the 

ACTION (ʻdo whatʼ) and the EXTENT (ʻhow + [adj]ʼ). From these categories, the UTTERANCE is 

expressed by an interrogative verb in Tundra Nenets (discussed in Chapter 4). Nevertheless, I 

do not analyse this interrogative verb in the present study and do not illustrate it in Figure 5 

above either. The remaining two categories, ACTION and EXTENT, are not attested in the texts. 

As Cysouw (2004) notes, the category of EXTENT is usually linked either to the QUANTITATIVE 

or to the MANNER interrogatives. Nevertheless, I could testify this type of use neither with 

QUANTITATIVE nor with MANNER interrogatives. Consequently, the question whether Tundra 

Nenets expresses the interrogative category of EXTENT in some way remains without answer 

in the present study. In addition, the category of ACTION does not appear in Tundra Nenets 

either. 
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6. The parts-of-speech categories of interrogative words 
 

Interrogative words are usually characterized in the literature as being pro-forms. The term 

pro-form is used for closed word classes that substitute corresponding open word classes (cf. 

Sasse 1993: 669; Schachter & Shopen 2007: 24). As Schachter & Shopen (2007: 3) note, 

closed word classes in a language often contain a certain (small) number of words whose 

forms are the same for the members of the speaker community. Interrogative pro-forms 

(similarly to other pro-forms such as personal, reflexive, etc. pronouns) usually belong to the 

set of closed classes of words in a given language, but they often “cross-cut the boundaries of 

several word classes” (Diessel 2003: 635). Consequently, they do not necessarily form a 

single word class in which the elements share the same grammatical properties. For instance, 

they may differ in their inflectional characteristics, or in distributional properties, etc. They 

may also be distinguished on the basis of the syntactic function they fulfil in a clause (cf. 

Siemund 2001: 1022). In the literature, Tundra Nenets interrogative words are traditionally 

categorized as pronouns (see e.g. Kupriyanova et al. 1957: 104; Hajdú 1968: 54; 

Tereshchenko 1973: 91; Salminen 1998: 526; Burkova et al. 2010: 55–56), even though not 

every element of the set shares the same grammatical properties. For instance, some forms 

can be inflected for number and case, while others cannot. Therefore, the interrogative words 

in Tundra Nenets cannot be characterized as elements constituting a homogeneous set. This 

chapter differentiates between the various interrogative words in Tundra Nenets based on 

their grammatical characteristics. 

 The grammatical categorization of interrogative pro-forms, or words in general, raises the 

problem as to which criteria are relevant for classifying the elements of a given word class. 

Schachter & Shopen (2007: 1–2) propose an approach to identify and distinguish parts-of-

speech categories, or word classes in a given language. These criteria are given in (i)–(iii). 

 

(i) morphological (or syntactic) categories 

(ii) syntactic function 

(iii) distribution 

 

The criterion of morphological/syntactic categories for which a given word may be specified 

takes into consideration formal differences, such as inflection, declension, etc. As Sasse 

(1993: 650) writes, one can differentiate between category-establishing and category-

changing morphology. The inventory of category-establishing morphology has “to do with 
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the main function of the categories in question” (Sasse 1993: 650). In contrast, category-

changing morphology serves to transfer an element of a given category to another categorial 

set. In this chapter, only the category-establishing morphology of interrogative words will be 

discussed. The category-establishing morphology in Tundra Nenets covers the markers of 

number, possession (and benefactive) and case. 

 Secondly, the typical core syntactic functions of words (such as subject, object, adverbial, 

etc.) are closely related to their grammatical characteristics. As already mentioned, case 

marking also indicates the syntactic function of constituents in Tundra Nenets. This question 

is consequently linked to the potential morphological characteristics of interrogative words. In 

addition, the syntactic function of interrogative words also determines their position within 

the clause. This question will be taken into consideration in Chapter 7. 

 Finally, the distributional properties of a word cover two aspects of adnominal 

modification. On the one hand, it identifies structures in which the given word can appear as 

the modified element. On the other hand, it takes into consideration those cases in which the 

corresponding word appears as modifier/complement of any other word. Inter alia, the 

potential modifiers of interrogative pro-forms will also be discussed here. The main question 

is whether the interrogative word can/may be modified by any element in Tundra Nenets. 

Additionally, those phrases will also be analysed in which the interrogative words typically 

appear as complements. 

 Consequently, the grammatical criteria of Tundra Nenets interrogative words that are of 

relevance for the present analysis (summarized in (i)–(iii)) are their morphological 

characteristics, their syntactic functions and their distributions. 

 Furthermore, as Tereshchenko (1956) observed, certain Tundra Nenets dialects show some 

formal differences between interrogative words. These differences will also be presented in 

the corresponding subsections. 

 This chapter is organized as follows. Each section starts with a dialectal differentiation of 

the interrogative word forms in question. These formal introductions are considered necessary 

as the differences among the dialectal forms may mislead the reader. Afterwards, their 

possible syntactic functions and the corresponding morphological characteristics, e.g. the 

suffixes they can take, will be discussed. Finally, those phrases and structures will be 

discussed in which the interrogative words may appear as complements. 
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6.1. The interrogative pronouns 

 

The interrogative words specified for the HUMAN/NON-HUMAN semantic dichotomy (xi!a 

ʻwhoʼ and ŋamge ʻwhatʼ introduced in §5.1) belong to the category of interrogative pronouns 

in Tundra Nenets. These are the interrogative words in Tundra Nenets whose grammatical 

descriptions are provided with the most details by grammars (e.g. Tereshchenko 1956; 

Kuprijanova et al. 1957; Burkova et al. 2010; etc.). 

 As Tereshchenko (1956: 182–190) observed, the Eastern and the Western dialectal groups 

show certain phonological differences in the forms of interrogative pronouns from those 

found in the Central dialect. These differences are presented in Table 12. 

 

Table 12. The dialectal forms of interrogative pronouns 

Dialect HUMAN NON-HUMAN 

Western Dialect 
xiwja 

аmge 
xuja 

Central Dialect xi!a ŋamge 

Eastern Dialect xi!a аmge 
 

In the Western subdialects, for instance in the Kanin subdialect, a different form of ʻwhoʼ 

(xiwja, xuja) is used (see 132). 

 

 (132) Western Dialect, Kanin Subdialect 

   xuja  pir  śit    jadtа-gu? 

   who  2SG 2SG.ACC  meet-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho will meet you?ʼ [AL, 2002] 

 

In addition, the lack of the word initial velar nasal in the Western dialects and the Taimyr 

subdialect of the Eastern dialectal group discussed in §2.1 indicates a different form of ʻwhatʼ 

(amge) in the corresponding dialects (see 133). 

 

 (133) Eastern Dialect, Taimyr Subdialect 

   аmge  xаdke-j-Ɂ? 

   what  happen-REFL.CO-VX.REFL.3SG 

   ʽWhat happened?’ (Labanauskas 2001: 110) 
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Despite these formal differences, further distinctions, such as grammatical ones, have not 

been found in the corpus. 

 As mentioned above, the grammatical characteristics of the interrogative words depend on 

the function they fulfil in a clause. Both interrogative pronouns can function as all main 

constituents of the clause, i.e. subject, object, adverbial and predicate. In addition, they can 

appear as complements in phrases. 

 Furthermore, the interrogative pronoun with non-human reference (ŋamge ʻwhatʼ) can also 

be used in further contexts/functions. For instance, this interrogative can also appear in noun 

phrases with selective/qualitative semantic function (discussed in §5.1.4), in which case it has 

the grammatical characteristics of interrogative adjectives. Besides, it can also ask about a 

reason of a given event (see §5.1.5 for the discussion) in which case it is used similarly to 

interrogative adverbs. These functions are not available to its human counterpart (xi!a ʻwhoʼ). 

 In what follows, typical syntactic functions of interrogative pronouns will be discussed. 

 

6.1.1. Interrogative pronouns as constituents of the main clause 

 

As mentioned above, all constituents of the main clause can be questioned by interrogative 

pronouns: They can be subjects, objects, adverbials (either arguments or adjuncts) and 

predicates in clauses. Table 13 illustrates the distribution of interrogative pronouns with 

respect to their syntactic functions in the corpus. In the table, S stands for the subject of both 

intransitive, transitive and nonverbal clauses. O marks the (direct) object of clauses. X serves 

to indicate adverbials, while Pred abbreviates predicates in nonverbal clauses. 

 

Table 13. The core syntactic functions of interrogative pronouns 

Syntactic function HUMAN NON-HUMAN

S 93 54 
O 7 121 
X 4 48 

Pred 107 56 
 

As Table 13 shows, the human interrogative pronoun (xi!a ʻwhoʼ) typically appears as a 

subject and as a predicate, and it is less frequently used as object and as adverbial. In contrast, 

the non-human interrogative pronoun (ŋamge ʻwhatʼ) most frequently functions as an object 

and as an adverbial complement and/or modifier. 
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 These syntactic functions are associated with different (case) markers. Firstly, the 

interrogative pronouns functioning as the subject of the clause are in nominative case (see 

134–135). 

 

 (134) xi!a  pаd-nа? 

   who  write-CONT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho is writing?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 14) 

 (135) ŋamge madar-ŋa? 

   what  bark-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat is barking?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 17) 

 

As already discussed in §2.3, number marking in Tundra Nenets distinguishes singular, dual 

and plural forms. The interrogative pronouns have both dual and plural forms, which are 

purely agglutinative, so the corresponding markers are attached to the pronominal 

interrogative words (cf. Tereshchenko 1959: 70, and see Table 14). 

 

Table 14. The interrogative pronouns marked by numbers 

Number HUMAN NON-HUMAN

SG xi!a ŋamge 

DU xi!axaʔ ŋamgexeʔ 

PL xi!aʔ ŋamgeʔ 
 

The interrogative pronouns functioning as subjects control agreement on the verb. The verb 

agrees with the interrogative pronominal subject in person and number. In examples (136)–

(137), the interrogative pronouns appear in dual forms controlling subject agreement on the 

verbs: 

 

 (136) xi!a-xaʔ  pad-na-ŋa-xaʔ? 

   who-DU  write-CONT-CO-VX.3DU 

   ʻWho (du) are writing?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 41) 

 (137) ŋamge-xeɁ  nu-ŋa-xaʔ? 

   what-DU   stand-CO-VX.3DU 

   ʻWhat things (du) are standing (lit. what are standing)?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 41)  
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In (138)–(139) the interrogative pronouns are in plural forms, and the predicates agree with 

the pronominal subjects in person and number. 

 

 (138) xi!a-Ɂ jor-ŋa-Ɂ? 

   who-PL fish-CO-VX.3PL 

   ʻWho (pl) are fishing?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 40) 

 (139) ŋamge-Ɂ  ńawota-r-ŋa-Ɂ? 

   what-PL  run-FREQ-CO-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat things are running (lit. what are running)?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 40) 

 

Secondly, the interrogative pronouns can function as the object of the predicate in transitive 

clauses. If they function as objects, they take accusative case markers (see 140–141). 

 

 (140) ńe!a  xi!a-mɁ  xona-bta-m!i? 

   mother who-ACC sleep-TR-CONT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho is made fall asleep by the mother?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 88) 

 (141) ńe    ŋаmge-mʔ sedi!i? 

   woman  what-ACC sew.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat does the woman sew?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 14) 

 

The combination of accusative case and number markers can also appear on the interrogative 

pronouns. These forms are illustrated in Table 15 (cf. Kuprijanova et al. 1957: 104). 

 

Table 15. The interrogative pronouns marked by accusative case 

Number HUMAN NON-HUMAN

SG xi!amʔ ŋamgemʔ 
DU xi!axaʔ ŋamgexeʔ 
PL xi!iʔ ŋawo 

 

As seen in Table 15, the accusative paradigm of the interrogative pronouns is not complete 

since the dual forms of interrogative pronouns in nominative and accusative cases are the 

same. In addition, the plural accusatives of interrogative pronouns are expressed by fusional 
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forms. An example illustrating the use of the interrogative pronoun functioning as plural 

object is provided under (142) below. 

 

 (142) ŋawo    tola-sa-daʔ? 

   what.PL.ACC read-INT-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhat did you read?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 46) 

 

According to Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011: 132), only the topical 3rd person objects control 

agreement on the verb in Tundra Nenets. Interrogative pronominal objects, being non-topical 

constituents, never trigger agreement on the predicate (see 140–142 above). Consequently, a 

transitive verb agrees only with its subject in the presence of interrogative objects. 

 Thirdly, locative case markers attached to the interrogative pronouns indicate their 

adverbial functions in the clause. The forms of these oblique case suffixes appearing on 

interrogative pronouns do not differ from those of nouns. Further suffixes cannot be attached 

to these forms of interrogative pronouns. Table 16 below shows the case marked forms in 

singular number (cf. Kupriyanova et al: 1957: 104–105; Tereshchenko 1959: 61). 

 

Table 16. The interrogative pronouns marked by oblique cases 

Case HUMAN NON-HUMAN 
DAT xi!anʔ ŋamgenʔ 

LOC xi!axana ŋamgexena 

ABL xi!axad ŋamgexed 

PROS xi!awna ŋamgewna 
 

The examples in (143–144) below illustrate certain case-marked forms of interrogative 

pronouns. 

 

 (143) xi!a-nɁ  laxana-waɁ? 

   who-DAT talk-VX.1PL 

   ʻWho are we talking to?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 89) 

 (144) čedaɁ ŋamge-nɁ  ŋače-na-ŋgu? 

   now  what-DAT  wait-CONT-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho is (s)he waiting for now?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 43) 
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The oblique case marked interrogative pronouns can also appear in plural forms. However, 

this paradigm is not complete either, because locative case markers appear only in singular 

and plural numbers, whereas the missing dual forms are expressed by the combination of the 

postposition ńa- ‘at’ with the corresponding locative cases (cf. Salminen 1998b: 537). In these 

postpositional constructions the interrogative pronouns, like nouns, are in genitive (see Table 

16 and 17).28 

 

Table 17. The dual and plural forms of interrogative pronouns marked by oblique cases 

 

Example sentences illustrating the combination of locative cases and dual/plural number 

markers occuring on interrogative pronouns are not attested in the corpus, but tables of these 

paradigms appear in grammars like Kuprijanova et al. (1957: 104–105) and Tereshchenkoʼs 

(1959: 61). As already mentioned, the locative case marked forms of the interrogative 

pronouns (illustrated in 143–144) appear as adverbials (either complements, or adjuncts) in 

the clause. 

 To summarize the facts, the interrogative pronouns functioning as subjects appear in 

nominative case either in transitive or in intransitive clauses. They can also take number 

markers and always control agreement on the verb. Besides, interrogative pronouns can take 

accusative case markers if they function as objects. Similarly to the interrogative pronominal 

subjects, they can appear in dual and plural forms. The interrogative objects never control 

agreement on the verb which perfectly fits to the object agreement rule formulated by 

Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011). Finally, locative case markers (also in combination with 

number markers) indicate their adverbial functions in the clause. These adverbs can be either 

argumentals or free adjuncts. 

 A further category for which the interrogative pronouns can be specified is the possessive 

paradigm. In possessive phrases, the interrogative pronouns appear as the head, i.e. as the 

                                                 
28 For the genitive marked forms of interrogative pronouns see Table 20. 

 
Case \ Number 

HUMAN NON-HUMAN 
DU PL DU PL

DAT xi!axaʔ ńaʔ xi!axaʔ ŋamgexeʔ ńaʔ ŋamgexeʔ 

LOC xi!axaʔ ńana xi!axaʔna ŋamgexeʔ ńana ŋamgexeʔna 

ABL xi!axaʔ ńad xi!axat ŋamgexeʔ ńad ŋamgexet 

PROS xi!axaʔ ńamna xi!aʔmna ŋamgexeʔ ńamna ŋawoʔmana 
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possessed item.29 According to the available examples, the interrogative pronominal heads in 

possessive phrases cannot appear without possessive suffixes contrary to nouns that may also 

be used without agreement markers, i.e. possessive suffixes (for the discussion see §2.3). 

Interrogative pronouns take the agreement markers of the possessive paradigm. The available 

possessive constructions with interrogative pronominal heads in the corpus are illustrated in 

Table 18. 

 

Table 18. Possessive constructions with interrogative pronominal heads 

Possessor Possessed item 
HUMAN NON-HUMAN 

– 5 13 
pronominal no data 1 
lexical no data 4 

 

On the basis of the available examples given in Table 18, the possessor can be covert in the 

construction. This possessive phrase type is the most commonly represented in the corpus (see 

145–146). 

 

 (145) xi!a-r   śit    xonra-sa? 

   who-PX.2SG 2SG.ACC  inform-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho of you informed you?ʼ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 154) 

 (146) ŋаmge-r    je? 

   what-PX.2SG  hurt.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat of you hurts?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 27) 

 

In adition, the possessor (either pronominal or lexical) can be overt, in which case it always 

precedes the interrogative pronominal head. On the basis of the available examples, 

possessors expressed by pronouns appear in nominative forms (see 147), while lexical 

possessors are inflected in genitive case (see 148). In both cases the interrogative heads take 

possessive suffixes. 

 

 

 

                                                 
29 I differentiate here adnominal possession from predicate possessive structures. In this section, only adnominal 
possessive structures will be discussed, whereas predicate possession will be examined in §7.1.2 and in §7.3.2. 
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 (147) pidаr  ŋаmge-r    je? 

   2SG  what-PX.2SG  hurt.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat of you hurts?ʼ [VT, 2002] 

 (148) pani-ʔ   ŋamge-da   tańa? 

   clothes-GEN what-PX.3SG  exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat do the clothes have (lit. what of the clothes exists)?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 79) 

 

Possessive markers on interrogative pronouns can also combine together with case markers. 

According to Hajdú (1968: 41–46), the set of possessive markers available for oblique cases 

differs from those of the nominative in the nominal domain. Similarly to nouns, interrogative 

pronouns take the oblique forms of possessive markers (see 149). 

 

 (149) ŋamge-mtuʔ   ŋam-d-ŋa-xaʔ? 

   what-PX.ACC.3PL  eat-TR-CO-VX.3DU 

   ʻWhat of their thing did they (du) eat?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 124) 

 

Semantically, these interrogative possessive constructions express inalienable possessions, in 

which the interrogative pronouns ask about body parts or about relatives, etc. of a person. 

 These possessive structures (illustrated above in 138–142) are formally identical with the 

so-called peripheral possessor in the nominal domain (discussed in §2.3) in which the 

possessive relation is also marked on the head of the phrase instead of only the dependent 

being marked. As Nikolaeva (2005a: 228) notes, peripheral possessors appear only before 

determiners in possessive phrases. The insertion of a determiner between an interrogative 

pronoun and its possessor complement is not observed in the available data. 

 Moreover, as certain Tundra Nenets grammatical descriptions discuss (e.g. Salminen 

1998b), there is also a benefactive paradigm available for nouns in Tundra Nenets. The 

benefactive suffixes are always followed by possessive markers in the nominal paradigm, 

expressing that a given entity is made or intended for someone (cf. Salminen 1998b: 539). 

According to some occurrences in the dictionary of Tereshchenko (1965) interrogative 

pronouns may also take benefactive suffixes – also called as predestinative by Hajdú (1968: 

46) and Nikolaeva (2014: 72) – (see 150). 
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 (150) ŋamge-da-r    ŋaďim-da? 

   what-BEN-PX.2SG  appear-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ‘What will appear for you?’ (Tereshchenko 1965: 374) 

 

In example (150) above, the benefactive suffix is followed by a possessive marker, which 

order is typical for the nouns as well. These constructions are not attested in the corpus, but 

on the basis of the data provided by Tereshchenko (1965) I suppose that interrogative 

pronouns can take benefactive markers. However, the occurrence of these constructions are 

semantically limited, therefore they are not represented in the corpus. 

 Finally, interrogative pronouns may also function as predicates in nonverbal clauses. Like 

nouns (discussed in §2.3), interrogative pronouns take verbal agreement markers in every 

person and number for marking the person and the number of their subject without adding a 

copular verb. Thus, the agreement between the subject of the clause and the predicative 

interrogative pronoun is indicated by verbal suffixes (see 151–152). 

 

 (151) pidar  xi!a-n? 

   you  who-VX.2SG 

   ʻWho are you?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 117) 

 (152) xaŋoro-daʔ    ŋamge-ʔ? 

   sacrifice-PX.PL.2PL what-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat are your sacrifices?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 77) 

 

In Tundra Nenets, nouns functioning as predicates can also appear in past tense without a 

copular verb (cf. Wagner-Nagy & Viola 2009: 60–61; see §2.3.). Contrary to nouns, however, 

interrogative pronouns cannot take past tense markers, instead there is a copula appearing in 

the interrogative predicate construction. The copula is formally the same that is used in non-

interrogative clauses. However, this copula does not take the past tense marker in questions, 

but the so-called interrogative modal marker referring to past tense appears in the sentence. It 

should be noted that a different interrogative predicate strategy is observed by Nikolaeva 

(2014: 257), which strategy was, however, not attested in the corpus. For a detailed 

description see 7.3.1. On the basis of the data, consequently, in interrogative nonverbal 

clauses the past tense is indicated by the interrogative mood marker instead of the regular past 

tense marker available in non-interrogative clauses (see 153–154). 
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 (153) xi!a-n    ŋæ-sa-n? 

   who-VX.2SG  be-INT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWho were you?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 60) 

 (154) ńe!a-keʔ,  jerkara-mi  ŋamge   ŋæ-sa? 

   mother-DIM  clan-PX.1SG what.VX.3SG be-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻMother, what was my clan?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 63) 

 

As illustrated in examples (153–154) above, the person/number suffixes remain on the 

predicative interrogative pronoun as well. 

 Additionally, any other verbal suffixes (such as aspect, mood, etc.) can only appear on the 

copula. Similarly to the previous case, the person/number suffixes are present on the 

predicative interrogative pronoun as well (see 155–156). 

 

 (155) xi!a-ďiʔ    ŋæ-dake-ďiʔ? 

   who-VX.2DU  be-PROB-VX.2DU 

   ʻWho (du) could you (du) be?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 168) 

 (156) ťiki  ŋamge   ŋæ-bta? 

   that  what.VX.3SG be-GER.PX.3SG 

   ʻWhat could that be?ʼ (Lar & Pushkareva 2001: 41) 

 

Interrogative pronouns typically occur as predicates in so-called equative and inclusive 

clauses. These predicate constructions will be examined in §7.3. 

 To summarize the main points of this section, we can say that interrogative pronouns can 

appear as any constituents of the main clause. If they function as subjects, objects or 

adverbials, they can be specified for case (grammatical and locative) and number (singular, 

dual and plural). In addition, they can also be marked by possessive markers (attached directly 

to the interrogative pronouns). In possessive phrases, the interrogative pronouns (either xi!a 

ʻwhoʼ or ŋamge ʻwhatʼ) function as the heads (possessed items), while the dependents 

(possessors) are expressed by pronouns or lexical nouns. However, an overt possessor is not 

obligatory in these phrases. If the context requires it, the possessive markers on interrogative 

pronouns can further be combined with grammatical/oblique case markers. Furthermore, the 
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so-called benefactive markers can also appear on interrogative pronouns, but these 

constructions are not attested in the corpus. 

 Finally, agreement markers are also available for interrogative pronouns, if they function 

as predicates in nonverbal clauses. This paradigm is, however, restricted to present tense, 

whereas past tense is expressed by the interrogative modal marker that is attached to a copula 

instead of the interrogative pronouns. 

 These categories of interrogative pronouns do not differ formally from those used in the 

nominal paradigm, so Tundra Nenets does not have a distinct set of categories for the 

interrogative domain. 

 In what follows, constructions in which the interrogative pronouns function as 

complements will be discussed. 

 

6.1.2. Interrogative pronouns as complements of phrases 

 

In contrast to the previously discussed constructions, those structures will be presented here in 

which the interrogative pronouns function as complements of certain phrases. Two kinds of 

phrases are attested in the corpus. These are possessive phrases30 and postpositional phrases 

illustrated in Table 19. 

 

Table 19. Phrases with interrogative pronominal complements 

Phrase-type HUMAN NON-HUMAN 
Possessive phrase 8 no data 
Postpositional phrase 3 9 

 

In possessive phrases, the possessor can be substituted by interrogative pronouns (xi!a ʻwhoʼ 

and ŋamge ʻwhatʼ). Although the non-human interrogative possessor (ŋamge ʻwhatʼ) is not 

attested in the corpus, I suppose that it also can be used in this function, because it has 

basically the same grammatical characteristics as the human interrogative pronoun (xi!a 

ʻwhoʼ). As the concept of possession is more likely associated with human beings, I suppose 

that the lack of the non-human possessor in the texts has semantic reasons instead of 

grammatical ones. 

                                                 
30 Similarly to possessive construction discussed in §6.1.1, those adnominal possessive constructions will be 
discussed here in which the interrogative pronouns appear as possessors. For predicate possessive structures see 
§7.1.2 and §7.3.2. 
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 In possessive phrases with interrogative possessors, the head (possessed item) controls case 

marking on its complement, which means that the interrogative possessor obligatorily has 

genitive form. A table providing the genitive marked forms of interrogative pronouns is 

presented under (20) below. 

 

Table 20. The interrogative pronouns marked by genitive case 

Number HUMAN NON-HUMAN 
SG xi!aʔ ŋamgeʔ 

DU xi!axaʔ ŋamgexeʔ 

PL xi!iʔ ŋawoʔ 
 

Comparing the data provided in Table 20 with the other inflectional paradigms of the 

interrogative pronouns (illustrated in Table 14 and 15) it can be observed that the dual 

paradigms of nominative, accusative and genitive cases of the interrogative pronouns are 

expressed by the same lexemes (i.e. xi!axaʔ and ŋamgexeʔ). Additionally, the genitive plural 

form of the human interrogative (xi!iʔ) is identical to the corresponding accusative lexeme. 

 In possessive phrases with interrogative pronominal possessors the possessive relation is 

only marked on the dependent (possessor) through genitive case markers. There are no 

possessive suffixes attached to the possessed items in these constructions. Considering the 

fact that exactly this information, i.e. the person, the number and/or the identification of the 

possessor, is missing in the discourse, I do not expect that possessed items would take 

possessive suffixes in these possessive constructions. The available structures are introduced 

in (157–158). 

 

 (157) xi!a-ʔ  juno  jera-!i-daʔ? 

   who-GEN horse  guard-CONT-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhose horse do you guard?ʼ (Orlova et al. 1996: 45) 

 (158) ťuku  jaľa-ʔ  xi!iʔ    manzaja-mʔ  toromda-waʔ? 

   this  day-GEN  who.PL.GEN work-ACC   make.known-VX.1PL 

   ʻWhose (pl) work did we make known today?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 86) 

 

In addition, the genitive possessors expressed by interrogative pronouns can also be combined 

with possessive suffixes (see 159). 
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 (159) xi!a-ndoʔ    śo-ʔ    wаdа-ʔ? 

   who-PX.GEN.3PL  song-GEN  word-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhose lyrics are these (lit. whose of them)?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 75) 

 

The other phrases in which interrogative pronouns can appear as complements are 

postpositional phrases. In these phrases, the postpositions control their dependent (which are 

interrogative pronouns), which appear in genitive forms (see 160–161). 

 

 (160) V. Pirerka  ťiki powesť-mʔ  xi!a-ʔ  ńamna pad-sa-da? 

   V. Pirerka  that novel-ACC  who-GEN to.pros write-INT-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻWho did V. Pirerka write that roman about?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 45) 

 (161) ŋamge-ʔ  ńińa  ŋamdi-daʔ? 

   what-GEN on.LOC sit-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhat are you sitting on?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 76) 

 
To sum it up, interrogative pronouns may also appear as dependents in possessive and 

postpositional phrases. In both of these structures, the heads of the phrases (either a possessed 

item or a postposition) control the case of their interrogative pronominal complements, so the 

interrogative pronouns appear in genitive forms. 

 In the following, I will turn to those occurrences of non-human interrogative pronoun in 

which it is used not only with different meaning, but also with different grammatical 

characteristics. 

 

6.1.3. The attributive use of the non-human interrogative pronoun 

 

As explained in §5.1.4, the non-human interrogative pronoun (ŋamge ʻwhatʼ) can also be used 

in selective/qualitative meaning. This different semantic use results in different grammatical 

category from those presented in §6.1.1 and in §6.1.2. In its selective/qualitative function, the 

interrogative pronoun can only be used as a modifier in noun phrases (so it can only form a 

phrasal constituent with nouns) and it does not occur as the element of the main clause. 

 In the available phrases, this interrogative modifies only nouns by preceding them. An 

insertion of any other element between the head and the dependent interrogative is not 

attested (see 162). 
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 (162) ŋаmge  аwtobus ťir-ťa    ŋаno-Ɂ  nulаŋgаlwа-nɁ mi-ŋа? 

   what.qual bus  fly-PCP.IMPF boat-GEN station-DAT   go-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhich/What kind of bus goes to the airport?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 52) 

 

Within the phrase, there is no internal number agreement between the noun head and its 

pronominal dependent (see 163). 

 

 (163) tamna  ŋamge  xobco-ko-Ɂ   tańa-Ɂ? 

   still   what.qual riddle-DIM-PL  exist-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhich/What kind of riddles are there?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 133) 

 

Additionally, agreement in case is not available for the elements of the noun phrase either (see 

164–165) (either in grammatical or in oblique cases). 

 

 (164) pidаr  ŋаmge  wаdа-mʔ  toxolа-m!i-n? 

   2SG  what.qual word-ACC  learn-CONT-VX.2SG 

   ‘What language do you learn?’ [E.La, 2002] 

 (165) ŋаmge   jale-Ɂmаnа  ťir-ťa    ŋаno-Ɂ  ťir-ŋа-Ɂ? 

   what.qual  day-PL.PROS fly-PCP.IMPF boat-PL  fly-CO-VX.3PL 

   ʻOn which/what days do the airplains fly?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 51) 

 

Finally, if the modified noun functions as the predicate of the clause and has agreement 

marking, this marker appears only on the head noun but not on the dependent interrogative 

(see 166). 

 

 (166) padar ŋamge   jerkara-n? 

   2SG  what.qual  surname-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhat is your surname?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 63) 

 

Consequently, if the non-human interrogative pronoun is used attributively with 

selective/qualitative semantic function, it immediately precedes the modified head noun and it 

does not agree with the head in number, case and/or person-number. Its function is similar to 

that of interrogative adjectives (see the discussion in §6.3). In Tundra Nenets, adjectives can 
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typically be used predicatively too. However, the non-human interrogative pronoun used as an 

adjectival modifier cannot appear as the predicate in attributive clauses. 

 

6.1.4. The adverbial use of the non-human interrogative pronoun 

 

As demonstrated in §5.1.5, there is another semantic function available for the non-human 

interrogative pronoun (ŋamge ʻwhatʼ): it can also be used for asking about the reason for an 

event. In this case, the non-human interrogative pronoun has the grammatical characteristics 

of adverbials in Tundra Nenets. Consequently, it cannot be inflected at all and cannot be 

modified by any elements. In the clause, this adverbial is optional, not required by the 

predicate. The characteristics of this adverbial can only be described on the basis of its 

position relative to other clause elements. Based on the position it occupies, it belongs to the 

class of predicational adverbs.31 If it is used in a clause, it modifies either a verbal or a 

nonverbal predicate (see 167–168, respectively). 

 

 (167) ŋamge juśeda-n? 

   why  lie-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhy are you lying?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 99) 

 (168) xasawa  ńu-mi     ŋamge  tarča? 

   man   child-PX.1SG  why   so.VX.3SG 

   ‘Why is my son like this?’ (Labanauskas 1995: 72) 

 

Consequently, it typically appears immediately before the predicate. For further positions 

available to the interrogative adverb ŋamge ʻwhyʼ see Chapter 7. 

 To summarize the facts, the non-human interrogative pronoun (ŋamge ʻwhatʼ) can also be 

used either attributively with selective/qualitative reference (ŋamge ʻwhat kindʼ), or as an 

adverbial referring to reason (ŋamge ʻwhyʼ). These syntactic functions differ in their 

grammatical characteristics. A table illustrating the grammatical differences between the 

                                                 
31 Predicational adverbs are adverbs which “relate to the predicate or predicate-plus-other constituents but are 
not usefully regarded as part of the predicate constituent” (cf. Dixon 2010a: 109). In addition, the so-called 
sentential adverbs “apply to a complete clause or sentence” (cf. Dixon 2010a: 109). I will also differentiate here 
the so-called predicate adverbial constructions, in which the adverb can be considered to be the part of the 
predicate construction.  
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pronominal, adjectival (attributive) and adverbial uses of the non-human interrogative word is 

provided below (see Table 21). 

 

Table 21. The differences between the use of ŋamge 

Grammatical categories Semantic categories 
 NON-HUMAN SELECTION/QUALITY REASON 

Morphological 
categories 

Number + – – 
Case + – – 
Possessive marker + – – 
Benefactive marker + – – 
Verbal inflection + – – 

Distribution 
Complement + – – 
Modifier – + – 
Head + – – 

Syntactic functions 

Subject + – – 
Object + – – 
Adverbial + – + 
Predicate + – – 

 

As seen in Table 21, the interrogative word ŋamge used as interrogative pronoun with the 

meaning ʻwhatʼ can basically be inflected for number, case, possessive and benefactive 

paradigms, in which cases it can function as any main constituent of the clause. In addition, it 

can also be the predicate of the clause by taking person and number agreement markers. 

Furthermore, it can take a complement in possessive phrases and it can be a complement itself 

in possessive and postpositional phrases. Unlike the pronominal use, the attributive use with 

selective/qualitative reference (ʻwhat kindʼ) allows for being a modifier of a noun (phrase). In 

this case, the interrogative word precedes the head and does not agree with it in number, case 

and/or possession. Unlike interrogative adjectives, the non-human interrogative pronoun used 

as an attribute cannot function as a predicate on its own. Finally, the non-human interrogative 

pronoun can also function as an adverbial (ʻwhyʼ) without taking any inflectional categories 

or having any complements, in which case it typically functions as an optional adjunct in the 

clause. The grammatical characteristics of the interrogative word are the most restricted in 

this adverbial function. The distribution of these functions of the non-human interrogative 

pronoun in the corpus is provided in Table 22 below. 

 

Table 22. The distribution of the syntactic functions of ŋamge 

NON-HUMAN SELECTION/QUALITY REASON 
288 69 51 
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As Table 22 demonstrates, the most common and frequent function of ŋamge is the 

pronominal function with the meaning ʻwhatʼ. Therefore, I regard its selective and adverbial 

uses as only being secondary functions. 

 

6.2. The interrogative determiners 

 

Interrogatives that require the selection and/or the identification of their specified referent 

presented in §5.2 typically function as determiners in phrases. I reiterate the forms for 

convenience in Table 23. 

 

Table 23. The interrogative determiners 

SELECTION SELECTION FROM TWO
c SELECTION OF MORE 

xańaŋi xujumɁ xańaŋejumɁ xańaŋiɁ 
c For differences between the two forms of the restricted selective interrogative see §5.2. 

 

The forms of interrogative determiners illustrated in Table 23 do not show lexical differences 

in the Tundra Nenets dialectal groups and subdialects. 

 The interrogative determiners primarily appear as modifiers of nouns (or phrases) by 

preceding them. Additionally, they can also be used predicatively in nonverbal clauses. The 

occurrences of those syntactic functions of the interrogative determiners are summarized in 

Table 24. 

 

Table 24. The core syntactic functions of interrogative determiners 

Syntactic function SELECTION 
Modifier 19 
Predicate  2 

 

As Table 24 shows, these interrogatives are quite rare in the corpus, therefore some of their 

grammatical characteristics can only be presumed on the basis of the examples available. 

 In noun phrases, the interrogative determiner precedes the specified noun. Non-singular 

number marked nouns modified by interrogative determiners are not attested in the data, so 

the question whether interrogative determiners show agreement in number will not be 

answered here. According to the data, if an interrogative determiner modifies a noun, it does 

not show case agreement with the noun head (see 169–170). 
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 (169) Satako, xańaŋi  xana-ko-mɁ   ŋarka  ŋuxuko  xana-ŋgu? 

   Satako which  sledge-DIM-ACC  big  doll   take-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ʻSatako, which sledge will the big doll take?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 68) 

 (170) xаńaŋi  ja-xana   jiľe? 

   which  land-LOC  live.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhich country does he live in?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 41) 

 

If the modified element is a personal pronoun, it is covert in the construction and the 

interrogative determiners take possessive markers which refer to the person and number of the 

missing personal pronouns (see 171). 

 

 (171) xańaŋe-raɁ   tur-ca? 

   which-PX.2PL  arrive-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhich of you arrived?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 41) 

 

According to the data available, nominal heads can also be elided from the phrase in which 

case the interrogative determiners take the inflectional markers of the elided heads. The 

example provided under (111) in §5.2.1 serves to illustrate this property of interrogative 

determiners. I repeat this example here for convenience: 

 

 (172) xańaŋi-Ɂ  ťoŕe-na-Ɂ. 

   which-PL shout-CONT-VX.3PL 

   ʻWho (lit. which) are shouting?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 41) 

 

The interrogative determiner in (172) appears as the subject of the clause inflected in plural 

number and there is no noun in the clause. The interrogative determiner controls agreement on 

the verb, which is in the 3rd plural form. As the relevant structures are underrepresented in the 

corpus, there is no way to analyse the grammatical characteristics of interrogative determiners 

in elliptical structures. 

 Additionally, interrogative determiners can also appear in possessive phrases functioning 

as possessed items (heads). In this case, the interrogative determiner is marked with 

possessive suffix which refers to the person and number of the selectable element, of the 

possessor. Lexical possessors take genitive marker in the construction. In example (173) the 
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interrogative determiner functions as the object of the clause, therefore it takes an additional 

accusative marker. 

 

 (173) śiďa sawa  ńe-w, 

   two good  woman-EMPH 

   ńaxarɁ ńe    ńu-n      xańaŋe-mdoɁ   

   three  woman  child-PX.GEN.1SG  which-PX.ACC.3PL 

   Xaŕuči-Ɂ    ńe-ŋæ   mi-ta-ŋo-bɁnan? 

   Kharucyi-GEN  woman-ESS  give-TR-FUT-GER.PX.1SG 

   ʻTwo good woman, which of my three daughters should I give to Kharucyi as a  

   wife?ʼ (Barmich 2008b: 29) 

 

Finally, interrogative determiners can function as predicates of nonverbal clauses in which 

cases they are inflected for person and number, so they agree with the subject of the clause 

(see 174). 

 

 (174) Naďa,  papa-ko-r     xańaŋi? 

   Nadya  brother-DIM-PX.2SG  which.VX.3SG 

   ʻNadya, which is your younger brother?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 116)  

 

Although there is no available data for illustrating the occurrence of this nonverbal predicate 

in past tense, I assume that it has exactly the same characteristics as the interrogative 

pronouns have in the same function, so the past tense is marked by the interrogative modal 

suffix attached to the overt copular verb that follows the interrogative determiner. 

 To sum it up, interrogative determiners function either as modifiers in phrases or as 

predicates in nonverbal clauses. If they modify a noun, they do not agree with it in number 

and case according to the data extracted from the corpus. The modified noun can be elided 

from the phrase in which case the interrogative determiners take the number and – 

presumably – the case markers of their modified nouns. If the interrogative determiners 

modify personal pronouns, the pronouns are not overt in the phrase, therefore possessive 

suffixes attached to the interrogative determiners mark the person and number of these covert 

pronouns. In addition, the interrogative determiners can have complements in possessive 

phrases, in which cases they take the case and number markers. Finally, functioning as 
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predicates interrogative determiners take agreement markers in present tense. I also presume 

that the presence of a copular verb in past tense is obligatory similarly to the interrogative 

pronominal predicates discussed in §6.1.1. 

 

6.3. Interrogative adjectives 

 

The interrogative words specified for QUALITY and SIZE dealt with in §5.3 and in §5.4 can be 

categorized as interrogative adjectives in Tundra Nenets (see the forms in Table 25). 

 

Table 25. The interrogative adjectives 

QUALITY SIZE 
xurkа śaŋar 

 

For certain Tundra Nenets dialects, there are no additional different forms of interrogative 

adjectives available. The interrogative adjectives in Tundra Nenets are used either 

attributively or predicatively. A table illustrating the functional distribution of interrogative 

adjectives is provided under (26) below. 

 

Table 26. The core syntactic functions of interrogative adjectives 

Syntactic function QUALITY SIZE

Modifier 118 1 
Predicate 58 no data

 

As given in Table (26), the interrogative asking for size of an entity (śaŋar ʻhow bigʼ) 

appeared only in one clause. Therefore, it can only be hypothesized that it has exactly the 

same grammatical characteristics as the interrogative adjectives in Tundra Nenets. 

 As shown, the basic function of interrogative adjectives is to modify a noun (phrase). In 

this case, they precede the modified noun. According to the data provided by Tereshchenko 

(1965: 813), the adjectival interrogative words agree in number with their head nouns. The 

data of Tereshchenko (1965) come from the Central dialect (see 175). 

 

 (175) Central Dialect 

   xurka-Ɂ    jun-Ɂ   tańa-Ɂ? 

   what.kind-PL  news-PL  exist-VX.3PL 

   ‛What news are there?’ (Tereshchenko 1965: 813) 
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As Nikolaeva (2003: 322) notes, the dialects may show differences with respect to the internal 

agreement of the phrases. She mentions that agreement in number is typically available for the 

Western dialects. In the corpus, phrases originating from the Western dialect are also 

represented, in which the interrogative adjectives agree with their noun head in number (see 

176). 

 

 (176) Western Dialect 

   ťuko-na  tamna  xurka-Ɂ    xaľa-Ɂ  tańa-Ɂ? 

   this-LOC  still   what.kind-PL  fish-PL  exist-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat fish is still there?ʼ (Khanzerova et al. 2012: 86) 

 

In contrast, data from the Eastern dialectal group do not show internal agreement in number 

(see 177). 

 

 (177) Eastern Dialect 

   xurkа    pa-Ɂ   pedаrа-xаnа   wаďodаnа-Ɂ? 

   what.kind  tree-PL  wood-LOC    grow-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat trees grow in the forest?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 64) 

 

This agreement feature seems to be a distinctive porperty among dialects. As most of the 

available examples do not show agreement in number, this agreement seems to be optional 

and typically available for the non-Eastern dialects. 

 Phrases containing interrogative adjectives with internal agreement in case are not attested 

in the corpus. Examples illustrating the lack of the agreement in case are provided under 

(178–179) below. 

 

 (178) Xаčko xurkа    ošibkа-mʔ   me-wi? 

   Xachko what.kind  mistake-ACC  make-NARR.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat mistake did Xachko make?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 59) 

 (179) xurkа    xаrdа-xаnа  jiľe-n? 

   what.kind  house-LOC  live-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhat house do you live in?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 17) 
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Moreover, interrogative adjectives do not show agreement in person and number in possessive 

phrases (see 180). 

 

 (180) xurka   ŋawra-raʔ  tara? 

   what.kind food-PX.2PL be.needed.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat food do you need (lit. is needed by you)?ʼ (Khanzerova et al. 2012: 26) 

 

Interrogative adjectives precede the head noun in the phrase, and another adjectival element 

can also be inserted in between the interrogative pro-form and the head noun. Note, that this 

structure does not ask about extent (see 181). 

 

 (181) Seko  xurka   sawa  śer-mʔ  śerta-sa? 

   Seko  what.kind good  thing-ACC make-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat kind of good thing did Seko make?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 20) 

 

As mentioned above, interrogative adjectives can also be used predicatively in adjectival 

clauses (for further discussion about nonverbal predicates see §7.3), in which cases 

interrogative adjectives take verbal suffixes marking the person and the number of the 

subjects without overt copular verbs (see 182). 

 

 (182) pidаŕiɁ  śero-ďiɁ     xurkа-Ɂ? 

   2DU   thing-PX.PL.2DU  what.kind-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat are your (du) things like?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 10) 

 

Similarly to the interrogative pronominal paradigm, copular verbs appear in past tense that is 

expressed by the interrogative modal suffix. As example (183) demonstrates, the copula used 

by interrogative adjectival predicates is the same that appears in the interrogative pronominal 

predicate constructions (discussed in §6.1.1). 

 

 (183) pija-ko  xurka   ŋæ-sa? 

   stoat-DIM what.kind be-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat was the stoat like?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 32) 
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Additionally, in case of further verbal categories (tense, aspect, mood) the copula is overt and 

takes the corresponding markers. The agreement markers are presented both on the copula 

verbs and on the predicative interrogative adjectives (see 184). 

 

 (184) ja   taɁ   xurka       ŋæ-śeti? 

   land  summer  what.kind.VX.3SG  be-HAB.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat does the land look like in summer?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 6) 

 

To summarize the facts, interrogative adjectives appear as attributes in noun phrases, or as 

predicates in nonverbal clauses. If they are used as complements of nouns, they optionally 

agree with the head noun in number, but do not show agreement either in case or in 

person/number in the possessive paradigm. The ellipsis of the head noun is not attested in the 

corpus. Like interrogative pronouns, interrogative adjectives can also be predicates of clauses 

by taking agreement suffixes. In past tense and with other verbal categories (e.g. future tense, 

mood, aspect) copular verbs appear in the clauses, which follow the adjectival predicates. 

 

6.4. Interrogative quantifiers 

 

The interrogative words specified for quantity and rank discussed in §6.4 have the 

grammatical characteristics of quantifiers in Tundra Nenets. The lexemes are presented in 

Table 27. Apparently, there is no variation in the dialectal forms. 

 

Table 27. The interrogative quantifiers 

QUANTITYd RANK 
śan śaŋok śańemďej 

d The differences between the two forms of quantitative interrogative are dealt with in §5.5. 

 

As already mentioned in §6.4, interrogative quantifier expressing RANK (śańemďej) does not 

appear in the texts, therefore I only discuss the grammatical characteristics of the 

interrogatives expressing quantity. These interrogatives can either quantify over a noun 

(phrase) or function as predicates in nonverbal clauses. The syntactic functions and 

distributions of interrogative quantifiers are illustrated in Table 28. 
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Table 28. The core syntactic functions of interrogative quantifiers 

Syntactic function QUANTITY

Quantifier 83 
Predicate  21 

 

As Stump (1998: 24) notes, a quantifier can control its head noun that appears in an oblique 

case in the construction, for example in Russian. This grammatical characteristic is not typical 

of Tundra Nenets quantifiers and interrogative quantifiers as the enumerated nouns are in 

nominative case. Dual and plural forms of nouns quantified by interrogative quantifiers are 

not attested either. I expect that the nominal referents of the interrogative quantifiers can only 

appear in singular number in the phrases (see 185). 

 

 (185) śan    ŋаćeki  tаńanа  toxolku? 

   how.many  child   there.LOC learn.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow many children learn there?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 33) 

 

Additionally, interrogative quantifiers that precede quantified nouns do not show any 

agreement in case (see 186–187). 

 

 (186) śaŋok    xаľa-m  ťiki po   jeŕemďe-dа? 

   how.many  fish-ACC  that year  catch-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻHow many fish did he catch that year?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

 (187) pidoɁ  śan    xаľa-mɁ  xаdа-wi-Ɂ? 

   3PL  how.many  fish-ACC  kill-NARR-VX.3PL 

   ʻHow many fish (PL) did they catch?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 34) 

 

Furthermore, interrogative quantifiers do not take any person/number agreement suffixes in 

possessive phrases (see 188). 

 

 (188) sowxoz-rаʔ   śan    ja-dа    tаńa? 

   sovkhoz-PX.2PL how.many  land-PX.3SG exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow many lands does your sovkhoz have?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 99) 

 

As example (189) below illustrates, the insertion of another element between the quantified 

noun and the quantifier is possible. 
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 (189) śan    śunraxa  noj? 

   how.many  blue   cloth.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow much blue cloth is it?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 72) 

 

As was discussed in §5.5.2, interrogative quantifiers may appear to request (more) 

information about temporal circumstances of an event, in which cases they take case markers 

without head nouns. These constructions, whose structures are similar to those of 

interrogative determiners, seem to be available in the Eastern dialectal group only. Here, 

interrogative quantifiers can appear in phrases with elided noun heads. In these cases, the 

quantifiers inflect for the (number and) case of the elided noun head (see 190). 

 

 (190) Eastern Dialect 

   lаbkа  śan-xаnа   pakal-ŋа? 

   store  how.many-LOC close-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhen does the store close?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

 

In the corpus, similar constructions are attested, in which the interrogative quantifiers appear 

in accusative marked forms, while the head nouns are covert in the phrases. These data are 

also originate from the Eastern dialectal group (see 191). 

 

 (191) Eastern Dialect 

   pi-sаwej   jaľa-xаnа  lаbeʔ  śan-mʔ    miŕeʔ-nа? 

   night-COM  day-LOC   room  how.many-ACC cost-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow much does a room cost for a day including night?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 115) 

 

Consequently, this ellipsis seems to be characteristic only of the Eastern dialectal group. 

Finally, just like interrogative adjectives, interrogative quantifiers can also be used as 

predicates in non-verbal clauses by taking verbal inflectional markers (see 192). 

 

 (192) ńań  mir-tа    śan? 

   bread  price-PX.3SG  how.many.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow much does the bread cost?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 23) 
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A copular verb is obligatory in the predicate structure if there are additional verbal meanings 

to be expressed (see 193). 

 

 (193) mir-tа   śan      ŋæ-ŋgu? 

   price-PX.3SG how.many.VX.3SG be-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow much will it cost?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 47) 

 

As is illustrated in example (193) above, the same copula is used with quantifier predicates as 

the one that appears in the interrogative pronominal, determiner and adjectival predicates. 

Additionally, this copula is used in the nominal domain as well. Similarly to these predicate 

constructions, the copular verb follows the nominal part of the predicate and the agreement 

markers appear on both parts of the complex predicate. 

 To sum up §6.4, interrogative quantifiers can appear either as modifiers or as predicates in 

the clauses. If they modify a noun, they do not control the head noun in number, therefore 

there are no plural nouns that are modified by interrogative quantifiers. The head nouns and 

the interrogative modifiers do not show any further agreement in number. However, it seems 

possible to elide the head nouns from the phrases, in which cases the interrogative quantifiers 

take the markers of the covert heads32. These elliptical structures appear only in data from the 

Eastern dialectal group. Finally, similarly to the other interrogatives discussed in §6.1–§6.3, 

interrogative quantifiers taking agreement markers can function as predicates of clauses 

without a copular verb. Nevertheless, temporal and any other verbal meanings expressed by 

suffixes can only appear on copulas. 

 

6.5. Interrogative adverbs 

 

As discussed in §5.6–§5.8, there are interrogative words that express place, time and manner 

specifications of a given event. These interrogatives are categorized as interrogative adverbs 

based on their grammatical characteristics. The forms of these adverbs are reiterated in Table 

(29) below. 

 

                                                 
32 The term covert head is defined on the basis of Dixon (2010: 229) in the following way. A covert head is the 
component of a phrase which determines the properties of the whole phrase and dictates agreement on other 
items in the phrase, but does not appear explicitly in the construction. 
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Table 29. The interrogative adverbs 

Space position/Direction 
TIME MANNER 

POSITION GOAL SOURCE PATH 
xańana xańaʔ xańad xańamna śaxаɁ xаnźerʔ 

 

These interrogative adverbs in Tundra Nenets have in common the formal characteristics of 

being uninflectable, therefore, they can only be caracterized in terms of their distribution and 

syntactic function. All of these interrogative adverbs can appear in clauses as adverbials. In 

some constructions, additionally, they can be part of the predicate. 

 If temporal and locative adverbs function as adverbials, they can typically be categorized 

as sentential ones, whereas manner adverbs appear most typically as predicational adverbial 

adjuncts in a clause. These interrogative adverbs cannot appear in the same position(s) in 

clauses with respect to the other clausal elements. The available positions of adverbs will be 

discussed in detailed in §7.1 and in §7.2. 

 

6.5.1. Sentential interrogative adverbs 

 

Both sentential interrogatives show further dialectal differences in their forms. The 

spatial/locational adverbs have four forms according to the locative paradigms: space 

position, goal, source and path of entities. In the interrogative PLACE specification a parallel 

paradigm appears in the Eastern dialect. The elements of this dialectal paradigm – similarly to 

the standard forms presented in §5.6 – consist of a bound interrogative stem (xu-), which is 

combined with the system of the locative cases, which results in the same sub-specification of 

the spatial system. Unlike the standard interrogative forms, the dialectal ones do not contain 

any additional element (see Table 30 and compare with Table 11). 

 

Table 30. The Eastern dialectal forms of spatial interrogative adverbs 

Categories Space position 
Direction 

GOAL SOURCE PATH 

Oblique cases LOC DAT ABL PROS 
Interrogative words xuna xuʔ xud xumna 
 

The forms of the Eastern dialect are exemplified in (194–197): 
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 (194) Eastern Dialect 

   xuna    ŋædaľo-da? 

   where.LOC  travel-PCP.IMPF.VX3SG 

   ʻWhere is the passenger?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 173) 

 (195) Eastern Dialect 

   xuɁ    хuna-m!i-n? 

   where.DAT  run-CONT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhere are you running to?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 154) 

 (196) Eastern Dialect 

   xud    jader-ta-n? 

   where.ABL  walk-CONT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhere are you coming from?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 41) 

 (197) Eastern Dialect 

   śińona-Ɂ  pomna   xumna   min-ďake-waɁ? 

   foggy-GEN among.PROS where.PROS  go-PROB-VX.1PL 

   ʻWhere are we passing by through the fog?ʼ (Susoy 1990: 90) 

 

In addition, there is also a dialectal form of the temporal interrogative adverb used solely in 

the Central dialect illustrated in Table 31. 

 

Table 31. The dialectal forms of time interrogative adverb 

Dialect TIME 
Western śaxаɁ 
Central śaʔńa 
Eastern śaxаɁ 

 

An example for illustrating this dialectal form appearing in the Central dialect is provided in 

(198) below. 

 

 (198) Central Dialect 

   lаwkа śaʔńa  tаl-ŋgu? 

   store  when  be.closed-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhen will the store close?ʼ [VT, 2002] 
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The spatial and temporal adverbs typically modify the whole clause, but the local adverb can 

also appear as the part of the predicate in the so-called locational clauses. In these clauses, the 

local adverb appears together with a copula as the part of the predicate. The time adverbial 

can appear in a similar predicate construction, i.e. with a copular verb in which case the time 

adverbial can also be regarded as the part of the predicate construction. The following 

distributions can be observed by sentential interrogative adverbs: 

 

Table 32. The core syntactic functions of sentential interrogative adverbs 

Syntactic function PLACE TIME 
Sentential adverb 94 89 
Part of the predicate 71 10 

 

The interrogative adverbs typically appear in the clause as free adjuncts modifying the whole 

clause (for further discussion regarding the positions and functions available for interrogative 

adverbs see §7.1 and §7.2). As mentioned above, interrogative adverbs only have uninflected 

forms (see 199–200). 

 

 (199) ńiśa-rаʔ    xаńanа   manzara? 

   father-PX.2PL  where.LOC  work.VX.3SG 

   ‘Where does your father work?’ (Nenyang 2005: 53) 

 (200) pidаrаɁ  śaxаɁ  to-sа-dаɁ? 

   2PL   when  come-INT-VX.2PL 

   ‘When did you arrive?’ (Vanuyto 2012: 44) 

 

As mentioned above, local interrogatives also appear as the non-verbal parts of locative 

predicates. The locative expressions indicate the position of their subjects, i.e. the so-called 

theme elements. The subjects are typically definite in these clauses. The non-verbal parts of 

these predicates are the spatial interrogatives, but overt copulas situated in the constructions 

are always obligatory (see 201). 

 

 (201) biblioťekа  xаńanа   ŋа? 

   library   where.LOC  be.VX.3SG 

   ‘Where is the library?’ (Vanuyto 2012: 42) 
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Similarly, temporal adverbs can form complex predicate constructions that are formally 

identical to the locative predicates illustrated above. In these constructions, copulas are 

always obligatory. The temporal interrogative adverbs do not take any agreement marker 

either, but they are the predicate of the clause semantically (see 202 and compare with 201). 

 

 (202) ťiki  śaxаɁ   ŋæ-ŋgu? 

   that  when   be-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ‘When will that be?’ (Vanuyto 2012: 59) 

 

In these complex predicates, inserting any other element between the adverbials and the 

copular verbs is not possible. 

 

6.5.2. The predicational interrogative adverb 

 

The interrogative adverb exhibiting manner reading appears in clauses as an adverbial, usually 

modifying the predicate. The form of this interrogative adverb shows differences in the 

certain dialects of Tundra Nenets (see Table 33). 

 

Table 33. The dialectal forms of manner interrogative adverb 

Dialect MANNER 
Western xuźerɁ 
Central xаnźerʔ 

Eastern 

xaćerɁ 
xućerɁ 
xačerɁ 
xanśerɁ 
xanťerɁ 

 

An example illustrating a dialectal form of the manner adverb is provided nunder (203) 

below: 

 

 (203) Eastern Dialect, Taimyr Subdialect 

   čedaɁ  xačerɁ jiľe-ŋgu-ńiɁ? 

   now   how  live-FUT-VX.1DU 

   ʻHow will we (DU) live?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 200) 
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Although there is a relatively large number of dialectal forms of the manner interrogative, the 

standard form (xanźerɁ) occurs in most of the texts. Sometimes the standard form can also be 

found along with the dialectal forms. 

 The function available for the manner interrogative is most typically that of being 

predicational adverb. Moreover, it can also appear as part of complex predicates similar to 

predicative locative constructions. Table 34 shows the frequency of these functions of manner 

adverb in the clause. 

 

Table 34. The core syntactic functions of sentential interrogative adverb 

Syntactic function MANNER 
Predicational adverb 149 
Part of the predicate 24 

 

If the manner adverb appears as a predicational adverb, it (typically immediately) precedes 

the predicate, which is either verbal or nonverbal (see 204–205). 

 

 (204) ŋаćeki-Ɂ   xаnźer  toxolku-Ɂ? 

   child-PL   how   learn-VX.3PL 

   ‘How do the children learn?’ (Vanuyto 2012: 33) 

 (205) ťeda  xanťer  sawa    ŋæ-ŋgo-danaki? 

   now  how   good.3SG  be-FUT-PROB.VX.3SG 

   ‘How will this probably good?’ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 190) 

 

Similarly to sentential adverbials, the manner adverbial can appear in a predicate construction 

that is formally identical to the locative predicate illustrated above. The copula is always 

obligatory and the manner adverb does not take any agreement marker. Furthermore, the 

complex predicate cannot be separated by any elements (see 206). 

 

 (206) sarmik  xanźerʔ  ŋa? 

   wolf   how   be.VX.3SG 

   ‘How is the wolf?’ (Nenyang 2007: 32) 

 

To summarize the main points of this section, interrogative adverbs in Tundra Nenets do not 

take any inflectional suffixes and can only function as adverbials in the clause, either 

sentential or predicational. There is another construction, in which the interrogative adverbs 
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appear as part of a complex predicate with a copular verb. They do not take any agreement 

markers, but they immediately precede the copula. Inserting anything between the verbal and 

the nonverbal part of the complex predicate is not possible. 

 In this chapter, I have discussed the grammatical characteristics of interrogative words 

available in Tundra Nenets. The semantic categories demonstrated in Chapter 5 appear as 

different parts-of-speech categories in clauses. The relation between the semantics and 

grammatical categories of Tundra Nenets interrogative words is summarized in Table 35 

below. 

 

Table 35. The relation between semantic and parts-of-speech categories of interrogative 
words 

Semantic categories Parts-of-speech categories
NON-SELECTIVE (HUMAN/NON-HUMAN) Pronoun 

NON-HUMAN USED FOR SELECTION/QUALITY Adjective (restricted) 
NON-HUMAN USED FOR REASON Adverb 

SELECTION Determiner 
QUALITY/SELECTION Adjective 

QUANTITY Quantifier 
TIME Adverb 

PLACE Adverb 
MANNER Adverb 

 

These grammatical categories have different morphological and/or syntactic characteristics 

illustrated in Table 36 so they appear in different syntactic functions in the clauses. Question 

marks have been used to indicate grammatical characters that are not attested in the corpus but 

are expected. Furthermore, some interrogative words seem to vary in certain Tundra Nenets 

dialects in which cases both + and – values have been used. 

 

Table 36. The grammatical characteristics of interrogative words 

Grammatical categories Pronoun ʻwhat.qualʼ ʻwhyʼ Determiner Adjective Quantifier Adverb 

Morphological 
categories 

Number + – – + +/– – – 
Case + – – + +/–(?) +/– – 

Possessive 
marker 

+ – – + – +(?) – 

Benefactive 
marker 

+ – – +(?) – +(?) – 

Agreement 
marker 

+ – – + + + – 

Distribution 
Complement + – – – + + – 

Modifier – + – + – – – 
Head + – – + – +(?) – 

Syntactic 
functions 

Subject + – – +(?) – +(?) – 
Object + – – +(?) – +(?) – 

Adverbial + – + +(?) – +(?) + 
Predicate + – – + + + + 
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As evidenced by Table 36, the use of interrogative pronouns has the least restricted 

distribution and morphology compared to the other interrogative pro-forms. At the other 

endpoint of the scale are the interrogative adverbs, which cannot take any inflectional markers 

at all and can only appear as adverbials and as parts of the predicate. Between these endpoints 

the interrogative determiners, adjectives and quantifiers are found, whose uses are 

grammatically more restricted than that of interrogative pronouns, but these interrogatives can 

be used for more syntactic functions than interrogative adverbs. In what follows, I will discuss 

the syntactic position of these interrogative words. 
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7. The syntactic position of interrogative phrases 
 

The previous chapters (Chapter 5 and 6) surveyed the lexico-semantics and the grammatical 

categories of interrogative words in Tundra Nenets. As was demonstrated in Chapter 6, the set 

of interrogative words consists of different grammatical categories, such as interrogative 

pronouns, interrogative determiners, interrogative adjectives, interrogative quantifiers and 

interrogative adverbs. These different interrogative categories have different grammatical 

properties, functions and distributions. For instance, while interrogative pronouns can appear 

as the major constituents of a clause (i.e. as subject, object, several adverbials and predicate) 

the interrogative adjectives, demonstratives and numerals typically appear in noun phrases 

preceding the modified noun. The omission of the head noun is not possible in most cases (for 

some exceptions see §6.2 and §6.4). Unlike interrogative pronouns, these interrogatives 

cannot fulfil the function of the core arguments33 of the predicate on their own. However, they 

can also function as predicates in certain nonverbal clauses. Moreover, the interrogative 

adverbs are used to seek information about the location of the situation, its temporal 

circumstances, or its manner and reason. Additionally, the inflected forms of interrogative 

pronouns may also function as adverbial complements/adjuncts of the verbal predicate in 

clauses. 

 In this chapter, the central problem addressed is the position of the (main) constituents 

expressed by interrogative words or phrases. I will use the term interrogative phrase here both 

for interrogative pronouns and for noun/adpositional phrases in which there is an interrogative 

element functioning as the head or the modifier. This chapter focuses on the differences 

among word order variations in content questions in order to identify the position of 

interrogative phrases relative to the position they substitute for. 

 Before beginning to describe the possible word orders in Tundra Nenets content questions 

and the different positions of interrogative phrases, I will reiterate and briefly discuss here the 

typical positions occupied by interrogative phrases cross-linguistically (for a more detailed 

description see §4.3). As was presented in §4.3, languages may differ with respect to the 

position where they situate their interrogative phrases. As Dryer (2013a) claims, two types of 

languages can be distinguished with respect to this phenomenon (see 207a–b). 

 

                                                 
33 Core arguments are defined here as clausal elements, which are obligatory in the clause (cf. Dixon 2010a: 
228). 
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 (207) a. wh elements obligatorily at the beginning of the sentence 

   b. wh elements not obligatorily at the beginning of the sentence 

 

Additionally, König & Siemund (2007: 301–302) provide a three-way distinction illustrated 

in (208a–c): 

 

 (208) a. wh obligatorily fronted 

   b. wh optionally fronted 

   c. wh-in situ 

 

Consequently, interrogative phrases can either occur obligatorily in the sentence initial 

position or they can be situated in sentence initial position, but this position is not obligatory 

for them. Finally, they can also remain in situ, in the clausal position for their constituent 

types. As was also discussed in §4.3, there is a correlation between the basic word order of a 

language and the position of its interrogative phrases (see e.g. Greenberg 1966; Dryer 1991; 

König & Siemund 2007; etc.). This correlation is shown in (209a–c): 

 

 (209) a. V-initial & wh-fronted 

   b. V-final & wh-in situ 

   c. SVO & both 

 

So languages with VSO basic word order tend to locate their interrogative phrases sentence 

initially. In SOV languages, the interrogative phrases more likely occur in situ. Finally, there 

is no such correlation in the case of SVO languages. Since Tundra Nenets is an SOV 

language, one can presume that interrogative phrases in content questions tend to remain in 

situ. This is supported by the literature (see Salminen 1998: 543), which assumes in situ 

interrogative phrases in content questions. In contrast, there are also observations that license 

more than one available position for interrogative phrases in Tundra Nenets (cf. Tereshchenko 

1973: 91; Nikolaeva 2014: 266). 

 In order to identify the syntactic position of interrogative phrases at the clause level, one 

has to consider the basic order of constituents in Tundra Nenets declarative clauses. As was 

already mentioned, Tundra Nenets is an SOV language in which the clause final position of 

the verb is rigid, therefore, no element can be situated after the verb. As Tundra Nenets has a 

relatively rich system of nominal case marking, syntactic functions are also indicated by case 
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markers. Additionally, the verbal agreement markers identify the subject argument of the 

clause. The verbal predicate agrees with the subject in person and number. Pronominal 

subjects, however, are very frequently omitted from the clause. If they are overt, they are 

focused or emphasized (cf. Nikolaeva 2014: 194). Moreover, the transitive predicate can also 

take an object agreement marker indicating the number of the direct object, if the agreeing 

object has a topical role (cf. Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011: 133). Transitive verbs agree only 

with 3rd person objects. Like pronominal subjects, pronominal objects can also be covert in 

the clause, in which case the verbal predicate always bears an agreement marker (cf. 

Nikolaeva 2014: 208). 

 Structurally, the subject precedes the object in the clause, however, the inversion of these 

clausal constituents is also possible in some (pragmatically) marked situations. In (210) 

below, for instance, the subject is preceded by the direct object and the word order is OSV. 

According to Nikolaeva (2014: 214), the subject can be regarded as a new information, 

therefore it appears in the immediately preverbal position and follows the object. 

 

 (210) śexari-m   sira  toxora-da. 

   road-ACC  snow  cover-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻSnow covered the road.ʼ (Nikolaeva 2014: 214) 

   O     S   V 

 

Additionally, there are typical positions for certain adverbials as well. Following usual 

conventions in distinguishing the positions of adverbials in clauses, one can differentiate two 

logically possible positions for the adverbials in Tundra Nenets intransitive clauses illustrated 

in (211). 

 

 (211) 1 S 2 V 

 

A third possible position for adverbials in relation to the subject, the object and the verb can 

be distinguished in Tundra Nenets transitive clauses given in (212) below. 

 

 (212) 1 S 2 O 3 V 

 

Thus, certain adverbials may occur sentence initially (in position 1) preceding the subject of 

the clause. Adverbials may also occupy a medial position either between the subject and the 
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object (in position 2), or after the object but before the verbal predicate (in position 3). As 

intransitive clauses do not contain an object element, only two possible positions (before or 

after the subject) are available for the adverbials. However, no adverbial seems to be licensed 

after the predicate verb in Tundra Nenets. Salminen (1998: 543) and Nikolaeva (2011: 136; 

2014: 214) provide typical word order patterns for Tundra Nenets clauses, which suppose a 

correlation among the types of adverbials and their syntactic positions. The word order 

observed by Salminen (1998: 543) is shown in (213) below. 

 

 (213) Time S Location O Manner V 

 

As it was mentioned in §2.3, a similar order of constituents is provided by Nikolaeva (2014: 

214–217). However, she notes that this order is only a tendency and other orders are also 

possible without any grammatical/syntactic restrictions (cf. Nikolaeva 2014: 214). The 

favoured position of clausal elements provided by Nikolaeva (2014: 216) is illustrated in 

(214). 

 

 (214) Time S Location IO  DO Manner V 

 

Consequently, sentential adverbials, especially the temporal ones, usually occupy position 1 

and precede the subject. Predicational adverbial adjuncts, such as e.g. manner adverbs, mostly 

appear in a syntactic position after the subject. In some cases, these adverbials tend to occur in 

the immediately preverbal position. Positions 2 and 3 are usually available for predicational 

adverbs. Additionally, as Nikolaeva (2011: 136) notes, the orders in which adverbials either 

precede or follow the object in transitive clauses are optional in the language (see 215). In the 

word order illustrated by (215), X stands for the adverbial complements and modifiers. 

 

 (215) S X O V / S O X V 

 

Considering these possible orders of the constituents in the clauses and assuming that 

interrogative phrases appear in situ, their syntactic positions can theoretically be identified. 

Following certain methods provided by Cable (2010), I examined the questions available in 

the corpus and tested whether the interrogative phrases occupy the presumed in situ positions. 

During studying this, I distinguished questions with respect to their predicate types. Thus, I 

examined intransitive, transitive and nonverbal questions separately. As was already 
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mentioned in §3.3, 1494 clauses were selected for examining the interrogative constructions 

in the language. From the 1494 clauses, there were 987 clauses with intransitive or transitive 

predicates, of which there were 279 clauses that contained the predicate and an interrogative 

phrase only. These clauses are not suitable for studying word order variations, therefore I 

excluded them from the syntactic examination. In the remaining 708 clauses, the interrogative 

phrases appeared in the presumed in situ position given in (213)–(215) in 478 clauses. This is 

67.514% of the examined constructions, while 32.485% of the clauses showed differences 

with respect to the expected positions of the interrogative phrases. As illustrated in Table 37, 

the intransitive and transitive clauses differ in their deviance from the default in situ type. 

While in 70.023% of the intransitive clauses the interrogative phrases appeared in situ, this 

rate is decreased to 63.218% in transitive clauses. These results of word order variations in 

intransitive and transitive questions are summarized in Table 37. 

 

Table 37. The position of interrogative phrases in intransitive and transitive questions 

 

Content 
questions 

containing an 
interrogative 

phrase 

Content 
questions 

containing an 
interrogative 
phrase and a 
constituent 

other than the 
predicate 

Interrogative 
phrase remains 

in situ (from 
the 2nd 
column) 

The position 
of the 

interrogative 
phrase does 
not follow 

from the basic 
word order 

Rate of the 
non-in situ 

interrogative 
phrases 

Intransitive 
clauses 

595 447 313 134 29.977% 

Transitive 
clauses 

392 261 165 96 36.782% 

Total 987 708 478 230 67.514% 
 

Additionally, I have also examined nonverbal clauses containing an interrogative phrase. As 

these clause types usually contain only two constituents (with the exception of the so-called 

locative predicates), I focused on the possible order of the predicate and the subject. The 

attested variations are given in Table 38. 

 

Table 38. The position of interrogative phrases in content questions with nonverbal predicates 

 

Content questions 
containing an 
interrogative 

phrase 

Interrogative 
phrase remains in 

situ 

The position of 
the interrogative 
phrase does not 
follow from the 
basic word order 

Rate of the non-in 
situ interrogative 

phrases 

Nonverbal 
clauses 

507 491 15 2.959% 
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The ratio of the non-in situ interrogative phrases in nonverbal clauses is quite low in 

comparison with the two other clause types. I suppose that this data correlates with the rigid 

verb final characteristics of the language, so elements other than predicates can more 

frequently appear in non-canonical syntactic positions (see Table 37 for the ratio), whereas 

predicates typically occupy sentence final positions in the language. 

 I suggest that there are (at least) the reasons for the word order differences represented in 

Table 37–38. Firstly, certain interrogative word types may behave differently in the clause. It 

means that some interrogative phrases may remain in situ, but others may appear in another 

syntactic position, for instance, sentence initially. Secondly, as Nikolaeva (2014: 213) notes, 

the order of the clausal constituents other than the predicate is relatively free in Tundra 

Nenets, so interrogative phrases may also appear in further possible syntactic positions in the 

language. Thirdly, there are other rules that also influence the word order in questions, e.g. 

pragmatical rules. 

 On the basis of the literature concerning the basic word order of a given language (e.g. 

Siewierska 1993; Dryer 1998; 2007a), there are some typical factors that can influence word 

orders. One of these aspects taken into account and discussed in the following sections for 

determining the syntactic positions of the interrogative phrases is the grammatical relation of 

the clausal elements. Given that interogative phrases occur as adjuncts/arguments of the verb, 

I will primarily focus on the adjacency of these arguments. Additionally, some syntactic 

features, such as structural complexity, distribution, etc., of the interrogative phrases will also 

be considered. I will concentrate on attested orders that are in some way restricted. In 

addition, semantic roles of interrogative phrases/clausal elements, which may influence the 

surface representation of a given order, will also be considered. Another common 

phenomenon that can involve word order change is the pragmatic function, e.g. definiteness, 

specificity, referentiality, etc., of the clausal elements. Structures in which this factor may 

influence the surface representation will also be taken into consideration. In addition, the 

relevancy of other factors, such as discourse roles, e.g. topic, focus, etc., will be discussed. 

Finally, the frequency of an order may also help to decide whether the given order is the 

canonical one. Canonical orders are not restricted and determined by any additional, for 

instance, pragmatic features. However, as Dryer (2007a:74) notes, frequency is not part of the 

grammar of a given language, therefore it cannot serve as a sole argument in favor of a given 

order as basic order. 

 This chapter is organized as follows. In §7.1, I describe the relative order of constituents in 

intransitive questions. I will examine the variations in constituent order attested in these 
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clause types. The possible reasons of these orders will also be discussed. I will primarily 

focus on the order of the subject and the sentential/predicational adverbial adjuncts. I will also 

deal with two subtypes of intransitive clauses: existential predicates and predicational 

possession. In §7.2, I discuss the word order possibilities available in transitive clauses. 

Similarly, I will provide the possible positions of certain interrogative phrases in transitive 

clauses. Furthermore, I will describe the possible reasons of restricted sequences. The order 

and adjacency of the object and another clausal elements will primarily be focused on in the 

section. Finally, certain content interrogatives with nonverbal predicates will be discussed in 

§7.3. In this section, the types of nonverbal predicates available in content interrogatives will 

be examined. 

 

7.1. Intransitive content questions 

 

This section identifies the linear order of constituents in intransitive content questions. 

Intransitive clauses are primarily defined here as clauses with verbal predicates taking a single 

argument, which is the subject of the clause (cf. Dryer 2007b: 250). These clauses can also 

contain adverbial(s) fuctioning, for instance, as temporal, locational, etc. modifier(s) of the 

predicate verb. In addition, I will examine clauses, in which the predicate verb typically 

requires two arguments, but neither of these arguments is a direct object. These clause types 

are called semi-transitive clauses by Dryer (2007b: 270), since the intransitive verbal 

predicate has two arguments semantically and behaves more like a transitive verb. According 

to Dryer (2007b: 273), verbs expressing motion may typically function as predicates of semi-

transitive clauses as they usually require a locational expression as one of their arguments. 

 There are also two further structures typically expressed by intransitive constructions in 

Tundra Nenets, and these sentence types are existential clauses and predicative possessions, in 

which the predicate is the existential verb (tańaś ‘exist’). In many languages, these structures 

are expressed by nonverbal predicates (cf. Dryer 2007b: 240–244) but in Tundra Nenets these 

constructions can rather be regarded as being intransitive clauses. Considering that these 

clauses show some differences from the default intransitive predicates, I will discuss the word 

order characteristics of these clause types separately (in §7.1.1 and in §7.1.2 respectively). 

 In the clauses examined, any constituent of the clause (other than the predicate) can be 

substituted by an interrogative phrase. As already mentioned, the interrogative subject of a 

clause is expressed not only by an interrogative pronoun, but also by complex phrases 
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containing an interrogative word as a modifier. Additionally, adverbials are expressed either 

by noninflected interrogative adverbs or by case-marked interrogative pronouns/adpositional 

phrases in Tundra Nenets. Given that the adverbial functions can typically be fulfilled by 

temporal, locational, manner and reason interrogatives, the relative position of these 

constituents will primarily be focused on. Additionally, the position of other adverbials 

functioning as argument-like constituents of intransitive predicates, e.g. locational expressions 

for indicating the path of motion verbs, or phrases whose case-marking is assigned by the 

predicate verb (marked by X), will also be taken into consideration. The following Table in 

(39) illustrates the typical syntactic functions fulfilled by interrogative phrases (indicated by 

Q in the Table) in intransitive clauses. 

 

Table 39. The syntactic function of interrogative phrases in intransitive content questions 

The function of 
interrogative 

words/phrases 
Total № 

Those that contain only the 
interrogative phrase and 

the predicate 

Examined 
constructions 

SQ 112 51 61 
TimeQ 90 9 92 

LocationQ 120 35 85 
MannerQ 82 16 66 
ReasonQ 33 4 29 

XQ 81 22 59 
Existential clauses 35 11 24 

Predicative possession 42 11 31 
Total 595 159 447 

 

In the constructions attested, the interrogative constituents occupy preverbal positions, thus no 

element appear after the verb. As illustrated in Table 39 above, intransitive content questions 

may contain only one main element expressed by an interrogative phrase in addition to the 

predicate verb. This constituent can typically be the subject, as in example (216) below, in 

which the interrogative subject controls agreement in person and number on the predicate 

verb. 

 

 (216) xi!a  to? 

   who  come.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho came?ʼ (Pushkareva et al. 1994: 61) 
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In addition to interrogative subjects, other clausal elements, such as temporal or spatial 

adverbials can be expressed by interrogative phrases as well. The clauses in (217–221) 

contain interrogative constituents other than the subject, whereas the subjects are covert and 

marked via agreement markers appearing on the verbs. 

 

 (217) śaxаɁ  xаntа-wаɁ? 

   when  leave-VX.1PL 

   ʻWhen will we leave?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 9) 

 (218) xаńanа   jiľe-n? 

   where.LOC  live-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhere do you live?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 9) 

 (219) xаnźerɁ  jiľe-n? 

   how   live-VX.2SG 

   ʻHow do you live?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 8) 

 (220) ŋamge  śur!er-ŋa-n? 

   why   run-CO-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhy are you running?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 145) 

 (221) ŋamge-xena  ťim!i-da? 

   what-LOC   comb-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻWhat does (s)he comb his/her hair with?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 145) 

 

These subjectless clauses illustrated in (217–221) above, however, do not provide the 

possibility of identifying whether the positions of adverbials are 1 or 2, i.e. the position either 

before or after the subject. Therefore, these structures are excluded from the analysis. 

 In the corpus, interrogative subjects may appear either initially or after an adverbial. 

Typical adverbials that precede interrogative subjects are temporal and locational ones. In 

addition, adverbials functioning as arguments of the predicate verb may appear before 

interrogative subjects. Firstly, the order of temporal adverbials and subjects will be dealt with 

in clauses in which either of these constituents is substituted by an interrogative phrase. Table 

40, in which a Q marks the interrogative clausal elements, illustrates the variation and 

frequency of the order of these elements. 
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Table 40. The order of S and temporal adverbial 

Word order № 
Time SQ 11 
TimeQ S 37 

SQ Time 3 
S TimeQ 32 

 

As is illustrated in Table 40, interrogative subjects are frequently preceded by temporal 

adverbials (Time SQ), as in (222). 

 

 (222) ťuku  jaľa-ʔ  xi!a  śanаku-r-ŋа? 

   this  day-GEN  who  play-FREQ-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho is playing today?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 78) 

   Time      SQ   V 

 

At the same time, temporal adverbials only appear after subjects in some cases, in which cases 

the subjects are structurally complex like in (223). 

 

 (223) ŋаmge  komаndа-Ɂ  ťuku  jaľa-Ɂ  śanаko-dа-Ɂ? 

   what.qual team-PL   this  day-GEN  play-FUT-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat teams are playing today?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 43) 

   SQ         Time      V 

 

Thus, the canonical order of an interrogative subject and a temporal adverbial is Time SQ, so 

temporal adverbials basically precede non-complex interrogative subjects, whereas the 

complex ones typically appear in clause initial position, precedeing temporal adverbials. In 

contrast, temporal interrogative phrases may occupy position 1 (before the subject) and 

position 2 (between the subject and the verb) almost equally. In example (224), the 

interrogative temporal adverbial appears before the subject, while in (225) it follows the 

subject. 

 

 (224) śaxаɁ   pidаrаɁ  tu-ta-daɁ? 

   when   2PL   come-FUT-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhen will you come?ʼ (Khanzerova et al. 2012: 38) 

   TimeQ  S    V 
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 (225) pidаrаɁ  śaxаɁ   to-sа-dаɁ? 

   2PL   when   come-INT-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhen did you arrive?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 44) 

   S    TimeQ  V 

 

In most of these cases, the orders are optional, as in (224) and (225). Subjects that can either 

precede or follow the temporal expression, are typically personal pronouns, so they are 

referential. Temporal interrogatives, however, appear in position 2 (after the subject) only in 

case of referential subjects as in (226). In the corpus, nonreferential subjects are not followed 

by interrogative temporal expressions, they always appear after them (see 227). 

 

 (226) ťuku  lаwkа śaxаɁ  næ-ŋgа? 

   this  store  when  open-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhen does this store open?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 22) 

   S      TimeQ V 

 (227) śaxаʔ  Usť-Port-ʔ   joľćandʔ   tu   ŋаno  xаntа? 

   when  Ust-Port-GEN  until.DAT  fire  boat  go.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhen does a steamer set sail for Ust-Port?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 122) 

   TimeQ L           S      V 

 

To sum it up, temporal adverbials typically precede interrogative subjects, if the subjects are 

non-complex. In case of complex interrogative subjects, however, the temporal adverbial 

prefers position 2. These interrogative subjects typically have referents in the previous 

discourse. In clauses with interrogative temporal adverbials similar orders are attested, i.e. 

interrogative temporal adverbs typically precede subjects, but if the subjects are referential, 

they occupy sentence initial positions and precede temporal adverbials. 

 Another typical adverb that may precede subjects is the locational one. As mentioned 

above, verbs expressing motion may take locative adverbials as their complements. Therefore, 

I differentiate here clauses with verbs expressing motion (indicated by an M indexed on the 

verb). The attested word order variants are illustrated in Table 41. 
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Table 41. The order of S and locational adverbial 

Word order № 
SQ L VM 8 
SQ L V 7 
S LQ VM 35 
S LQ V 25 
L SQ VM 15 
L SQ V 6 
LQ S VM 12 
LQ S V 5 

 

On the basis of the frequency of the orders, one can suppose that the canonical order is that in 

which locational expressions follow subjects. The S L order is attested in 75 clauses, whereas 

in 38 clauses the subjects appear after locational adverbials. 

 However, the order of the constituents shows some variation. Firstly, in clauses in which 

the locational expression is optional and the subject is an interrogative phrase neither order is 

clearly basic as in (228–229). 

 

 (228) ťuko-xana xi!a   padta-wi? 

   this-LOC  who  draw-NARR.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho is drawing here?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 108) 

   L    SQ   V 

 (229) xi!a  ťuko-na  xinoɁ-ŋa? 

   who  this-LOC  sing-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho is singing here?ʼ (Samoylova & Barmich 2010: 181) 

   SQ   L    V 

 

In contrast, in interrogatives in which the predicates semantically require locational 

expressions, the preferred orders are rather L SQ. Locational adverbials consequently precede 

interrogative subjects. Considering that in these clauses the locational adverbials are 

arguments of the verbs, the SQ L order would be expected, in which the adverbials are 

adjacent to the verbs. We find that the frequency of these constructions does not support this 

expectation. However, the locational adverbials that occupy the sentence initial position are 

referential and/or specific as in (230), in which the clause initial locational adverb refers to a 

specific place. 
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 (230) ťuku  obšežiťije-xenа śaŋok    ńenećʔ  jiľe? 

   this  hostel-LOC   how.many  people  live.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow many people live in this hostel?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 66) 

   L         SQ         VM 

 

We can contrast this with (231), where the locational adverb can be interpreted as a 

nonspecific expression and it follows the interrogative subject. 

 

 (231) xi!a  labtej-ko-ʔ   muńa  jiľe? 

   who  box-DIM-GEN  in.LOC live.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho lives in a small box?ʼ (Pushkareva et al. 1994: 9) 

   SQ   L         VM 

 

From this contrast, we can conclude that the unmarked order can rather be SQ L and the L SQ 

order is a marked one, which is available for referential and/or specific locational elements. 

 In clauses with interrogative locational constructions, both orders are possible without any 

restrictions, as illustrated in (232) and (233). However, their frequency suggest that 

interrogative locatives typically appear after the subject. 

 

 (232) pidar  xańad   to-sa-n? 

   2SG  where.ABL  come-INT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhere did you come from?ʼ (Pushkareva et al. 1994: 182) 

   S   LQ     VM 

 (233) xańad   pidar  to-sa-n? 

   where.ABL  2SG  come-INT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhere did you come from?ʼ [VT, 2002] 

   LQ     S   VM 

 

In examples (232) and (233), the interrogative locational expression either follows or precedes 

the pronominal subject. These expressions do not show any restrictions in their preverbal 

distributions. Similarly, complex and/or referential locational expressions can appear in 

position 1 or in position 2 without any further grammatical constraint as in (234) and (235) 

below. 
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 (234) pidаr  ŋаmge   ja-xаnа  jiľe-n? 

   2SG  what.qual  land-LOC live-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhich country do you live in?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 16) 

   S   LQ         VM 

 (235) xurkа  mаr-kаnа   pidаrаʔ  jiľe-dаʔ? 

   what.kind city-LOC   2PL   live-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhich city do you live in?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 112) 

   LQ         S    VM 

 

Like interrogative temporal adverbials, interrogative locational ones may appear either before 

(LQ S) or after (S LQ) the subject. It seems that these positions are optionally available for 

them regardless of their function. However, on the basis of the frequency of the two orders, 

interrogative locational phrases are typically situated after the subject (S LQ). 

 Additionally, sequences of temporal and locational adverbials may precede subjects as in 

(236). 

 

 (236) ťedаʔ   kinoťeаtrа-xаʔnа   ŋаmge  mi-ŋа? 

   now   cinema-PL.LOC   what   go-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat is in the cinemas now?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 72) 

   Time   L        SQ    VM 

 

The most usual order of adverbial sequences relative to the subject attested in the corpus is the 

one represented by example (237). In this clause, the temporal adverbial precedes the subject 

occupying sentence initial position and the locational one follows it. 

 

 (237) ťedаʔ  xurkа    pirdirmа-ʔ  stаďion-xаnа   mi-ŋа-ʔ? 

   now  what.kind  race-PL   stadium-LOC   go-CO-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat races are there in the stadium now?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 77) 

   Time  SQ          L       VM 

 

In clauses illustrated in (236)–(237) above the order seems to be optional. At the same time, 

other examples suggest that usually the specific locational expressions precede subjects (see 

238). 
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 (238) 1941–1945  po-xoʔna  ja-xana-naʔ     

   1941–1945 year-PL.LOC land-LOC-PX.OBL.1PL 

   xurka    jaʔawkabta-da     śerʔ  xadke-sa? 

   what.kind  be.awful-PCP.IMPF   thing  happen-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat a horrible thing happened in our country between 1941–1945?ʼ 

   (Tereshchenko & Susoy 1995: 93) 

   Time         L        SQ 

 

Finally, subjects can precede temporal and locational adverbials – as in (239) – despite the 

fact that both adverbials refer to a specific time and place. 

 

 (239) ŋаmge ťuku  jaľa-ʔ  ťeаtrа-xаnа  mi-ŋа? 

   what  this  day-GEN  theatre-LOC   go-CO.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat is in the theatre today?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 74) 

   SQ   Time      L      VM 

 

We can conclude then that temporal and locational adverbials, being sentential adjuncts, 

exhibit relatively free variations of order without any apparent grammatical restrictions, 

although there is a tendency that the temporal one prefers a peripheral position, before the 

subject. This positional preference is maintained in the case of interrogative and non-

interrogative elements. In contrast, the locational adverbial is situated after the subject rather 

than before it. Note, that the interrogative status of the subject does not cause changes in the 

word order, either. 

 Now, let us turn to the discussion of the clausal position of predicational adverbs. Manner 

and reasonal interrogative adverbs typically function as predicational adjuncts in clauses, 

therefore, they are frequently adjacent to the verbs. In addition, there are adverbials that are 

selected by the predicate verb and that may be syntactically obligatory. The attested orders of 

these constituents and the subject will be discussed here. Firstly, the order of subjects and 

manner adverbials will be demonstrated. In the corpus, these constituents appear in the orders 

shown in Table 42. 
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Table 42. The position of the subject and the manner adverbial 

Word order №
SQ Manner 2 
S MannerQ 22 

Manner SQ no data 
MannerQ S 24 

 

As is evidenced by Table 42, predicational adverbs are quite rare in clauses with interrogative 

subject. There are only 2 clauses in which an overt manner adverbial appears. In these 

examples, it follows the interrogative subject, as in (240). 

 

 (240) xi!a-ʔ  taŕemʔ  laxana-ʔ? 

   who-PL  this.way  talk-VX.3PL 

   ʻWho are speaking this way?ʼ (Barmich & Nyaruy 2009: 4) 

   SQ    Manner  V 

 

In the case of manner interrogative phrases, however, the manner adverbial optionally appears 

after the subject (see 241). In this case, it is situated in the position that immediately precedes 

the verb. 

 

 (241) ŋаćeki-Ɂ  xаnźer  toxolku-Ɂ? 

   child-PL  how   learn-VX.3PL 

   ʻHow do the children learn?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 33) 

   S    MannerQ V 

 

In addition, the manner interrogative phrase is not obligatorily adjacent to the verb but it can 

also precede the subject (242). 

 

 (242) xаnźerʔ  mаń  tаńaʔ   xаntа-dmʔ? 

   how   1SG  there   go-VX.1SG 

   ʻHow do I get there?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 113) 

   MannerQ S   L    V 
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In consequence, the manner adverbial seems to appear either before or after the verb. Since 

there is no clear evidence for the case of these order variations, these two orders are probably 

optional. 

 The adjacency to the verb in position 2 (after the subject) is not obligatory for the manner 

adverbial either (see 243). 

 

 (243) tarća  ŋaxaɁ ja-nɁ    xanźerɁ  juno-ćiɁ  xanta-dm? 

   so   far   land-DAT  how   horse-CAR go-VX.1SG 

   ʻHow can I get to a land far away without a horse?ʼ (Orlova et al. 1996: 50) 

   L           MannerQ Manner  V 

 

Example (243) illustrates the only positional restriction attested in the corpus. The 

interrogative manner adverbial immediately precedes the other overt manner adverbial in the 

clause. There is no example for an alternative order in the corpus. 

 Like manner adverbials, adjuncts asking about information about the reasons for events 

may also be situated either before the subject, or after it (see Table 43). 

 

Table 43. The position of the subject and the reason adverbial 

Word order № 
SQ Reason no data 
S ReasonQ 7 

Reason SQ no data 
ReasonQ S 9 

 

Interrogative content questions with interrogative subjects and overt reasonal adjuncts are not 

attested in the corpus. In the available clauses, the interrogative reason adverbial seems to 

appear after subject, as in (244). 

 

 (244) pidar  jawʔ  ńarpoj  ŋamge  juśida-n? 

   2SG  sea  across  why   lie-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhy are you lying across the sea?ʼ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 110) 

   S   L       ReasonQ  V 

 

They can also freely appear in sentence initial positions, as in (245). 
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 (245) ŋamge  ńe    ŋaćeki-ʔ   wesako-xod   xuni-ʔ? 

   why   woman  child-PL   old.man-ABL  run-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhy did the girls run away from the old man?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 36) 

   ReasonQ  S         X      V 

 

Like interrogative manner adverbials, interrogative phrases fulfilling the function of reason 

adverbial in position 2 do not have to be adjacent to the verb (see 246). 

 

 (246) sira-ʔ    ńenećaʔ  ŋamge  pedara-nʔ  jamda-ŋga-ʔ? 

   winter-GEN  Nenets  why   forest-DAT  move-FUT-VX.3PL 

   ‘Why do the Nenets move to the forest in winter?’ (Okotetto 1998: 175) 

   Time    S    ReasonQ  L     V 
 

There is no transparent grammatical evidence for either positions of reason adverbial, 

therefore, the orders attested are supposed to be optional. 

 Finally, other adverbials functioning as complements or modifiers may either precede or 

follow subjects. In Table 44 the orders attested are presented. 

 

Table 44. The order of S and other adverbials functioning as arguments 

Word order № 
SQ X 10 
S XQ 37 
X SQ 7 
XQ S 13 

 

As data in Table 44 suggest, there is no significant difference between SQX and XSQ orders. 

The order, nevertheless, in which the interrogative subject appears initially surfaces a bit more 

frequently (see 247). 

 

 (247) śan    jeśa   ńanаnd  tаrа? 

   how.many  money  2SG.LOC  be.needed.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow much money do you need?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 93) 

   SQ         X    V 

 

It seems that this frequent position of the adverbial complement is not fixed. In example (248) 

below, the adverbial appears before the subject. 
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 (248) ńanаndаʔ  xurkа    lаbeʔ   tаrа? 

   2PL.LOC   what.kind  room   be.needed.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat room do you need?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 114) 

   X     SQ         V 

 

There is no difference between the constructions in (247) and in (248), therefore, I assume 

that the two possible orders are optional. 

 The same variation of constituent order is observed in the case of the unknown adverbials 

illustrated in (249) and (250) below. 

 

 (249) ńenećaʔ  ŋamge  ťir-ťa    sarmika-xaʔna    xańe-śeti-ʔ? 

   Nenets  what.qual fly-PCP.IMPF wild.animal-PL.LOC  hunt-HAB-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat birds do the Nenets usually hunt for?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 19) 

   S    XQ                V 

 (250) xurka   nuwʔ  sarmika-wna   ńenećaʔ  xańe-śeti-ʔ? 

   what.kind sky  wild.animal-PROS  Nenets  hunt-HAB-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat birds do the Nenets usually hunt for?ʼ (Barmich 2007: 7) 

   XQ             S    V 

 

In the examples above, the syntactic functions are fulfilled by similar elements, the subjects 

are generic lexical expressions, while the unnkown adverbials are complex interrogative 

phrases. There seems to be no grammatical evidence that one of these orders would be more 

restricted or marked. 

 To summarize the main points of this subsection, the position of interrogative phrases in 

intransitive clauses is relatively free but some tendencies were observed. Firstly, only one 

possible order can be assumed in the case of interrogatives and verb in which the 

interrogatives precede the verb (see 251). 

 
 (251) a. SQ/TimeQ/LQ/MannerQ/ReasonQ/XQ  V   standard order 
   b. V   SQ/TimeQ/LQ/MannerQ/ReasonQ/XQ  no data 
 

As was mentioned, this order constraint is the consequence of the rigid verb final 

characteristic of the language, therefore any (interrogative) element is not assumed after the 

finite verb. Furthermore, the complex interrogative phrases asking for an information which is 
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presumed to be salient both to the speaker and to the hearer tend to occur clause initially. This 

was found for the interrogative subjects that precede the time adverbial (see 252b). 

 
 (252) a. Time  SQ   V      standard order 

   b. SQ   Time  V    IF  SQ is complex 

 

Additionally, non-interrogative constituents interpreted as not new elements of the discourse 

occur at clause initial position. These constituents either are previously introduced into the 

discourse or are the part of the common knowledge shared by the speaker and the hearer. 

Consequently, they function as topics and appear clause initially in these clauses. (253) and 

(254) illustrate the schemes of those clauses, in which a referential/specific element precede 

the interrogative constituent involving changes in the standard word order. 

 

 (253) a. TimeQ S    V     standard order 

   b. S   TimeQ  V   IF  S is referential 

 (254) a. SQ   L    VM    standard order 

   b. L   SQ    VM  IF  L is referential and/or specific 

 

Moreover, as it has also been demonstrated, there are orders among which there seems to be 

no grammatical differences. Therefore, these orders are regarded as optional ones (see 255–

260). 

 

 (255) a. L    SQ    V 

   b. SQ    L    V   optional orders 

 (256) a. S    LQ    V 

   b. LQ    S    V   optional orders 

 (257) a. S    MannerQ V 

   b. MannerQ S    V   optional orders 

 (258) a. S    ReasonQ  V 

   b. ReasonQ  S    V   optional orders 

 (259) a. SQ    X    V 

   b. X    SQ    V   optional orders 

 (260) a. S    XQ   V 

   b. XQ   S    V   optional orders 
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In addition, some relative orders are not attested because they do not appear in the texts. 

However, it cannot be decided whether the attested order is the only possible (see 261).  

 

 (261) a. SQ    Manner  V 

   b. Manner  SQ    V no data  

 

Finally, there were constructions that do not appear in the texts at all (see 262). 

 

 (262) a. Reason  SQ    V no data 

   b. SQ    Reason  V no data 

 

In what follows, I will discuss the available positions and structures of interrogative phrases 

in two subtypes of intransitive clauses, in existential constructions and in predicative 

possessive clauses. 

 

7.1.1. Existential content questions  

 

Despite the fact that existential clauses are expressed by nonverbal predicates cross-

linguistically (cf. Dryer 2007b: 241), they belong to the intransitive clauses in Tundra Nenets. 

In the Tundra Nenets structure, the predicate verb is the existential verb (tańaś) which takes at 

least one argument, the so-called theme element (which is always indefinite) in order to 

introduce it into the discourse. In the construction, the existential verb may link a theme 

element together with a location, but the locative phrase is not an obligatory element in the 

existential clause. In some languages, there is a locative proform, such as the English there 

(cf. Freeze 2001: 941, Dryer 2007b: 242). As observed by Freeze (2001: 944), the basic word 

order of a language correlates with the existence of such a (locative) proform in existential 

clauses. SOV languages do not employ a proform in their existential clauses. As Tundra 

Nenets is an SOV language, the existence of a proform in existential structures is not 

expected. In addition, there is also a correlation between the basic word order of languages 

and the order of the constituents in the existential clauses (cf. Freeze 1992: 556–557, see 

Table 45, in which T stands for the theme element, while L abbreviates the locational 

constituent of the existential clause.). 
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Table 45. The correlation between basic word order and the order in existential clauses 
Basic word order Existential clauses 

SVO L cop T 
VOS cop T L 
VSO cop T L 
SOV L T cop 

 

In Tundra Nenets, the LTcop order is expected in the existential clauses. In content 

interrogative existential clauses, both theme and locational elements can be asked by 

interrogative phrases. However, it is much more frequent that the theme element, i.e. the 

subject, is the interrogative one. The attested existential content interrogatives are given in 

Table 46, in which Q indicates the respective elements expressed by interrogative phrases.  

 

Table 46. The order of existential content questions 

Word order № 
 TQ Vexist 11 

TimeQ T Vexist 1 
L TQ Vexist 15 
LQ T Vexist 3 
TQ L Vexist 5 
T LQ Vexist no data 

 

There are 35 occurrences of existential content interrogatives in the corpus. Out of these 

occurrences, the theme elements are expressed by interrogative phrases in 32 clauses, while 

only 3 clauses appeared with locative interrogative phrases. 

 As mentioned above, locative phrases are not obligatory in existential structures, so they 

can also be left from the questions as in (263). 

 

 (263) ŋаmge   jedej  śerʔ  tаńa? 

   what.qual  new  thing  exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat news are there?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 39) 

   TQ           Vexist 

 

Constituents other than locative expressions can also appear in Tundra Nenets existential 

clauses. For instance, temporal adverbials can surface instead of locational elements, as in 

(264). 
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 (264) śaxaʔ   sawajiľe-ńa-ʔ    tańa-wi-ʔ? 

   when   be.rich-PCP.IMPF-PL  exist-NARR-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhen did rich men live (lit. exist)?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 34) 

   TimeQ  T        Vexist 

 

As these examples above illustrate it, the theme element is the subject of the intransitive 

existential verb and controls agreement on it. 

 The most frequent construction is, nevertheless, when both the theme and the locative 

element are overt in the clause. (265) exemplifies a clause in which the theme element is 

substituted by an interrogative phrase, while in (266) below, the locational part is unknown. 

 

 (265) mad-ʔ  muńa   ŋamge  tańa? 

   tent-GEN  in.LOC  what   exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat is there inside the tent?ʼ (Khanzerova et al. 2012: 80) 

   L        TQ    Vexist 

 (266) xаńanа   xаxаja-dа    to   tаńa? 

   where.LOC  be.near-PCP.IMPF  lake  exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhere is there a lake here?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 44) 

   LQ     T          Vexist 

 

The clauses in (265–266) above illustrate the most frequent attested order in existential 

content questions in Tundra Nenets, which is LTV. Thus in 18 clauses out of 23 this LTV 

order is realized, while in 5 clauses the reversed order (TLV) is found in which the theme 

elements – which precede the locative constituent – are typically complex interrogative 

phrases, as in (267). 

 

 (267) xurkа   nuwɁ  sаrmik-Ɂ     ja-xаnа-ndаɁ    tаńa-Ɂ? 

   what.kind sky  wild.animal-PL  land-LOC-PX.OBL.2PL exist-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat birds are there in your country?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 38) 

   TQ              L        Vexist 

 

We observe then that complex theme elements may precede the locational components and 

occupy the clause intial position. 
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 In addition, the non-selective interrogative word referring to human entities also occurs in 

clause inital position when preceding the locative constituent. In this clause, a possessive 

marker is attached to the interrogative pronoun (see 268). 

 

 (268) tamna xi!i-daɁ     ma-kana-ndaɁ    tańa-Ɂ? 

   still  who.PL-PX.PL.2PL  tent-LOC-PX.OBL.2PL  exist-VX.3PL 

   ʻWho else is there in your tent?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 114) 

      TQ       L        Vexist 

 

Based on the examples in (267–268), we can observe that complex and referential theme 

elements can occupy the sentence initial position by changing the basic word order of 

existential clauses, i.e. by preceding the locational expression. 

 To summarize our observations, existential clauses may contain interrogative phrases that 

substitute either the theme or the locational element. The word order of interrogative 

existential sentences is the same as the corresponding non-interrogative one, that is LTV. 

Additionally, this order can be reversed (TLV), but it is only typical with complex and/or 

referential theme elements (see 269–270). 

 

 (269) a. L  TQ  Vexist    standard order 

   b. TQ  L  Vexist  IF  TQ is complex 

 (270) a. LQ  T  Vexist 

   b. T  LQ  Vexist    no data 

 

7.1.2. Predicative possession expressed by content questions 

 

Tundra Nenets employs a strategy for expressing predicative possession which is syntactically 

intransitive. In these clauses, the predicate is the existential verb (tańaś) whose grammatical 

subject is a possessive phrase. This possessive phrase consists of a possessed item which can 

be understood as the theme element of the possessive clause. Additionally, the possessed item 

may be modified by the possessor noun phrase. 

 As Dryer (2007b: 244) notes, if a language utilizes either an existential or a locative 

predicative construction for expressing predicate possession, in this case the possessor is 

conveyed by a locative expression. In Tundra Nenets, however, the pronominal possessor is 
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not marked at all, while the lexical possessor is marked either by genitive case or by 

nominative case in predicate possiessive constructions. Table 47 summarizes the occurrences 

of predicate possession containing an interrogative phrase. The PD abbreviates the possessed 

item, i.e. the theme element/subject of the clause, while PR stands for the possessor. 

Additionally, Q indicates the interrogative expression. 

 

Table 47. Predicative possession expressed by content questions 

Word order № 
 PDQ Vexist 1 

PR PDQ Vexist 11 
PDQ PR Vexist 1 

 PDQ – 10 
PR PDQ – 19 

 

In the corpus, 42 content questions occur expressing predicative possession. In these clauses, 

solely the possessed items are substituted by interrogative phrases. As is illustrated in Table 

47, the possessors can be elided from the clause, in which cases the possessed items take 

possessive suffixes that mark the person and number of the possessors as in (271). 

Grammatically, the possessed item is the subject of the verb that controls agreement on the 

existential predicate verb. 

 

 (271) xurkа    xаľa-rа   tаńa? 

   what.kind  fish-PX.2PL  exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat fish do you have?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

   PDQ         Vexist 

 

If the possessor is overt, it can be a pronominal one, which always stands in nominative case 

(see 272). 

 

 (272) pidaraʔ  xurka    manzaja-raʔ  tańa? 

   2PL   what.kind  work-PX.2PL  exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat job do you have?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 152) 

   PR   PDQ          Vexist 
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Unlike pronominal possessors, lexical possessors may surface in genitive form (see 273). In 

this case, they may also appear without case marking (in nominative) in the constructions (see 

274). 

 

 (273) xo-Ɂ   xurkа   pel-dа   tаńaɁ? 

   birch-GEN what.kind  half-PX.3SG  exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat part does the birch have?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 65) 

   PR   PDQ        Vexist 

 (274) śawta  ŋamge-da  tańa? 

   nelma what-PX.3SG exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat does nelma have?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 113) 

   PR  PDQ    Vexist 

 

Both of these interrogatives above stand for the possessed item. The relation between the 

possessors and the possessed items can be categorized as inalienable. In (273) both head 

marking on the possessed item by possessive suffixes and dependent marking on the 

possessor appearing in genitive case is involved. In (274) the possessor appears in nominative 

case so the possessive relation is marked only on the possessed item. There is no clear 

evidence for a difference between these constituents. 

 Additionally, the possessed item can appear without possessive markers in which case the 

possessor obligatorily stays in the genitive case (275). 

 

 (275) maľća-Ɂ    tamna  ŋamge  tańa? 

   malitsa-GEN  still   what   exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat else does a malitsa have?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 77) 

   PR         PDQ   Vexist 

 

As example (275) illustrates, it is possible to insert an element between the possessor and the 

possessed item is possible. 

 The examples in (273–275) above represent the canonical order of the elements in 

predicational possessive structures, that is PR PD, so the possessors are followed by the 

possessed items. Given that the possessed items are the grammatical subjects of the cluases, 

this order corresponds to the order typically surfacing in existential constructions. 
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 In the corpus, there is only one example in which the possessed item precedes its modifier, 

the possessor, this is given in (276). 

 

 (276) tamna ŋamge-da  ti    tańa? 

   still  what-PX.3SG reindeer  exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat else does reindeer have?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 109) 

      PDQ    PR   Vexist 

 

In (276), the possessive relation is only marked on the head (on the possessed item) in the 

construction. Admitting that there is one exception, the PR PD order is clearly the basic one in 

possessive constructions. 

 Finally, structures without an overt existential verb are also attested which suggest that the 

use of the existential verb that serves to link the two elements of the clause together (the 

possessor and possessed item) seems to be optional (see 277). 

 

 (277) pidаrаʔ   xurkа    professija-rаʔ? 

   2PL    what.kin d  occupation-PX.2PL 

   ʻWhat occupation do you have?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 52) 

   PR    PDQ 

 

In these constructions without an overt existential verb, there is no agreement between the 

subject and the predicate, as the predicate is covert and the possessed item takes possessive 

suffixes instead of agreement markers. Similarly to the predicative possession with an overt 

copula, the possessor can be omitted from the clause as in (278). 

 

 (278) śaŋok    ŋаćeke-rаʔ? 

   how.many  child-PX.2PL 

   ʻHow many children do you have?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 56) 
 

In (278), only the possessed item carries information about the possessor (its person and 

number) and about the relation (predicate possession) expressed by the construction. The 

construction does not contain any verbal element. 

 To sum it up, predicative possession is expressed by existential constructions in Tundra 

Nenets. The possessive relation itself is marked on the possessed items via possessive suffixes 
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and/or on the possessors through genitive case marker. In the attested interrogatives, only the 

possessed items are substituted by interrogative phrases. A scheme under (279) illustrates the 

typical elements and their order in questions expressing predicative possession. 

 

 (279) a. (PR)  PDQ   (Vexist) 

   b. PRQ  PD   (Vexist)  no data 

 

The predicate is an intransitive predicate, i.e. the existential verb, that is controlled by the 

subject, which is the possessed item. This existential verb can be omitted from the clause, in 

which case there is no verbal agreement expressed. 

 The possessor may also be omitted, but if it is overt, it usually precedes the possessed item 

in the clause but the reverse order is also possible (however it is not typical). Since there is 

only one example for the reversed order of the possessor and the possessed item, the reason of 

this structure is unknown. The order variations can be found under (280) below. 

 

 (280) a. PR  PDQ  (Vexist)   standard order 

   b.  PDQ  PR  (Vexist)   unknown reason 

 

In what follows, I will discuss some word order peculiarities in transitive content questions. 

 

7.2. Transitive content questions 

 

Transitive clauses are usually described as clause types in which the verbal predicate takes – 

at least – two arguments, the subject and the object (see e.g. Dryer 2007b: 250). In Tundra 

Nenets transitive clauses, the subject always controls agreement on the predicate verb via 

agreement suffixes. The markers do not differ from those used in intransitive clauses. In 

addition, the object always takes an accusative marker and it either controls agreement on the 

predicate verb or it does not. The objective agreement on the verb marks only the number of 

the object. According to Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011: 134), agreeing and nonagreeing 

objects, i.e. objects that trigger agreement on the verb or do not, have different information 

structural roles. Referential objects always trigger agreement on the predicate verb, while 

nonreferential objects do not. Consequently, the function of the object agreement on the 

predicate verb is to indicate the topicality of the direct object (cf. Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 
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2011: 134). If the direct object is overt and agrees with the transitive verb, it has a topical role 

(cf. Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011: 131–137). If it is covert in the structure, the predicate verb 

always takes the agreement markers. This is so because topical objects can be omitted. Only 

the 3rd person objects trigger agreement on the verb, the 1st and 2nd person objects never do 

so. 

 In this section, I will examine the order of the combination of predicate verb, subject, 

object and other adverbial constituents of the main clause expressed by interrogative phrases. 

The occurrence of interrogative phrases for their constituent types in transitive content 

questions in the corpus is summarized in Table 48. There are clauses that contain only the 

object element in addition to the predicate verb. As these structures are not suitable for 

illustrating word order variations they are excluded from the analysis. 

 

Table 48. The syntactic function of interrogative phrases in transitive content questions 

The function of 
interrogative 

words/phrases 
Total № 

Those that contain 
only the 

interrogative phrase 
and the predicate 

Examined 
constructions 

SQ 46 7 39 
OQ 227 91 104 

TimeQ 11 0 11 
LQ 31 0 31 

MannerQ 43 1 42 
ReasonQ 18 0 18 

XQ 16 0 16 
Total 392 99 261 

 

First, I will concentrate on the possible order of the core arguments of the transitive predicate, 

which are the subject, the object and the verb. Given the rigid verb-final property of Tundra 

Nenets word order, only two logically possible orders can be expected. These are the SOV 

and the OSV orders. Let us see now the sequences of the subject and the object in content 

questions in which the subject is the unknown element (see Table 49). 
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Table 49. The syntactic position of SQ in transitive content questions 

Word order № 
SQ  Vobj 7 
SQ O1st/2nd V 11 
SQ O3rd Vsubj 9 
SQ O3rd Vobj 5 

O2nd SQ V 1 
O3rd SQ Vobj 13 

 

As illustrated in Table 49, the direct object of the transitive verb does not have to be present in 

the clause. There are 7 clauses in the corpus in which the direct object is covert and the 

subject is an interrogative phrase. Like in intransitive clauses, the SQ triggers agreement on 

the predicate verb in transitive clauses as well. Additionally, the transitive predicate has to 

agree with its covert object in number (see 281). 

 

 (281) xi!a  sаldа-ŋgu-dа? 

   who  pay-FUT-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻWho will pay it?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 25) 

 

As Table 49 also shows, only SQOV and OSQV orders surface in the examined clauses in case 

of overt objects, thus no element occur after the verb. In the remaining 39 clauses with an 

overt object, there are 12 clauses with 1st/2nd person objects. As already mentioned, 1st/2nd 

person objects never trigger agreement on the predicate verb regardless of their information 

structural role (cf. Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011: 134) This construction is illustrated in 

(282). 

 

 (282) xi!a  śit    jadtа-ŋgu? 

   who  2SG.ACC  meet-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho will meet you?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

 

There are 27 clauses in which there is a 3rd person object either controlling agreement on the 

predicate verb as in (283) or not (see 284). 
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 (283) xi!a  gol-mʔ  me-dа? 

   who  goal-ACC  make-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻWho scored a/the goal?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 78) 

   SQ   O    Vobj 

 (284) xi!a  tu-mʔ   pata-!i? 

   who  fire-ACC  pile-CONT.VX.3SG 

   ‘Who piles fire?’ (Okotetto 1998: 132) 

   SQ   O    Vsubj 

 

Given that Tundra Nenets has an SOV order and the interrogative phrases remain in situ, the 

SQOV order would be expected. According to the frequency of the clausal elements in a given 

syntactic position, the canonical order in transitive interrogatives is SQOV (see 283 and 284). 

However, in 14 clauses out of the 39, the order of the core constituents is reversed, they 

appear in OSQV order. Considering the word order and the verbal agreement in these clauses, 

we can state, that there is a clear correlation between object agreement on the verb and the 

position of the direct object. The reversed non-canonical order (OSQV) is realized with 

agreeing objects. The agreeing 3rd person objects occupy the sentence initial position 

preceding the SQ in 13 cases out of 18 clauses. In these clauses, the direct object has a topical 

role and it appears sentence initially by changing the basic word order, as in example (285). 

 

 (285) ŋano-mʔ  xi!a  meʔ-ŋa-da? 

   boat-ACC  who  make-CO-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻWho makes (the) boat?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 63) 

   O    SQ   Vobj 

 

The topical status of the direct object in (285) is supported by the context in (286) in which 

example (285) appears: 
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 (286) A: What is this? 

   B: This is a boat. 

   A: Where is the boat used? 

   B: The boat is used on the water. 

   A: ŋanomʔ xi!a meʔŋada? 

    ‘Who makes (the) boat?ʼ 

   B: The boat is made by (the) people. 

   (Okotetto 1998: 63) 

 

Given that agreeing objects have a topical role, the OSQV order can be regarded as a marked 

one that involves fronting what is known, the topic. However, there are also agreeing objects 

that appear after the subjects in the clauses (see example in (283) above). There is no clear 

explanation of why these agreeing objects remain in their standard position, i.e. after the 

subject. In consequence, it is only a tendency, that the topical object precedes the subject and 

it occupies the clause initial position. 

 In addition, as shown by Table 49, there is only one clause in which a non-agreeing object 

precedes the subject. This clause is illustrated in (287) below. 

 

 (287) Śoma,  śit    xi!a  xonra-sa? 

   Syomya  2SG.ACC  who  inform-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻSyomya, who informed you?ʼ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 152) 

       O    SQ   V 

 

In this clause, however, the object is a 2nd person one which never triggers agreement on the 

verb, therefore, it cannot be excluded that the object has a topical role in this clause. 

 To sum it up, the canonical word order of transitive content questions is the one, in which 

the subjectival interrogative phrase precedes the object (SQOV). The reversed order is also 

possible (OSQV) in the case of topical object. 72.2% of the clauses with agreeing object 

surface in this marked order. 

 Now, let us turn to the discussion of transitive clauses with interrogative objects. The first 

observation is that the interrogative phrases functioning as direct objects, OQ, never trigger 

agreement on the verb. This follows from the non-topical status of the interrogative objects. 

Given that interrogative phrases basically ask for new/unknown information they cannot be 
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topics in the clause, therefore – although they always present 3rd person objects – they can 

only surface as nonagreeing objects. Again, the attested order of S and OQ follows the two 

logically possible orders, SOQV and OQSV, illustrated in Table 50. 

 

Table 50. The syntactic position of OQ in transitive content questions 

Word order № 
– OQ V 123 
S OQ V 91 

OQ S V 13 
 

As shown in Table 50, there are subjectless questions with interrogative objects. In these 

clauses, the person/number of the subject is marked on the predicate as in (288). 

 

 (288) ŋamge-mʔ  ŋawor-ta-n? 

   what-ACC  eat-FUT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhat will you eat?ʼ (Khanzerova et al. 2012: 30) 

 

Based on the different frequency of the clauses with SOQV and OQSV order, the canonical 

order is SOQV, illustrated by (289). 

 
 (289) ŋaćeki-ʔ  ŋamge-mʔ  mańije-ʔ? 

   child-PL  what-ACC  watch-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat are the children watching?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 98) 

   S    OQ    V 

 

As illustrated in Table 50, there are 13 clauses in which the core arguments of the transitive 

predicate appear in a reversed, non-canonical order (OQS). As an interrogative phrase cannot 

have topical role, the clause-initial position of the interrogative objects in these clauses cannot 

be explained by the topic role of the initial object.  

 Although it is not clear exactly what (discourse) functions are held by these non-canonical 

orders, certain observations can be made. Firstly, in 9 examples out of the 13 clauses with 

OQS order, the object is expressed by a complex interrogative phrase, as in (290). 
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 (290) xurka   tabaďar-mɁ wesako  ńaxara-mďej  ńaɁam-sa? 

   what.kind task-ACC  old.man  three-ORD   get-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat task did the old man get for the third time?ʼ  

   (Samoylova & Barmich 2010: 26) 

   OQ         S    Adv     V 

 

In these clauses, the interrogative modifier typically requires the selection/characterization of 

its noun head, which is referential in the given context. Thus, the clause-initial interrogative 

objects are contextually determined. 

 Secondly, another common phenomenon of these clauses is that the subject preceded by 

the (complex) interrogative phrase is a pronominal one. It is the case in 9 clauses out of the 13 

occurrences (see 291). 

 

 (291) xurkа    po-ʔ   peľa-mʔ  pidаrаʔ  xаrwo-btа-dаʔ? 

   what.kind  year-GEN half-ACC  2PL   want-TR-VX.2PL 

   ‘What season do you like?’ (Okotetto 1998: 98) 

   OQ            S    V 

 

As Nikolaeva (2014) notes, focused or emphasized pronominal subjects are typically overt in 

the clause. Given that it is the interrogative phrase that functions as the focus, the pronominal 

subject cannot be focused too. Nevertheless, it may be assumed that the pronominal subject 

has a contrastive focus reading in these clauses. This assumption can be explained and 

justified by contexts in which these non-canonical clauses appear. However, the examples do 

not have any contexts in the sources. 

 Thirdly, the non-canonical word order can be the result of the contact with Russian, whose 

interrogative phrases occur obligatorily at the clause-initial position (cf. Dryer 2013a). This is 

supported by the fact that these non-canonical Tundra Nenets clauses appear in the so-called 

phrasebooks, in which the Tundra Nenets clauses have presumably been translated from 

Russian into Tundra Nenets. Thus, the consultants might follow the word order of the Russian 

constructions while translating (see 292a–b). 
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 (292) a. Russian 

    Čem   vy  zanima-ete-s’? 

    what.INST 2PL do-VX.2PL-REFL 

    ʻWhat do you (pl) do?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 93) 

    OQ   S  V 

   b. Tundra Nenets 

    ŋаmge-mʔ  pidаrаʔ   pær-ŋа-dаʔ? 

    what-ACC  2PL    do-CO-VX.2PL 

    ʻWhat do you (pl) do?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 93) 

    OQ    S     V 

 

Nevertheless, any explanations given above would only be verified on the basis of 

consultations with Tundra Nenets speakers. 

 To sum up the main points of this section, the order of subject and object in transitive 

content questions follows the order typically available in non-interrogative clauses. Thus, 

SOV is the canonical interrogative order attested in the corpus. Consequently, the 

interrogative words remain in situ. In the case of interrogative subjects, however, topical 

objects can appear sentence initially preceding the interrogative subject. In these clauses, the 

order is reversed: OSQV. Another typical non-canonical order is the OQSV, in which case the 

interrogative object is followed by the subject. In this case the change in the word order may 

be due to the complexity of interrogative phrase, the (contrastive) focus function of the 

subject and/or structural borrowing of Russian constructions. 

 Now, let us turn to the order and position of sentential elements other than subject and 

object. Adverbials relative to the subject and object show a great positional variety. As was 

mentioned before, adverbials may occupy three structurally different positions within the 

transitive clause. These were introduced in the scheme under (212), repeated below as (293). 

 

 (293) 1 S 2 O 3 V 

 

According to Nikolaeva (2011: 136), positions 2 and 3 are optional in the non-interrogative 

transitive clauses. As the order of the subject and the adverbial(s) in transitive clauses does 

not differ from those discussed in intransitive clauses, I will primarily focus on the relative 

order of object and adverbial(s) in the clauses. In clauses in which the object is expressed by a 
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non-interrogative element, I differentiated the agreeing and non-agreeing 3rd person objects 

in order to mark whether the object has a topical role or does not. 

 First, let us discuss temporal expressions. As was demonstrated in §7.1, temporal 

adverbials tend to occur in sentence initial position. However, they can also appear after 

subjects. The question may be raised as to whether temporal expressions can appear in the 

position after objects as well. The position of temporal adverbials in the corpus is illustrated 

in Table 51. 

 

Table 51. The order of O and temporal adverbial 

Word order № 
Time OQ V 11 
TimeQ O1st/2nd V 2 
TimeQ O3rd Vsubj 3 
TimeQ O3rd Vobj 1 

OQ Time V 2 
O1st/2nd TimeQ V no data 

O3rd TimeQ Vsubj 3 
O3rd TimeQ Vobj 2 

 

As shown in Table 51, temporal adjuncts typically appear before objects regardless of their 

interrogative status. In (294), the interrogative object is preceded by the temporal adverbial 

(and the subject). Additionally, in (295) the interrogative adverb referring to time appears 

clause initially by preceding both the subject and the object. 

 

 (294) ŋærmʔ jaľa-xana  ŋaćeki-ʔ  ŋamge-mʔ  pær-ćeti-ʔ? 

   north  day-LOC   child-PL  what-ACC  do-HAB-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat do the children usually do on the northern day?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 6) 

   Time       S    OQ    V 

 (295) śaxaʔ  ńenećaʔ  ŋoďi    maʔla-mba-śeti-ʔ? 

   when  Nenets  berry.PL.ACC collect-CONT-HAB-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhen do the Nenets usually collect berries?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 9) 

   TimeQ S    O     V 

 

However, – as evidenced by Table 51 – temporal expressions can also appear after objects, in 

position 3, as in (296–297). 
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 (296) śan    xаľa-mʔ  ťuku  po-ʔ   ńaʔmа-nʔ? 

   how.many  fish-ACC  this  year-GEN catch-VX.2SG 

   ʻHow many fish did you catch this year?ʼ [VT, 2002] 

   OQ        Time      V 

 (297) śiʔiw  ŋarka  ŋæsi-mʔ   śaxaʔ  xade-j-d? 

   seven  big  village-ACC  when  reach-PL.OBJ.CO-VX.OBJ.PL.2SG 

   ʻWhen did you arrive in the seven big villages?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 123) 

   O           TimeQ V 

 

As shown in Table 51, the topicality of the object does not seem to play a role in the position 

of the object. In examples in which the object, either expressed by an interrogative phrase or 

not, precedes the temporal adverbial, however, the object is always a complex phrase. Simple 

objects seem to appear in the position after the temporal adjunct. 

 A great variation of word order is also attested concerning the position of locational 

adjuncts and objects, which is shown in Table 52. 

 

Table 52. The order of O and locative adverbial 

Word order № 
L OQ V 14 
LQ O1st/2nd V 2 
LQ O3rd Vsubj 4 
LQ O3rd Vobj 6 
OQ L V 7 

O2nd LQ V no data 
O3rd LQ Vsubj 6 
O3rd LQ Vobj 13 

 

Locational adverbials either precede or follow the objects expressed by interrogative phrases 

without any grammatical and/or semantic restrictions (see 298–299 respectively). 

 

 (298) mańaʔ uroka-xana  ŋamge-mʔ   pær-ca-waʔ? 

   1PL  lesson-LOC  what-ACC  do-INT-VX.1PL 

   ʻWhat have we done in the class?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 21) 

   S   L     OQ     V 
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 (299) ŋamge-mʔ  uroka-xana  pær-ca-waʔ? 

   what-ACC  lesson-LOC  do-INT-VX.1PL 

   ʻWhat have we done in the class?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 18) 

   OQ    L     V 

 

It seems that the position of locational expressions is not fixed, therefore they can freely occur 

in position 2 or in position 3. However, the frequency of the constructions shows that the 

locational adverbial rather precedes the interrogative object than follows it. 

 In contrast, there is a tendency of the agreeing objects to appear before the locational 

expressions expressed by interrogative phrases (see 300). 

 

 (300) stаnćija-Ɂ   jerw-mɁ   xаńanа   xo-ŋgu-w? 

   station-GEN  owner-ACC  where.LOC  find-FUT-VX.OBJ.1SG 

   ʻWhere can I find the station master?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 51) 

   O3rd         LQ     Vobj 

 

In example (300), the object being a 3rd person topical object is definite and it occupies the 

position before the interrogative locational adjunct. There are cases where the agreeing 

objects remain after the interrogative locational element, as in (301): 

 

 (301) pidar  xаńanа  ńeneća wаdа-mʔ  toxolа-m!i-r? 

   2SG  where.LOC Nenets word-ACC  learn-CONT.VX.OBJ.2SG 

   ʻWhere did you learn Nenets language?ʼ [VT, 2002] 

   S   LQ    O3rd       Vobj 

 

In these clauses, there is, however, no clear evidence of the order realized. It can be that the 

relative position of the agreeing object and the interrogative locational element is optional. 

Whereas nonagreeing objects seem to appear either before (see 302) or after the interrogative 

locational adverbials (see 303) without constraints. 
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 (302) maʔ-mа    xаńanа   mar-ŋgu-wаʔ? 

   tent-PX.ACC.1PL where.LOC  set.up.a.tent-FUT-VX.1PL 

   ʻWhere will we set up our tent?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

   O3rd     LQ     Vsubj 

 (303) xаńa    maʔ-mа    mar-ŋgu-wаʔ? 

   where.LOC  tent-PX.ACC.1PL set.up.a.tent-FUT-VX.1PL 

   ʻWhere will we set up our tent?ʼ [VT, 2002] 

   LQ     O3rd     Vsubj 

 

The positions before or after the object are available for sentential, temporal and locational, 

adverbials. In most of the cases, the orders are not motivated grammatically. However, there 

are tendencies concerning certain object types that may appear before sentential adjuncts: the 

complex, agreeing and/or definite objects occupy the position before sentential adverbials 

more frequently than the position after these adjuncts. 

 Now, let us turn to the discussion of the position occupied by predicational adverbs. One of 

the most typical predicational adverbs is the manner adverb. In content interrogatives, they 

either precede or follow the overt objects as evidenced by Table 53. 

 

Table 53. The order of O and manner adverbial 

Word order № 
OQ Manner V 2 

O2nd MannerQ V 1 
O3rd MannerQ Vsubj 7 
O3rd MannerQ Vobj 14 

Manner OQ V no data
MannerQ O1st/2nd V 6 
MannerQ O3rd Vsubj 8 
MannerQ O3rd Vobj 6 

 

No manner adverbial preceding an interrogative object is found in the corpus. Furthermore, 

there are only two clauses in which an overt manner adverbial appears. In both of these 

clauses it follows the object substituted by an interrogative phrase (see 304). 
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 (304) Ńeko   ŋamge   manzaja-mɁ  wenźerɁ   pa-wi? 

   Nyeko  what.qual  work-ACC   badly    start-NARR.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat job did Nyeko start badly?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 18) 

   S    OQ          Manner   V 

 

In the case of interrogative adverbial adjuncts, there is a tendency for agreeing objects to 

occur before manner adverbials, as in (305). 

 

 (305) wesako  ńe    ŋaćeki-mɁ  xanźerɁ  pær-ca-da? 

   old.man  woman  child-ACC  how   call-INT-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻHow did the old man call the girl?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 36) 

   S    O3rd        MannerQ Vobj 

 

In addition, nonagreeing objects typically occur after manner adverbials like in (306). 

 

 (306) xаnźer  pаdаr-mʔ   pаdа-ś? 

   how   paper-ACC   write-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow did (s)he filled the paper in?ʼ [VT, 2002] 

   MannerQ O3rd     Vsubj 

 

However, it is only a tendency. As shown in Table 53, agreeing objects can also be preceded 

by interrogative manner adjuncts. In addition, manner adverbials can also be situated after 

nonagreeing objects. 

 A somewhat similar tendency can be observed in the order of reasonal adverbials, 

illustrated in Table 54. 

 

Table 54. The order of O and reason adverbial 

Word order № 
OQ Reason V no data

O2nd ReasonQ V no data
O3rd ReasonQ Vsubj 1 
O3rd ReasonQ Vobj 10 

Reason OQ V no data
ReasonQ O1st/2nd V 2 
ReasonQ O3rd Vsubj 3 
ReasonQ O3rd Vobj 2 
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No content question with an interrogative object and an overt reason adverbial adjunct is 

attested in the corpus. Therefore, I will discuss here the order variations of interrogative 

reason adverbs and objects. As shown in Table 54, agreeing objects tend to occur before 

reason adverbs, as in (307). 

 

 (307) jerwa-da   weńeko-m  ŋamge  ŋawla-m!i-da? 

   owner-PX.3SG  dog-ACC   why   feed-CONT-VX.OBJ.3SG 

   ʻWhy does the owner feed his dog?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 108) 

   S      O3rd    ReasonQ  Vobj 

 

We can contrast this with (308) in which the nonagreeing object follows the predicational 

adverb. 

 

 (308) ŋamge  ńenećaʔ  mud-mʔ     meʔ-ŋa-ʔ? 

   why   Nenets  sled.caravan-ACC  keep-CO-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhy do the Nenets have sled caravan?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 157) 

   ReasonQ  S    O3rd      Vsubj 

 

As was the case of manner adverbials, the occurrence of the reason adverbial before 

nonagreeing objects is only a tendency, as it can also precede agreeing objects without any 

grammatical restrictions and/or motivations. 

 Finally, predicational adverbs selected by the verbal predicates may also appear in 

transitive clauses. Similarly, these adverbials can appear either before the object or after it. 

However, position 2, the adverbial position before the object, seems to be preferred for these 

adverbials (see Table 55). 

 

Table 55. The order of O and other adverbial 

Word order № 
X OQ V 20 
XQ O1st/2nd V 6 
XQ O3rd Vsubj 2 
XQ O3rd Vobj 5 
OQ X V 7 

O2nd XQ V 1 
O3rd XQ Vsubj no data
O3rd XQ Vobj 2 
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Based on the corpus data, the typical order in which interrogative objects and adverbial 

complements appear is illustrated in (309). 

 

 (309) ńe    ŋaćeki wesako-xona  ŋamge-mɁ  pær-ca? 

   woman  child  old.man-LOC  what-ACC  do-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat did the girl do with the old man?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 36) 

   S       X      OQ    V 

 

In (309) above, the adverbial precedes the object constituent and the XOQ is realised. This 

order is, however, not fixed, as object interrogatives can also be followed by adverbial 

complements without any grammatical motivation (see 310). 

 

 (310) ŋamge  jimbitad-mɁ  ŋarka  ŋuxuko-nɁ  śeri-bťe-ŋgu-daɁ? 

   what.qual shirt-ACC   big  doll-DAT   take.on-TR-FUT-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhich shirt will you put on the big doll?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 68) 

   OQ         X        V 

 

Similarly, if the adverbial is substituted by an interrogative phrase both orders can freely 

surface regardless of the topicality of the object (see 311–312). 

 

 (311) laxanako ŋamge-n   śiddaɁ  toxola-m!i? 

   story   what-DAT  2PL.ACC  teach-CONT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat did the story teach you about?ʼ (Samoylova & Barmich 2008: 32) 

   S    XQ    O    V 

 (312) ťuku laxanako śidnaɁ  xurka    śer-kɁ   toxola-m!i? 

   this story   1PL.ACC  what.kind  thing-PL.DAT teach-CONT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat did the story teach us about?ʼ (Tereshchenko & Susoy 1995: 54) 

   S      O    XQ         V 

 

To summarize the main points of this section, transitive clauses show great variation 

concerning their constituent order. Despite this, a syntactic pattern may emerge on the basis of 

the examples. The complex interrogative objects, for instance typically occupies the clause 

intial position in the following cases: 
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 (313) a. S   OQ  V      standard order 

   b. OQ  S   V   IF   OQ is complex  

             OR  S is focused  

             OR  Russian influence 

 (314) a. Time  OQ  V      standard order 

   b. OQ  Time  V   IF   OQ is complex 

 

Furthermore, a clear tendency is shown by the agreeing, topical object, which typically 

occupies the clause initial position. (315)–(318) illustrate those structures in which the 

topicality of the object seems to play a role in their structure. 

 

 (315) a. SQ     O    V 

   b. O[+agr]   SQ    V 

 (316) a. TimeQ   O    V 

   b. O[+agr]   TimeQ  V 

 (317) a. MannerQ  O    V 

   b. O[+agr]   MannerQ V  

 (318) a. ReasonQ   O    V  

   b. O[+agr]   ReasonQ  V 

 

In consequence, topical objects, for instance, typically appear before the subject, as well as, 

tend to precede clausal adverbials. Finally, there are cases in which neither order appears to be 

preffered. Therefore, the orders in  (319)–(320) are considered here as optional ones. 

 

 (319) a. LQ   O   V 

   b. O   LQ   V optional orders 

 (320) a. XQ  O   V 

   b. O   XQ  V optional orders 

 

 The third and final type of Tundra Nenets content questions discussed here are those that 

contain predicates expressed by elements different from verbs: I will now turn to nonverbal 

clause-types expressed by content questions. 
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7.3. Content questions with nonverbal predicates 

 

There are several approaches making distinctions between different types of nonverbal 

predicates (e.g. Freeze 1992; 2001; Payne 1997; Dryer 2007; Stassen 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 

2013d; a.o.). Although each of these approaches present a somewhat different system of 

nonverbal clause types, they also have a lot in common. According to the studies mentioned 

above, a cross-linguistic distinction can be made among the three types of nonverbal 

predicates expressed by nouns, adjectives, or adverbial constructions. Examples in (321–323) 

illustrate these predicates in English: 

 

 (321) My dog is a/the cocker spaniel.   (predicate noun) 

   (Dryer 2007: 233) 

 (322) My dog is sick.        (predicate adjective) 

 (323) A/The dog is in the garden.    (predicate adverbial construction) 

   (Dryer 2007b: 242) 

 

On the basis of the literature (e.g. Kupriyanova et al. 1957; Almazova 1961; Hajdú 1968; 

Wagner-Nagy & Viola 2009; Nikolaeva 2014; Mus 2015), Tundra Nenets (Northern 

Samoyedic, Uralic) also employs these predicates (see 324–326). 

 

 (324) xasawa-dmɁ.                (predicate noun) 

   man-VX.1SG 

   ʻI am a/the husband.ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 10) 

 (325) mań ŋarka-dmɁ.               (predicate adjective) 

   1sg big-VX.1SG 

   ʻI am an/the adult.ʼ (Orlova et al. 1996: 74) 

 (326) texnikuma-waɁ    Duďinka-xana  ŋa.    (predicate adverbial 

   technical.school-PX.1PL Dudinka-LOC  be.VX.3SG  construction) 

   ʻOur technical school is in Dudinka.’ (Nenyang 2005: 62) 

 

Cross-linguistically, a number of subtypes of these major three constructions can be 

distinguished. I will use here two classifications originating from Dryer (2007b) and Payne 

(1997). Although, they present a somewhat different system of nonverbal clause types, also 
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have a lot in common. A table illustrating the categories and similarities between the two 

systems is presented under (56). 

 

Table 56. The types of nonverbal predicates/clauses cross-linguistically 

Dryerʼs (2007b) classification Payneʼs (1997) classification 

Nominal predicates 
 
 

 Equational clauses Equation 
 True nominal predicate clauses Proper inclusion 
Adjectival predicates Attributive clauses 
Locative predicates Locational clauses 
Existential clauses Existential constructions 
Predicate possession Possessive clauses 
Minor types  
 Genitive predicates 

  Benefactive predicates 
 Purpose predicates 
 Simulative predicates  
 Predicates denoting origin  
 Referential expressions  
 Comitative (or associative) predicates  
 

As Table 56 shows, there are two types of nominal predicates, since a predicate noun phrase 

can either identify or characterize a subject noun phrase. These clauses contain two noun 

phrases which are usually linked together by e.g. a copular verb. However, the copula is often 

not necessary in the clause, or its use is determined by certain grammatical parameters (e.g. 

the person/number of the subject etc.). A typical example of the predicate noun construction 

in English is provided under (321) above reiterated here for convenience in (327a–b). 

 

 (327) a. My dog is the cocker spaniel.    (equative clause) 

   b. My dog is a cocker spaniel.    (inclusive clause) 

   (Dryer 2007b: 233) 

 

In both clauses in (327), the subject noun phrase (my dog) is specific and referential. 

Therefore, it is only the referentiality of the predicate noun phrase that differentiates the two 

constructions. The predicate noun phrase in (327a) with a definite article (i.e. the cocker 

spaniel) results in the identification of the subject noun phrase (i.e. my dog). As in these 

clauses both phrases are specific and referential, sometimes it is difficult to differentiate them 

(cf. Payne 1997: 144). Therefore, the subject noun phrase and the predicate noun phrase can 
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often be reversed in these types of nonverbal clauses (cf. Dryer 2007b: 223). In contrast, the 

predicate noun phrase with an indefinite article (i.e. a cocker spaniel; see 327b) more likely 

denotes a given property of the subject. Therefore, it can be interpreted as being closer to 

adjectival predicates (cf. Dryer 2007: 233). Dryer (2007) calls the two predicate noun 

constructions equational and true nominal predicate clauses respectively (cf. Dryer 2007: 

234). While Payne (1997) refers to them as equation and proper inclusion in his classification 

(cf. Payne 1997: 114). The most typical cross-linguistic differences between the two predicate 

noun phrase types are illustrated in Table 3 (cf. Payne 1997:114; Dryer 2007: 233). 

 

Table 57. The cross-linguistic differences between equative and inclusive constructions 

Equation/true equational clauses Inclusion/true nominal predicates 
the predicate is referential the predicate is nonreferential 
the subject is identified with the predicate a property of the subject is denoted by the 

predicate 
the subject and the predicate can be reversed the subject and the predicate cannot be 

reversed
 

Furthermore, languages in which there is a distinct word class of adjectives differentiate the 

so-called adjectival/attributive clauses. These clauses have an adjective with predicative 

function expressing a property of the subject noun phrase as in (328). Languages may differ 

as to whether they contain a copular verb or not. 

 

 (328) My dog is sick.      (adjectival predicate) 

 

 Another common type of nonverbal clauses cross-linguistically conveyed by nonverbal 

predicates usually contains a locative expression in addition to the subject/theme element. 

These predicates may express existential and/or locative clauses see (329–330) respectively. 

 

 (329) There is a dog in the garden.   (existential clause) 

 (330) a. The dog is in the garden.   (locative clauses) 

   b. A dog is in the garden. 

   (Dryer 2007b: 242) 

 

As Freeze (1992: 557) notes, although locative and existential clauses contain the same 

constituents, the theme and the locational elements, they usually present them in different 

orders with different grammatical characters. While, for instance, in English existential 
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clauses illustrated in (329) above the theme element is indefinite, in locative clauses it can be 

either definite or indefinite (cf. Dryer 2007b: 242, see 330a–b). Additionally, different 

constituents of the clause function as the predicate. While locational clauses employ the 

theme element as subject and the locative constituent is the (part of the) predicate, in 

existential clauses (without a locative proform) the locational expression is in subject position 

(cf. Freeze 1992: 556). In existential clauses, the theme element is the (part of the) predicate. 

As the predicate function is fulfilled by different elements in these two clause types, the 

clauses may also show differences in the order of their constituents. As was already discussed 

in §7.1.1, there is a correlation between the basic word order of a language and the order of 

the clausal elements in existential/locative clauses (cf. Freeze 1992: 556–557). This 

correlation regarding the existential construction was introduced in Table (45), repeated here 

and completed with the correlation regarding the predicate locative clauses as Table (58) 

below. 

 

Table 58. The correlation between basic word order and order of predicativee locatives and 
existential clauses 

Basic word order Predicate locative Existential clause 
SVO T cop L L cop T 
VOS cop L T cop T L 
VSO cop L T cop T L 
SOV T L cop L T cop 

 

In verb-final languages, like Tundra Nenets, locative clauses employ the theme-locative order 

as in (331), while the locative-theme order is realized in existential constructions as in (332). 

There is also a further difference between existential and locative cluases in Tundra Nenets 

with respect to the verbal part of the predicate construction. While locational clauses use the 

same copular verb (ŋaś) that appears in nominal and adjectival clauses, the existential clauses 

have an existential verb (tańaś) functioning as their verbal predicate. 

 

 (331) texnikuma-waɁ    Duďinka-xana  ŋa.    (locative clause) 

   technical.school-PX.1PL Dudinka-LOC   be.VX.3SG 

   ʻOur technical school is in Dudinka.’ (Nenyang 2005: 62) 

   T         L      V 
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 (332) ťuku  to-xonа  pаjxа   tаńa.        (existential clause) 

   this  lake-LOC peled   exist.VX.3SG 

   ʻThere is peled in this lake.ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 34) 

   L       T    V 

 

In his categorization, Dryer (2007b) devides existential clauses into subcategories like 

negative, numeral and quantifier expressions. These subtypes of the existential construction 

can also show structural differences as compared to simple existential clauses (cf. Dryer 

2007b: 246–247). As this section deals with interrogative nonverbal clauses, I will not discuss 

these subtypes in detail. 

 There is also a nonverbal clause type that may be expressed by existential constructions in 

languages. This predicate type is the so-called predicative possession expressing a possessive 

relation between two elements. In many languages, e.g. in English, this meaning is expressed 

by a transitive verb with the meaning ‘have’ as in (333). 

 

 (333) I have a dog.     (predicative possession) 

 

However, there are also languages that employ the existential construction to express 

possession and it is the one used in Tundra Nenets (see 334 and compare with 332 above). 

 

 (334) mаń ńekа-mi,    śiďa ńe   ńa-mi    tаńa.   (predicative  

   1SG brother-PX.1SG two woman sister-PX.1SG exist.VX.3SG possession) 

   ʻI have one brother and two sisters.ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 13) 

 

As was discussed in §7.1.1 and in §7.1.2, these clauses have an (existential) intransitive verb 

functioning as their predicate. Therefore, these constructions will not be discussed here. 

Unlike existential clauses and predicative possessive structures, locational predicates in 

Tundra Nenets can be regarded as being nonverbal predicates. Similarly to existential clauses 

discussed in §7.1.1, these constructions may also contain a so-called theme and a locative 

element. I will discuss these constructions in §7.3.5. 

 Finally, Dryer (2007b) provides minor types of nonverbal predicate constructions that are 

not typically common in languages. However, if a language distinguishes one/all of these 

minor types, they are commonly expressed by nonverbal constructions. These types are, for 
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instance, genitive predicates in (335) (cf. Dryer 2007b: 247–249). These subtypes are 

completely missing from the categorization of Payne (1997). 

 

 (335) The dog is mine.   (Genitive predicate) 

 

Stassen (2001: 954) considers this type of nonverbal clause as a subtype of predicative 

possession, in which – contrary to the regular predicative possession – the possessed item has 

a definite reading.  

 As already mentioned above, Tundra Nenets also employs constructions in which the 

predicate is a nonverbal element. These clauses can be expressed by or contain an 

interrogative phrase. A Table illustrating the attested nonverbal question types is provided 

below under (59). 

 

Table 59. Types of nonverbal questions in Tundra Nenets 

Nominal predicates  214 
 Equative constructions 
 Inclusive constructions 

Predicative possession (with definite possessed item) 58 
Adjectival predicates 75 
Quantifier predicates 21 
Locative predicates 92 

Temporary possession 13 
Temporal predicates 10 
Manner predicates 24 

Total 507 
 

In the following sections, I will focus on those nonverbal predicate constructions that are 

expressed by interrogative pro-forms in Tundra Nenets. In this chapter, the internal structure 

of the predicates and the attested word orders in the content questions will mainly be focused 

on. 

 

7.3.1. Content questions with nominal predicates: equative and inclusive constructions 

 

In Tundra Nenets, there is no grammatical difference between equative and inclusive 

constructions. Nominal clauses can have either interpretation so the definiteness of the 

predicate noun phrase can only be presumed from the context (see 336–337). 
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 (336) ťiki  PiŕaɁ   to. 

   that  Pirya   lake.VX.3SG 

   ʻThat is the lake Pirya.ʼ (Khanzerova et al. 2012: 84) 

 (337) ťuku  ńe    ŋaćeki. 

   this  woman  child.VX.3SG 

   ʻThis is a/the girl.ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 11)  

 

In example (336) the predicate noun phrase (PiŕaɁ to ʻlake Piryaʼ), being a proper name, is 

referential and specific in the sense that it is inherently unique and referential. Consequently, 

one can suppose that the clause is equational. We can contrast it with example (337) in which 

the subject, ťuku ʻthisʼ is not necessarily identified with only one referent expressed by the 

predicate (ńe ŋaćeki ʻgirlʼ). This construction can be understood either as an equative 

construction, ʻThis is the girlʼ, or as an inclusive one, ʻThis is a girlʼ. As is illustrated in these 

examples, there is no grammatical difference between these two clause types. 

 In Tundra Nenets, certain interrogative words can fulfil the function of the predicate in 

equative/inclusive constructions. In the corpus, the interrogative proforms appear only as 

predicates in equative/inclusive constructions but not as subjects. Table 60 illustrates those 

constructions that appeared in the texts as the predicates of equative/inclusive constructions. 

 

Table 60. The equative/inclusive content interrogative constructions in Tundra Nenets 

Predicate NP № 
PronounQ  163 

DeterminerQ  2 
AdjectiveQ N 33 
QuantifierQ N 16 

 

As illustrated in Table 60, the interrogative pronouns and deteminers can function as 

predicates on their own. However, there are only two representative examples of determiners 

functioning as predicates in the texts, I suppose that they do not differ in their grammatical 

features from interrogative pronouns. As was already discussed previously in Chapter 6, if the 

interrogative pronouns/determiners function as predicates, they take the agreement markers in 

every person and number. The use of a copular verb is not allowed in present tense (see 338–

340). 
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 (338) pidar  xi!a-n? 

   2SG  who-VX.2SG 

   ʻWho are you?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 150) 

 (339) pidаr  ńum-l    ŋаmge? 

   2SG  name-PX.2SG what.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat is your name?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 143) 

 (340) me-ś    jo-nаɁ      xаńaŋi-Ɂ? 

   take-CVB  corner-PX.PL.1PL   which-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhich are our places?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 52) 

 

In addition to interrogative pronouns and determiners, other interrogatives can also function 

as predicates in equative/inclusive clauses (as illustrated in Table 60 above). In these 

interrogative phrases, the head noun functioning as the predicate is modified by an 

interrogative proform. On the basis of the data, the head noun takes agreement marker (see 

341–344). The example in (344) was also already used in Chapter 5 under (117a). 

 

 (341) ťuku  ŋаmge   wada? 

   this  what.qual  word.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat word is this?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 59) 

 (342) ti    pær-ťa-Ɂ    xurka-Ɂ     ńeneća-Ɂ? 

   reindeer  deal-PCP.IMPF-PL  what.kind-VX.3PL people-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat people are the reindeer herders like?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 148) 

 (343) śanʔ    čаs? 

   how.many  hour.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat time is it?ʼ [E.La, 2002] 

 (344) ťuku  śaŋar   ŋuхukо? 

   this  how.big  doll.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow big doll is this?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 72) 

 

On the basis of example (342) above, it seems that there is an internal agreement between the 

noun head and its interrogative modifier in person and number when they function together as 

the predicate of the clause. However, the data are not sufficient to prove this agreement, 

which can also be a specific dialectal phenomenon. 
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 Additionally, Nikolaeva (2014: 257) presents a different interrogative predicate structure, 

in which the interrogative phrases take the past tense marker (-ś~-ź), and any overt copula 

verb does not appear in the clause (see 345). 

 

 (345) (pidar) xi!a-na-ś? 

   2SG  who-VX.2SG-PST 

   ʻWho were youʼ (Nikolaeva 2014: 257) 

 

The construction illustrated in (345) is, however, not found in my corpus. Instead, the 

following structure appears (see 346 and compare with 345): 

 

 (346) xi!a-n    ŋæ-sa-n? 

   who-VX.2SG  be-INT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWho were you?ʼ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 194) 

 

As examples in (345–346) above illustrate, the subject NP can be omitted from the clause. As 

can be seen, the so-called interrogative marker (-śa~-sa) refers to past tense instead of the 

tense marker in the nonverbal interrogative predicate. As already discussed in Chapter 4, this 

interrogative affix is usually used to mark each type of questions in past tense in Tundra 

Nenets. So the past tense marker in non-interrogatives and the interrogative marker in 

questions are in complementary distribution. As Nikolaeva (2014: 97) notes, the interrogative 

phrase controls the interrogative agreement in past tense through this affix. Consequently, the 

predicates of the content questions with past tense reference must take interrogative marker 

instead of past tense marker. The above construction in (345) cannot therefore be expected. 

According to the literature (cf. Hajdú 1968: 65; Tereshchenko 1973: 92; Salminen 1998: 530; 

Nikolaeva 2014: 97–98; a.o.), the interrogative suffix is a modal marker, which cannot appear 

in the predicate interrogative phrase. Therefore, there is a copula (ŋaś) surfacing in the 

interrogative predicate construction which takes the mood marker. So the additional 

difference is that, the copula – which is formally the same that is used in non-interrogative 

clauses – appear in content questions with past tense reference. In these cases, the agreement 

suffix appears both on the interrogative word and on the copula. The copula is the same as the 

one used in the corresponding non-interrogative structures. Further examples are provided 

under (347) and (348) below: 
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 (347) ńebʼa-keʔ,  jerkara-mʼi    ŋamge   ŋæ-sa? 

   mother-DIM  fraternity-PX.1SG  what.VX.3SG be-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻMother, what was my fraternity?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 63) 

 (348) ŋać-pareŋoda  xurka    ńeneć     ŋæ-sa? 

   youth-king   what.kind  people.VX.3SG  be-INT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat man was the young king like?ʼ (Samoylova & Barmich 2010: 26) 

 

As illustrated, the person/number suffixes remain on the predicate interrogative pronoun as 

well. So we can conclude that interrogative phrases can only bear agreement markers. That is, 

the omission of a copula is allowed solely in present tense. Like by predicate nouns, other 

verbal suffixes (such as aspect, mood, etc.) appear only on the copula, while the 

person/number suffixes are present on the predicative interrogative phrase as well (see 349–

350). 

 

 (349) pidar  xi!a-n    ŋæ-dake-n? 

   2SG  who-VX.2SG  be-PROB-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhou could you be?ʼ (Lar & Pushkareva 2001: 102) 

 (350) ńum-ťa   ŋamge  ŋæ-bta? 

   name-PX.3SG what.3SG be-GER.PX.3SG 

   ʻWhat could be his name?ʼ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 156) 

 

To sum up, in Tundra Nenets, interrogative pronouns/determiners can function as the 

predicate without an overt copula as they take the so-called subjectival verbal suffixes. 

 Now let us turn to the order of the elements in content questions. The main question is 

whether there is a dedicated position for predicate interrogative phrases. In these clauses, the 

subject–predicate interrogative phrase order is expected. Apart from three exceptions (two of 

them given in 351–35234) the predicate interrogative phrases occupy sentence final position. 

 

 (351) xi!a-ďiɁ    pidaŕiɁ? 

   who-VX.2DU  2DU 

   ʻWho are you (DU)?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 188) 
                                                 
34 Since two of the three constructions are identical, I will present here those clauses that show structural 
differences. 
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 (352) xi!a    meńe-na    pad-na-na-raɁ? 

   who.VX.3SG love-PCP.IMPF  write-CONT-PCP.IMPF-PX.2PL 

   ʻWho is your favourite writer?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 69) 

 

In these exceptions, the subjects, that are preceded by the predicates, can be analysed as 

constituents that are dislocated outside the clause occuring with a clarifying afterthoughts. 

 Finally, let us see whether content questions make a difference between equative and 

inclusive constructions. Semantically, the interrogative pronouns (although they do not lose 

their [±human] feature) express both equative and inclusive constructions and only the 

context determine their interpretations. 

 In (353) below, the subject entity (Wаśa ʻVasyaʼ) is either identified or one of its 

properties denoted by the human interrogative pronoun (xi!a ʻwhoʼ): 

 

 (353) Wаśa  xi!a? 

   Vasya who.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho is Vasya?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 115) 

 

Similarly, the interrogative pronoun with non-human referent (ŋamge) either identifies its 

referent with a definite entity or denotes one of its features. This semantic operation can only 

be known from the context. Consequently, the question in (354a) can either be understood as 

requesting for identification of the subject with the predicate or as asking about a property of 

the subject. 

 

 (354) a. ťuku  ŋamge? 

    this  what.VX.3SG 

    ʻWhat is this?ʼ 

   b. ťuku  suju    ńa!i   sarmik. 

    this  calf.VX.3SG  other   wolf.VX.3SG 

    ʻThis is a/the calf and the other is a/the wolf.ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 7) 

 

It is only the interrogative determiner substituting an already known element that has a 

referent in the discourse, therefore, the construction can rather be interpreted as an equative 
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construction than an inclusive one (see 355). As this interrogative word is quite rarely used, I 

will reiterate here an example already used in Chapter 6 under (174). 

 

 (355) Naďa,  papa-ko-r     xańaŋi? 

   Nadya  brother-DIM-PX.2SG  which.VX.3SG 

   ʻNadya, which is your younger brother?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 116)  

 

7.3.2. Predicative possession with definite possessed item expressed by content questions 

 

There is a predicative possession construction in Tundra Nenets that is similar to the 

equative/inclusive constructions in a sense: it contains two noun phrases that are identified in 

the clause. In this construction not only are the two noun phrases identified, but also the 

possessive relation between them. This type of nonverbal predicate is called a genitive 

predicate by Dryer (2007b: 248), and it was illustrated in (335) above repeated here under 

(356). 

 

 (356) The dog is mine.   (genitive predicate) 

 

In contrast, Stassen (2001: 954) analyses this construction as predicative possession in which 

the possessed item is definite. The Tundra Nenets content question expressing genitive 

possession contains two noun phrases, the subject and the predicate. The predicate noun 

phrase indicates the possession itself. It is definite and (usually) contains the possessor 

(henceforth PR) and the possessed item (hereinafter PD). According to Stassen (2001: 954), 

the relation between the PR and the PD is [+Time Stable] and [±Control] (either inalienable 

or alienable). The definite possessive phrase functioning as the predicate identifies the subject 

noun phrase. Similarly to the equative constructions, interrogative proforms appear only in the 

predicate function in the corpus. The attested cluase types in which both the PR and the PD 

can be substituted by an interrogative expression are illustrated in Table 61 below. 

 

Table 61. Interrogative predicative possession with definite possessed item in Tundra Nenets 
Subject Predicate № 

NP PRQ PD 47 
NP PR PDQ 11 
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The two structures show certain grammatical differences. If the PR is asked by an 

interrogative phrase, the PD takes agreement markers but not possessive suffixes (thus the 

possessive relation is only marked on the dependent) and the PR expressed by an interrogative 

phrase stands in genitive as in example (357). The genitive modifier cannot be the predicate 

alone in Tundra Nenets. 

 

 (357) pidar  xi!a-ʔ  ńe!a-n? 

   2SG  who-GEN mother-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhose mother are you?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 118) 

 

As was the case with inclusive/equative constructions, the use of an overt copula is obligatory 

here if there is any other verbal category to be expressed (see 358). 

 

 (358) ťuku-Ɂ  xi!a-Ɂ   ŋoća  ŋæ-daki-Ɂ? 

   this-PL  who-GEN  child  be-PROB-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhose child could be (s)he (lit. it)?ʼ (Yangasova 2001: 51) 

 

In example (358), the predicative noun (ŋoća ʻchildʼ) does not take agreement marker, 

although it could be expected on the basis of the data available (see e.g. the predicative noun 

in 357). The agreement between the subject and the predicative noun is thus marked only on 

the copular verb. It is assumed in examining the available constructions that the agreement 

marker appears both in the predicate phrase and in the copular verb. 

 In the other attested construction, the PD is substituted by an interrogative phrase that does 

not take a verbal agreement marker but a possessive suffix appears on it, and there is no 

agreement marker in the construction (see 359). 

 

 (359) ťuku  ŋamge-da? 

   this  what-PX.3SG 

   ʻWhat of his is this?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 105) 

 

This construction is similar to the predicate possession discussed in §7.1.1, but here two noun 

phrases are involved in the construction. As the possessive relation is marked on the 

predicative noun via possessive suffixes (ŋamgeda ʻwhat of hisʼ), an agreement marker 
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cannot be attached to it. The agreement, therefore, is not marked overtly in present tense, 

indicative mood in these structures. Similarly to the nominal predicates, however, the copula 

appears in the clause taking tense, aspect, modal markers, as in (360). 

 

 (360) num  ŋamge-r   ŋæ-daki? 

   God  what-PX.2SG be-PROB.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat could be the God of you?ʼ (Lar & Pushkareva 2001: 33) 

 

In this case, the copular verb takes agreement marker and possessive suffix appears in the 

predicative noun. 

 

7.3.3. Content questions with adjectival predicates 

 

Semantically, clauses with adjectival predicates can typically be described as attributive 

clauses (cf. Payne 1997: 112). In these clauses, the adjectival predicate denotes a given 

property of the subject noun phrase. These constructions are close to the previously 

introduced inclusive clauses. The main distinction is that in adjectival clauses the predicate is 

an adjective. The attested attributive questions are shown in Table 62. 

 

Table 62. Attributive content interrogative constructions in Tundra Nenets 

Subject Predicate № 
NP AdjQ 58 
NPQ Adj 17 

 

As illustrated in Table 62, both the subject noun phrase and the predicative noun can be 

substituted by interrogative phrases in adjectival predicate constructions. If an interrogative 

adjective functions as the predicate of the clause, the agreement between the subject and the 

predicate adjective takes place through agreement suffixes attached to the predicate adjective 

(without any verbalizer). Consequently, there is no overt copula in the clause in present tense 

(see 361). 

 

 (361) ťuku  jaľa-ʔ  numʔ   xurkа? 

   this  day-GEN  weather  what.kind.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhat is the weather like today?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 129) 
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The omission of a copula is allowed solely for the types of constructions illustrated in (361). 

If any additional verbal category (aspect, mood, etc.) needs to be expressed, a copula appears 

in the construction taking the agreement marker and the additional verbal markers. The 

predicate adjective also bears the agreement marker. The copula appearing with adjectival 

predicate is the same as the one used in equative/inclusive constructions (see 362). 

 

 (362) ńe-koća-ʔ    ńu-da     xurka-ʔ     ŋæ-sa-ʔ? 

   woman-DIM-GEN  child-PX.PL.3SG what.kind-VX.3PL be-INT-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat were the children of the woman like?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 38) 

 

As example (362) above illustrates, past tense is not expressed by the past tense marker, but 

the interrogative modal marker referring to past is attached to the copula. The adjectival 

interrogative predicate takes solely the agreement marker, which is also present on the copular 

verb. 

 If the interrogative construction functions as the subject in the clause, then it controls 

agreement on the predicative adjective, similarly to intransitive and transitive clauses. This 

construction does not need any verbal element either (see 363). 

 

 (363) xi!a-raʔ   ŋarka? 

   who-PX.2PL big.VX.3SG 

   ʻWho of you is big?ʼ (Orlova et al. 1996: 74) 

 

In attributive interrogatives, the adjectival predicate is preceded by the subject and the 

construction is predicate final. 

 

7.3.4. Content questions with quantifier predicates 

 

In Tundra Nenets, interrogative quantifiers can also function as the predicate of a clause in 

constructions asking about the amount of the subject. In the corpus, there were 21 clauses in 

which the interrogative quantifier appeared as the predicate. The quantifier predicate 

construction is similar to attributive clauses in the sense that the interrogative quantifier 

functions as the predicate on its own, bearing agreement markers in present tense, indicative 

mood (see 364). 
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 (364) ťir-mа-wаɁ    xun-tа    śan? 

   fly-AN-PX.1PL   length-PX.3SG  how.many.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow long does our flight take?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 51) 

 

In non-present tenses and/or with other verbal categories, however, the use of a copula is 

necessary. The copula is the same form as the one used in the types examplified above (see 

365). 

 

 (365) mir-tа   śan       ŋæ-ŋgu? 

   price-PX.3SG how.many.VX.3SG  be-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow much will it cost?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 47) 

 

7.3.5. Locative predicates expressed by content questions 

 

Unlike existential clauses expressed by intransitive predicate constructions, locative ones can 

structurally be regarded as being nonverbal predicates in Tundra Nenets. In the locative 

predicate, there is a nonverbal locational element functioning as the predicate. These 

constructions are used to provide the spatial location of a given entity. As was already 

discussed, they contain the same elements (theme and locational ones) that the existentials do. 

However, they show some grammatical differences with respect to existential constructions 

cross-linguistically. In Tundra Nenets, there are some special characteristics of locative 

clauses discussed in the following points: 

 

(i) Locative clauses employ a copula used with nominal/adjectival predicates as well, 

so they do not involve the existential verb like existential clauses do. 

(ii) There is another copular verb exclusively used with human theme elements (meś) 

which means that Tundra Nenets employs two different copulas for expressing 

locational predicates. One is used with inanimate theme elements (ŋaś) and the 

other is with animate (human and animal) entities. 

(iii) The encoding strategy of the locational predicate construction differs from that of 

nominal/adjectival constructions in the sense that the locative part of the predicate 

does not take agreement suffixes and it usually does not appear without a copula: 

agreement and any other verbal suffixes are attached to the copula. 
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(iv) Agreement takes place between the copula and the theme element, that is, the 

grammatical subject of the clause. 

(v) Locational clauses have a reversed order of the clausal elements as compared to 

existential clauses. In locational predicates, the theme-locational-copula order is 

the most frequent order. This order corresponds to the correlation observed by 

Freeze (1992: 556). 

 

In locational clauses, both the theme and the locative element can be substituted by an 

interrogative phrase. The attested constructions and orders are represented in Table 63. 

 

Table 63. Locative predicates in Tundra Nenets content questions 

Word order № 
 LQ cop 5 

Time LQ cop 2 
ReasonQ L cop 3 

T LQ cop 58 
T LQ  11 
TQ L cop 4 
LQ T cop 5 
L TQ cop 4 

 

As illustrated in Table 63, the theme element is not an obligatory part of the question. 

Therefore, it can also be omitted as in (366). 

 

 (366) xаńana   ŋa? 

   where.LOC  be.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhere is it?ʼ (Pushkareva & Khomich 2001: 102) 

 

As was already mentioned, the different theme elements select for a different copular verb. If 

the theme element is inanimate, like in (366) above, then the copula used in 

nominal/adjectival predicate construction (ŋaś) appears. In the case of an animate theme 

element, however, another copula (meś) surfaces in the structure (see 367). 

 

 (367) xаńana   me-sa-n? 

   where.LOC  be-INT-VX.2SG 

   ʻWhere were you?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 63) 
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Both clauses have a covert theme element, but the copulas refer to their person/number and to 

their animacy. 

 In addition, adverbial elements, such as temporal or reason adverbials, can also appear in 

locational predicates. In example (368), the theme element is overt (the agreement suffix 

refers to its person and number, while the copula type to its animacy), and there is an 

additional temporal adverbial in the construction. 

 

 (368) taʔ   xаńanа   me-ŋgu-dаʔ? 

   summer  where.LOC  be-FUT-VX.2PL 

   ʻWhere will you be in summer?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 109)  

   Time   LQ     cop 

 

As illustrated in Table 63, the theme element is most typically overt. In the attested 82 

constructions with an overt theme element, the expected theme-locational order is realized. 

The following examples in (369) and (370) represent the canonical word order either with an 

interrogative theme element, or with an interrogative locational one respectively. 

 

 (369) xurkа    pirdirmа  pidаrаɁ  mаr-knа-ndа    ŋæ-sа-Ɂ? 

   what.kind  race.PL   2PL   city-LOC-PX.OBL.2PL  be-INT-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat competitions were there in your city?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 43) 

   TQ          L            cop 

 (370) awtobus-Ɂ nulаŋgаlwа  xаńanа   ŋа? 

   bus-GEN  station   where.LOC  be.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhere is a/the bus station?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 46) 

   T         LQ     cop 

 

Example (370) illustrates that theme elements in locative clauses can be either definite or 

indefinite. The interrogative phrase appears adjacent to the copular verb, while the reversed 

word order results in the clause initial position of the locative interrogative, as in (371). 
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 (371) xаńanа   śamanxаt  ŋаrkа  stаďion   ŋа? 

   where.LOC  COMP    big  stadium   be.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhere is the biggest stadium?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 78) 

   LQ     T             cop 

 

This order appears solely with a definite theme element that is situated closer to the copula. 

However, there is no clear grammatical reason for the word order change in these 

constructions. 

 In the case of an interrogative theme element, the clause initial locative element has a 

referential reading, as in (372) below. 

 

 (372) kuľturа-ʔ  xаrdа-xаnа  xurkа    wistаwkа-ʔ   ŋæ-śeti-ʔ? 

   culture-GEN house-LOC  what.kind  exhibition-PL  be-HAB-VX.3PL 

   ʻWhat exhibitions are there in the community house?ʼ (Nenyang 2005: 71) 

   L          TQ           cop 

 

The referentiality of the locational element explains its clause initial position: as it is a known 

element from the previous discourse, it has a topical role. 

 Finally, the copula can be omitted in some cases. These constructions appear with an 

interrogative locational constituent (see 373). 

 

 (373) jaxa  xańana? 

   river  where.LOC 

   ʻWhere is the river?ʼ (Okotetto 1998: 82) 

 

As the adverbial element cannot take an agreement marker, there is no finite element in this 

construction. These constructions are relatively rare and only appear in phrasebooks which 

represent new texts. As they are not typical for Tundra Nenets, they may be regarded as the 

result of the contact with Russian. In Russian, the copular verb is not overt in locational 

clauses in present tense, as can be seen in (374). 
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 (374) Russian 

   Gde  reka? 

   where river 

   ʻWhere is the river?ʼ 

 

Therefore, it can be expected that in these examples without a copula the Russian structure is 

borrowed. 

 

7.3.6. Temporary possession expressed by content questions 

 

In Tundra Nenets, there is also a possessive construction that can have a temporary possessive 

reading. In the corpus, there were 13 clauses altogether that express a [–Time Stable] and 

[+Control] relationship between the possessor and the possessed item. In these constructions, 

the possessor element is not marked by genitive case (contrary to predicational possession), 

but it is inflected in locative case as in (375) below. 

 

 (375) brigаdа-xаnа-ndаɁ  śan    ńeneća-lаɁ? 

   team-LOC-PX.OBL.2PL how.many  people-PX.2PL 

   ʻHow many people do you have in your team?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 35) 

 

In addition, the possessed item takes possessive markers. This construction is similar to 

predicational possession in the sense that it expresses a possessive relation. Unlike in 

predicate possession, however, there is no overt verbal element taking agreement suffixes in 

temporary possessive structures. Grammatically, this structure cannot be regarded as a finite 

structure. Additionally, locational clauses have a very similar structure, as the possessor 

appears in locative case functioning as a locational adverbial. 

 

7.3.7. Content questions with temporal predicates 

 

In Tundra Nenets, there are clauses that have the same grammatical structure as locational 

predicates do. These clauses have an additional adverbial other than the locational one, 

functioning as the predicate. One type is the temporal expression that is part of the predicate 

at least semantically (see 376). 
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 (376) ťiki  śaxаɁ  ŋæ-ŋgu? 

   that  when  be-FUT.VX.3SG 

   ʻWhen will that be?ʼ (Vanuyto 2012: 59) 

   T   TimeQ cop 

 

Similarly to locational clauses, these constructions also contain a theme element (either 

definite or indefinite) and a temporal expression that appears instead of the locational one. 

There is also a copular element that is similar to that of locational predicates. This clause type 

is quite rare, it is attested only 10 times in the corpus and always with future tense reference. 

The copula is always overt and takes agreement and tense markers. As the copula in future 

tense is obligatory, it cannot be concluded whether the construction appears without a copula 

in the present tense or it is always obligatory in the construction. 

 

7.3.8. Content questions with manner predicates 

 

Similarly to temporal predicates, clauses can contain a theme element (either definite or 

indefinite) and a manner expression used together with a copula (see 377). 

 

 (377) sæw-mi   xačerɁ  ŋa? 

   eye-PX.1SG  how   be.VX.3SG 

   ʻHow is my eye?ʼ (Labanauskas 1995: 184) 

   T     MannerQ cop 

 

Example (377) above clearly illustrates that the construction requires a copula that takes 

agreement markers. While the manner adverbial determines the predication semantically, 

gramatically it behaves as an adverbial modifier. In the case of any other verbal suffixes, it is 

only the copula that can take these markers (see 378). 

 

 (378) ńu-da     xanźerɁ  ŋæ-sa-Ɂ? 

   child-PX.PL.3SG how   be-INT-VX.3PL 

   ʻHow were his/her children?ʼ (Nenyang 2007: 38) 

   T      MannerQ cop 
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To summarize the main points of this section, nonverbal clauses can be formed with 

interrogative phrases. The so-called equative/inclusive, adjectival and quantifier predicates 

have the same characteristics. As was discussed, these interrogative constructions can take 

agreement markers without an overt copula. Nevertheless, the copula must be overt in past 

tense (that is expressed by the interrogative modal marker) and in the presence of additional 

verbal suffixes. The copular verb used in content questions is the same used in declarative 

nominal clauses. As was also discussed, the predicate construction occupies the clause final 

position in most of the cases. There are only a few instances in which the interrogative 

predicate is followed by the subject noun phrase. A similar predicate construction is available 

in nonverbal clauses expressing predicative possession in which the possessed item is 

definite. In these clauses, the predicate usually contains a possessor in the genitive form, 

which functions as the modifier of the predicate noun. The predicates indicating temporary 

possession do not contain an agreement marker. Finally, the locative, temporal and manner 

predicates are expressed with a construction usually containing a copular verb. This copula 

takes verbal markers, while the adverbial parts of the predicate cannot be inflected at all. The 

copula used in this constructions is the same as with nominal predicates. 
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8. Conclusions 
 

This study aimed at giving an analysis of Tundra Nenets content interrogatives. As there is no 

detailed description of interrogatives in Tundra Nenets, the present analysis has included 

lexico-semantic and the morphological features, as well as, the syntactic positions of 

interrogative pro-forms in Tundra Nenets. 

 In Chapter 2, the general characteristics of Tundra Nenets have been introduced: its genetic 

affiliation, the traditional areas of habitation, dialectal divisions and differences, the current 

demographic situation, literacy and wiritng system of Tundra Nenets. Afterwards a brief 

typological description has been provided which demonstrated that head-final syntagmatic 

relations are typically available in Tundra Nenets. Consequently, clauses are verb-final 

constructions in which auxiliaries follow the main verbs, postpositions are used instead of 

prepositions, possessors precede possessed items, and adjectival modifiers precede the 

modified nouns. In Chapter 3, the primary data and the corpus have been presented. The 

corpus represents the written standard of Tundra Nenets consisting of two types of texts 

namely recorded and imagined texts. The corpus contains more than 617,000 tokens 

originating from narratives and conversations. Chapter 4 has discussed the (content) questions 

from a typological perspective and has defined them as interrogative clauses that (i) require a 

specific answer other than ʻYes/No’ and (ii) contain an interrogative phrase (cf. Dryer 2013a). 

In Chapter 5, the lexico-semantics of Tundra Nenets interrogative pro-forms, in particular 

their distinctive features, have been discussed. Two groups have been differentiated on the 

basis of the relation between interrogative forms and interrogative meanings: the major and 

the minor group. The major group contains lexicalised interrogative pro-forms which can only 

be analysed historically. In contrast, the minor group consists of interrogative pro-forms 

derived from the elements of the major group, so they are morphologically compound forms. 

It has also been demonstrated that some Tundra Nenets interrogative pro-forms display 

different meanings in different contexts. The central problem addressed in Chapter 6 is the 

parts-of-speech categories of these interrogative pro-forms. Within the frame of a 

grammatical analysis, interrogative words have been classified according to their 

morphological characteristics, their distribution and their syntactic function. In the 

morphological analysis, the inflectional features of interrogative pro-forms have only been 

considered. This analysis has shown that there are interrogative pronouns, determiners, 

adjectives, quantifiers and adverbs in Tundra Nenets, whose grammatical characteristics do 

not differ basically from the corresponding non-interrogative parts-of-speech categories. 
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 Finally, Chapter 7 identified the position of interrogative words in intransitive, transitive 

and nonverbal questions. 595 intransitive, 392 transitive and 507 nonverbal clauses of the 

corpus have been examined. On the basis of the data, the interrogative words typically occur 

in situ. The interrogative words occur in non-in situ position in 16.399% of the cases. 

Nevertheless, there is a remarkable difference in the ratio of non-in situ interrogative words if 

one examines the clause-types separately. 97.041% of the nonverbal clauses, for instance, 

appear in the expected order, while this ratio is 70.023% in intransitive questions and is 

63.218% in transitive constructions. I have argued that the unexpected non-in situ structures 

can be due to three possible reasons. Firstly, the interrogative word may appear sentence 

initially rather than in its standard position. In these types of clauses, the interrogative word is 

usually complex and asks for an information, which is presumed to be salient both to the 

speaker and to the hearer. It can be interpreted as asking about an information which 

originates from a set of known or presupposed elements. Accordingly, the interrogative word 

is linked to the previous part of the discourse. This logical linkage has syntactic consequences 

on the sentences. Secondly, the different word order is the result of the special discourse role 

of one of the non-interrogative elements. In this case, the position of this non-interrogative 

element does not correspond to its usual syntactic function, for instance, the object appears 

sentence initially by preceding the interrogative subject. Finally, there are clauses in which the 

effect of the Russian language can be detected. As it has been shown, the change in word 

order is due to structural borrowing in these cases. 

 As pointed out, the Tundra Nenets dialects exhibit differences in formal and functional 

characteristics of certain interrogative words. On the one hand, differences were observed 

between the forms of the interrogative pronouns in the Central and Eastern dialects. 

Additionally, the forms of interrogative adverbs exhibiting place, time and manner readings 

also vary in the Tundra Nenets dialects. On the other hand, certain structures employ different 

grammatical characteristic in some dialects: 

 

(i) the nouns seem to be ellipted from the phrase in the Ob/Ural of the Eastern 

dialectal group, in which case the case, person/number, etc. suffixes are attached 

to the interrogative modifier/adjective (see §5.2). 

(ii) in the Central and Western dialects, the noun and its interrogative 

modifier/complement show agreement in number. While this pattern is not 

attested in the Eastern dialect (see §6.3). 
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(iii) there is also an internal agreement within the nonverbal predicate between the 

interrogative modifier and the predicate head in verbal person/number marking. 

This agreement is, however, observed in the Yamal subdialect in the Eastern 

dialectal group only (see. §7.3.1). 
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